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CHAPTER 1. INTRUDUCi'IUN 
Objectives of the introduction 
After reading the introduction, you should: 
* Be aware that "rational" is not universally accepted as 
the axiom for individual or group decision-making. 
* Be aware that the concept of rationality has iieea used 
very ambiguously in the literature, resulting in confusion 
and disagreement over its definition and application. 
* Be aware that the lack, of technology to filter and 
compress information has also contributed to the reluctance 
to pursue the rational axiom in socio-political policy 
analysis. 
* Be aware that the innovative techniques of the Delphi 
Method and Multiple 0:;jectivc Linear prograzaing (MOLP) may 
decision makers. 
* Be acquainted with the specific definitions of decision 
making, rationality and model that are critical to this 
study• 
2 
Nature of the ceseacch problem 
For many years social scientists have recoynized a need 
to improve decision making iu the socio-political environment 
and acknowledged the merit of the concept of rational 
decision making (duchanan 6 Tollison 1972; Downs 19b7; Dye 
1975; Friedland 1974; Sison 19 76 S 1977; Wade 19 72 and 
Wildavsky 1974; Lindbloai 1968; Sharkansky 1972; Smithies 
1967). But generally, the political scientists appear to hold 
rational decision making as idealistic, Utopian and not 
realistically functional (Buchanan and Tollison 1972 p. 325). 
On the concept of rationality in political science Edward 
Friedland has observed that "Theories of rationality are 
logically consistent presentations built upon a set of 
necessarily unprovable beliefs about the way in which choices 
shoula be maae" (Friedland 197a p. 22). niewald concludes 
that "human behavior is rational, but the body of knowledge 
from whicn rational premises are derived is necessarily 
limited; the human mind is too puny a vessel for complete 
rationality" (Miewald 197b p. 27). 
economists do not have as much troublai with the concept 
of rationality. "The economic definition refers solely to a 
man who movei^ toward his goals in a way wriicn, to the oest of 
his knowledge, uses the least possible input of scarce 
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resources per unit of valued output" (Downs 1957 p. 5). 
Economic rationality is more elaborately defined by Kenneth 
Arrow, rie believes that a rational man is one who behaves aj 
follows: (1) he can always make a decision when confronted 
with a range of alternatives; (2) he ranks all the 
alternatives facing him in order of his preference in such a 
way that each is either preferred to, indifferent to or 
inferior to each other; (3) his preference ranking is 
transitive; (U) he always chooses from among the possible 
alternatives that which ranks highest in his preference 
ordering; anc (5) he always makes the same decision each time 
he is confronted with the same alternatives (Arrow as cited 
in Downs 1957 y. o) . I would add a sixth (6) ; he always 
chooses the hignest ranked alternative tie can afford. 
Economic analysis thus consists of two major steps: (1) 
discovery of the ends a decision maker is pursuing, and (2) 
analysis ot which seans ot attaining thes are zost reasonable 
rational jiaa to outperform an irratioQal man, because 
randomly selected effective ana ineffective strategics cancel 
each otner, but learned and tested procedures have a higher 
likelihood to lead to desires results. 
In addition to the apparent conflicting attitudes 
between political scientists and economists, the level of 
computer technology sophistication and the author's 
acceptance of the capability of existing computer technology 
to handle massive amouuts of data appear to have considerable 
explanatory value on each writer's attitude toward the 
legitimacy of rational problem solving in socio-political 
environments. The greater the acceptance of systems analysis 
and computer technology, the broader the acceptance and 
acknowledgement of the legitimate role of rational problem 
solving in socio-political environments. 
The difference between acceptance or rejection of the 
applicability and practicality of rational problem solving in 
socio-political environments may be closely associated with 
what Simon terms "the whole concept of what it means to 
'know'." Simon observes that "in the pre-computer era, a 
person knew sozething wnen he had it stored in his memory in 
such a form that he could retrieve it on appropriate cues." 
"Nowadays, there are many additional ways of 'knowing'." 
"Today the critical path is not to generate, store or 
distribute information, out to filter it so that the 
process!iig demands on the components of the system, human and 
mechanical, will not far exceed their capacities" (Simon 1977 
p-iaO). Simon aad his several collaborators are saying that 
we no longer need to rely so heavily upon the bounded 
rationality with all its obvious deficiencies because modern 
methods of handling data, plus tne techniques for using them 
in decision aaking, enable managers to push back the 
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frontiers of rationality (Miewald iy78 p. 169). 
The magnitude and stature of the political science 
literature has cast a dark shadow on the legitimacy of 
rational decision aaicing as a viable process in determining 
the effectiveness of public service organizations in meeting 
clientele needs. Generally, political scientists have opted 
for a descriptive (incremental) concept that was formulated 
from ecpirical research. The principal supporting argument 
for the preference of the incremental descriptive model is 
its feasibility. 
The attitude toward the validity and practicality of the 
concept of rational problem solving in a 
political-social-economic environment is expressed in Peter 
G. V. Keen's description of "The Evolving Concept of 
Optimality" and can be summarized as an ideological 
continuum. At one extreme is Lindblom's concept of 
"Pluralism" and "Science of Huddling Through" and at the 
other is "Econojiic Man" with the "natural linkage from the 
concept of scarcity to that of economizing to that of 
optimizing." In between lie hirschisan's "Imbalance and 
Corrective Reactions," March's "Technology of Foolishness" 
and Simon's "bouuLled nationality" and "Sat isf icing. " Keen 
concludes "there is no reason to reject either the rational 
or the pluralist axioms." iio^aver, he cautions that 
"optimization science, in economics and in 0B/Mb (Operations 
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Research / Management Science) has tended to take its axioms 
for granted and to assume that they are self-evident. They 
are not" (Keen 1977 p. 52-4). 
Briefly and succinctly stated, the objections to the 
application of rational decision making in public service 
delivery are that xt is Utopian and the process is too costly 
in terms of the resources consumed (time and human intellect) 
in the elaborate process of arriving at a final choice. It is 
important to understand that it is not the cost of the 
possible consequences of the choice arrived at in a rational 
framework that is questioned. Riker, a political scientist, 
puts it this way. "It must not be asserted that all behavior 
is rational but rather merely that some behavior is and tnat 
this possibly small amount is critical for the construction 
and operation of economic and political institutions" (Hiker 
1962 p. 20). Friedland, another political scientist, 
concludes that "the ideal of rationality as a standard 
towards which ve should aspire is simply too valuable an 
ideal to relinquish because of the presently unsatisfactory 
state of theories about rationality." "Despite our 
dissatisfact ion and no matter hoy limited ïc conccivc the 
idea (rationality) to be, ve aust still face up to the fact 
that it is virtually the only game in town." "The most 
important feature of the concept of rationality is its 
capacity to serve as independent perspective for the 
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criticism of existing institutions." "...the best summary 
statement that can be made aûout reason as a guide to 
political choice is that it is probably the least 
untrustworthy of the instruments on which men rely" 
(Friedland 197U p. 24-5). Finally, Thompson concludes that 
"the rules of rational choice apply to situations where 
middle-range values are involved in a long series of similar 
choices. This situation typically confronts organizations 
continually producing goods oc services of a reasonably 
well-understood kind. Such organizations become highly 
rationalized, and we call them bureaucracies" (Thompson 1^71 
p. 6) . 
Pu^ose and objectives of the study 
The purpose of this study is to deconstrate that recent 
innovations in technology, namely the Delpni Technique and 
Multiple Objective Linear Programming, (MOLP) noa maxe ic 
possible to utilize a rational decision-making sodel to 
process the critical iniormation in public service delivery 
decisions without overtaxing the financial limits and mental 
anility of the institutions and individuals involved in the 
process. The aarked shift in the role of inferisation 
processing is a basis for the general hypothesis of this 
study. Innovative techniques of the Delphi Method and 
Multiple Objective Linear Programming (nOLP) now marie it 
possible to identify, filter and compress much of the 
information in socio-political problems so that it is now 
possible to develop and illustrate a model of rational 
decision making that will have heuristic, investigative and 
clinical value in adult and extension education, program 
budgeting (PPBS), and management by objectives (M30). 
Specifically, this research is to aemonstrate that 
Multiple Objective Linear programming (MOLP) and the Delphi 
Method can be combined with existing 
organizational/administrative theory and iustitutioiial 
resource allocation models to estimate the impact and 
relative importance of competing organizational objectives on 
resource allocation within a public university. It is a model 
of a process that asks and attempts to answer the following 
organizational questions: 
— — — — — A. »  ^  ^ 1 T  ^ y-j t "X /J f f X f J, f CI at; c v-^JL <J Lâ j 
important," what is the level of each alternative activity 
that contributes to the achievement of the objectives such 
that the conbiaed attainment of all objectives produces 
the maximum satisfaction in relation to the decision 
makers' values? 
* what resources or commitaents are necessary witn each 
alternative activity? 
» what is the relative value of each resource when iL is 
utilized in ditrerent activities to maximize the combined 
attainment or all the objectives? 
* What criteria should be used to evaluate effectiveness? 
Specific objectives of the study include: 
Ao Illustrate how to identify the attributes of a 
college that is vigorously pursuing specific 
objectives, 
3, Illustrate how to establish the technical 
relationships between objectives, attributes and 
activities in higher education. 
C, Illustrate how behavior revealed preferences can 
differ from professed preferences. 
D. Illustrate how to formulate a multiple objective 
linear programming model that simulates the objective 
attainment and resource allocation of an institution o 
higher education. 
r. Illustrate how 
participants to experience the consequences of : 
1. Changes in the rank order of organizational 
OÛjectives, 
2. Chan jes in the level of resource-constraints. 
tional icoiapreheasive)_ decision makina 
Decision aaking and rationality are fundamental concept 
this studv but are not the jrinciaal suDiects. Therefore, 
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to establish the context ot the study by defiiiiny the various 
concepts and by deliaeatiny the specific relevant application 
of each concept. 
Individual behavior can be the result of many stimuli 
including drives, such as wishes, habit and impulse; feeling, 
such as emotion; random action; and intelligent acts of 
thought. In somewhat the same manner, organizational 
activities may De affected by many influences including past 
practice, activities of similar organizations, and deliberate 
decisions. A aecision is a choice. The decision-making 
(choice) process is fundamental to the conscious behavior of 
individuals and groups of individuals, it is a very complex 
process and it has been the focal point of considerable 
research and publications (Thompson 1971; Friedland 1974; Lee 
1972). Dye concludes that organizational decisions, each with 
its own unique focus and assumptions, can be classified as 
institutional, incrementj.i, systematic, gaming, elitist and 
rational (Dye 1975 p. 18-39). 
This IS a study of rational, organizational decision 
[Raking. The "foLiaal organization" is "a group of individuals 
less explicit goals" (Miewald 1978 p. 6) . 
The traditional image of a decision maker "is a person 
at the moment ot choice...." This image "falsifies decision 
aaking by focu^in j on its riual moment." Decision making i3 a 
1 1 
"full, lenjthy, complex process of altering, exploring and 
analyzing that precedes the final moment, (of choice) and the 
process of evaluating that succeeds it" (Simon 1977 p. 40). 
"The decision maker is then, in reality, one who attempts to 
attain a set of goals to the fullest possible extent in an 
environment of conflicting interests, incomplete information, 
limited resources, and limited ability to analyze the complex 
environment" (Lee 1972 P. xii). "The soundness or rationality 
of decision making is measured by the degree of 
organizational goals achieved by the decision" (Lee 1972 p. 
7) . 
Simon further identifies the four phases of the process. 
The first phase, searching the environment for conditions 
calling for decision, he calls "intelligence activities" 
(borrowing the military meaning of intelligence). The second 
phase, inventing, developing and analyzing possible courses 
of action - he terms "design activity." The third phase, 
selecting a particular course of action from those available, 
is "choice activity." The fourth phase, assessing past 
choices, is "review activity" (Simon 1977 p.  41). 
Simon ' s nef imtion of decision making fits in very 
nicely yith most definitions of problem solving. When a 
person wants something and does not know immediately what 
series of actions he can perform to get it, he is confronted 
with a problez (Neaeil 1972 p. 72) (see also Jackson 1975; 
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Kepner and Tregoe 1965; aud Kaufman 1976). Figure I 
reproduces Foger Kaufman's six step general problem solving 
process. 
Revise as Required 
Identify 
problem 
based on 
needs 
Select 
solution 
strategies 
mplement Determine 
outcome 
effecti\eness 
Determine solution 
requirements and 
identify solution 
alternatives 
Figure 01. General problem solving process 
From either the decision-maxing or problem-solving 
perspective, the process is a hierarchy of specific cnoices 
involved in learning, understanding, information processing, 
assessment and definition of the decision situation. 
Depending on whether the underlying logic of the process is 
calculation or evaluation, the level of certainty has varyi^ig 
effects on the tinal decision. In calculating routine 
situations, in «rhich the effects of each option is viewed as 
certain and only one choice will meet "the criteria of 
rationality-" a m.=»r:hiiie could aa ke the choice. This is 
defined as "situational determinism" by Thompson (Ihompsoa 
1971 p.3). However, Thompson claims that "certainty resides 
only in tautologies. la the eiupirical world of consequences 
of action, we have either probabilities or no knowledge at 
13 
all" (rhorai)son iy7 1 p. b) . 
This study is concerned primarily with the aspects of 
the decision-making process that Simon identifies as "design" 
and "choice" activities and the problem-solving steps that 
Kaufman identifies as determination of solution requirements, 
identification of solution alternatives and selection of 
solution strategies. The other aspects of decision making and 
problem solving are stipulated as given. 
It is not enough to identify the logic of the process as 
rationality. The behaviors commonly elicited when people are 
placed in problem-solving situations and ace motivated toward 
a goal are called rational (Newell 1972 p. 53). A cursory 
review of the literature on rational decision making reveals 
that there are at least thirteen (13) concepts of rationality 
as it relates to decision making. 
Mannheim's dichotomy of rationality into "functional" 
and "substantial" appears to be oasic to tne discussion or 
rationality in general. 
Substantial rationality applies to individual decisions 
and involves thoughts (ay emphasis) "which reveal intellijent 
insight into the interrelations of events in a given 
situation" (Mannheim 19^0 p. 53). Diesing's expanded 
definition states that "a decision or action is substantially 
rational when it takes into account the possibilities and 
limitations of a given situation and reorgan izes (my 
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emphasis) it so as to produce, or increase or preserve some 
good." This definition has two features: (A) The decision or 
action "must be an effective (my emphasis) response, produces 
some possible good, and (B) effectiveness must be based on 
intelligent insight rather than luck" (Diesing 1976 p. 3). 
Functional rationality applies to organizations and 
involves the scheduling and implementation of predetermined 
techniques to attain specitic goals. Karl lannheim provided 
that "a series of actions is functionally rational if": (A) 
the structure "is organized with reference to a definite 
goal" and (B)"an individual can be integrated into it because 
its future behavior is predictable" (Mannheim 1940 p. 54). 
Diesing expands this definition to provide that "an 
organization is functionally rational when its structure is 
conducive "to produce, or increase or preserve some good in a 
consistent dependable fashion." "It is the structure which 
enaûles the organization to continue effective operation 
through variations of personnel and through changes in the 
enviroment" (Diesing 1:^76 p. 3). 
Diesing develops five specific dimensions of rationality 
that are refinements of îîaiinhei™ • s "substantial and 
functional ratioaality. " Tney differ in that Diesing rejects 
Mannheim's notion that rationality is identical with 
efficiency. He supports his rejection on the basis of the 
identity that: (1) the efficient achievement of a single goal 
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is technical Cdtiouality and (2) the maximum achievement of a 
plurality of goals is economic rationality, and no other 
types of rationality are admitted. He reasons that "such a 
conception of rationality limits its scope rather severely." 
He aryues that "the criterion of efficiency used in this 
context is applicable only to means and not to ends, unless 
these are in turn means to further ends" (Diesing 1976 p. 1) . 
Therefore Diesing replaces efficiency with effectiveness 
which is a wider concept that "refers to the successful 
production of auy kind of value. leaving open and problematic 
the question of what kinds of value there may be" (Diesing 
197b p. 3) . 
Diesing's effectiveness is similar to Dye's "efficiency" 
used in describing rational policy making. Dye defines a 
rational policy as "one that is correctly designed to 
saxiuîize ' net value achievement' . " He goes on to say that 
"this definition or rationality is interchangeable with the 
concept of efficiency - efficiency is the relation betweeen 
valued inputs and valued outputs." He concludes that "a 
policy is rational when it is most efficient -- that is, if 
the relation bet - een the values it achie vea ind the valvie^s it 
sacrifices is positive and higher than a n y  other policy 
alternative" (Dye 197;> p ,  21) . i)ye furtuer elaborates on 
"rationalism" by explaining that "to select a rational 
policy. policymakers aust: 
I o 
1) know all the society's value preferences and their 
relative weights; 
(2) know all the policy alternatives available; 
(3) know all the consequences of each policy alternative; 
(4) calculate the ratio of achieved to sacrificed 
societal values for each alternative; 
(5) select the most efficient policy alternative" (Dye 
1975 p. 27) . 
Diesing develops an elaborate framework to define 
reason in society so that it is defensible in five 
different contexts. He concludes that there are two phases 
of reason; (1) rationality or organizations and, (2) 
rationality of decisions. By discussing rationality in 
terms of scope, trends and values in a technical, 
economic, social, legal and political setting, he defines 
five distinguishaule types of rationality. 
Technical rationality is concerned with the 
effectiveiiess of the process of physically aixing v.iriou-S 
factors tocetner to acnieve a single end that is likely 
determined outside the decision structure. It is a 
calculating process designed to avoid waste, and its 
principal element is efficiency of production and physical 
17 
distribution. 
Economic Rationality is concerned with the allocation 
of scarce resources among competing or alternative ends. 
It is an evaluation process designed to provide maximum 
satisfaction which, in addition to including the technical 
elements of production and physical distribution, involves 
internal allocation and external exchange based on the 
value of the resources and the commodities. 
Social Rationality is concerned with the elimination 
of the causes of conflict, frustration and anxiety by 
progressive assimilation, resolution or exclusion so that 
the participants can exnibit as much agreement as 
possible. It is an integrating process in which its 
principal conponents such as feeling, mutual support and 
action are combined to increase the expression of self and 
self-realization. 
Legal Rationality is concerned with the existence and 
maintenance of a public framework of common values and 
some mutual trust for preventing and solving disputes 
between parties of conflicting interests when other 
A. <a -i.  ^ e v- jl. ^  u. y u  ^ o * o XT lu w O 2. d 4- f diiU 
neutral rules prescribing rights and duties together wita 
some neutral person qualified to apply them in an 
environment in which the distribution of power is 
stabilized by mutual checks and balances such that the 
resuit is legal justice. 
Political Rationality is concerned with the 
preservation and correction of the decision-making 
structure's ability to yield adequate decisions from 
complex situations with some regularity. It is a process 
of discussion and decision in which the processes of 
problem-solving, persuasion, bargaining and politics are 
blended in to its principal components of compromise and 
mediation to bring about a balance between the forces of 
differentiation and unification such that there is a 
delicate balance of interests that can be tolerated by all 
parties who continue to maintain their differences. 
Each definition equates reason wita order, such that 
order is the opposite of randomness. Rationality is a 
special kind of order which has a guiding logic that makes 
it intelligible. In this context, technical rationality is 
an order of production that makes action productive and is 
designed to avoid waste. Economic rationality is an order 
of neasurement and value comparison designed to facilitate 
allocation of resources and exchanges of commodities. 
Social rationality is an order of interdependence and 
solidarity which works to eliminate conflict and 
disjunction and promotes trust and self-assurance. Legal 
rationality is an oraer identifying that avaiiacility of 
clear and exact assignment of individual rights and duties 
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designed to resolve conflict when all other approaches 
fail. Political rationality is an order of discussion and 
decision designed to result in tolerable relationships 
with a delicate bala&ce of interests. Finally, functional 
rationality is order and substantial rationality is the 
making of order. 
Simon says "rationality is concerned with the 
selection of preferred behavior alternatives in terms of 
some system of values whereby the consequences of behavior 
can be evaluated" (Siaon 1976 p. 75) . He illustrates that 
this definition has many complexities and concludes that 
the term "rational" must be preceded by appropriate 
adverbs to clarify its meanings. 
(à) A decision "may ue called 'objectively' rational ir, 
in fact, it is the correct behavior for maximizing given 
values in a given situation." 
(3) A decision "is 'subjectively' rational it it 
maximizes attainiaeiit relative to the actual Knowledge of 
the subject." 
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that the adjustment of aeans to ends is a conscious 
process." 
(D) A decision "is 'deliberately' rational to the degree 
that the adjustment of means to ends has been deliberately 
brought about" by the individual or by the organization. 
(E) A decision "is 'organizationally' rational if it is 
oriented to the organization's goals." 
(F) A  decision "is 'personally' rational if it is 
oriented to the individual's goals" (Simon 1976 p. 76-77), 
Figure 02 graphically presents Diesing's and Mannheim's 
concepts of rationality together with six adverbs offered by 
Simon. The five (5) concepts listed down the miadle of Figure 
02 come from Paul Diesing's ^ook Reason in Society (Five 
Types of_Decisions and their Social Conditions) The six (6) 
concepts listed across the top come from Herbert A, Simon's 
boot,Administrative Behavior (A Study of Decision-Making 
Processes in Adainjstration). The two (2) concepts listed 
down the right side come from Karl Mannheim's book, Man and 
Society in an Age of Beconstruetion. 
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Figure 02- Multxuie dimensions of rationality 
The purpose of Figure 02 i3 to identity the principal 
coFiC^pts <j£ L c i ï _  —  w i i c i  — i-î-y Lii^c aire cricicai cc 
These are indicated by the nark outline. The rationality oz 
the model includes the concepts of Mannheim's functional 
rationality and Diesiaj's technical and economic rationality 
all set in an environment that Simon describes as 
organizdtioiidliy rational. 
Prior to multiple criteria decision making, Diesing's 
economic rationality is infeasible in the public sector 
because the dollar is not an acceptable numeraire to measurer 
the allocation oi resource and evaluate the exchange value of 
the outcomes. Downs states "if multiple goals are allowed, 
means appropriate to one may block, attainment of another; 
hence, no uaigue course can ne charted for a rational 
decision maker to follow" (Downs 1957 p. 5), "Both the 
believers, critics and modifiers of the rational ideal accept 
that optimization is impossible if multiple criteria are not 
resolved" (Keen 1977 p. 33). Keen states that "Optimization 
science is based on a normative model of rational choice" 
(Keen 1977 p. 31). "Any conception of optimality rests on a 
theory of rational decision caking, OP/MS (Operations 
Besearch/Maaagesent Science) is dominated by a normative, 
specialized model of rational choice that is rarely debated 
because it is ' oisvious' " (Keen 1977 p. 31). 
Rational decision making and systematic problem solving 
together with a set of supporting values are implicit in the 
(i.e. jjî: ïissioïs of organizations that 
identify goals and objectives to be achieved) of adult 
education, program budgeting-PPdS and management by 
oojective. Because "almost no society can survive for long if 
no one in it is efficiently pursuing his goals..." (Downs 
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1957 p. 10). For example, in the area of education, educators 
believe it is more desiraule for people to be civilized than 
primitive. Civilized people supposedly understand much of 
what is happening to them and primitive people attribute the 
"origins of events and situations that they do not understand 
to supernatural powers" (Jackson 1975 p. 5). 
The educational philosopher John Dewey, was one of the 
first people to integrate explicit aspects of rational 
behavior into problem solving. His book. How We Think, 
(1910), identified explicit stages of problem solving, 
Dewey's "functionalism," often cited as an underlying 
principle of adult education, is supported by a rational 
problem-solving process. Gross maintains that "a rational 
society is one in which people and organizations are capable 
of sustained learning and, in fact, are explicitly oriented 
toward recreating themselves through sustained learning" 
(Friedland 1974 p.19). "Life is adaption in the interest of 
survival" (TAom^son 1971 p. 1). 
Management science ana ouulic management 
Tins study collates aaministrative science, sanagesent 
science and public zanagezent. The guestion raised by 
administrative science is "the degree to w::ich the decisions 
in and about organizations are rational ones" (Miewala 1978 
p= 167); jizon says; "tae ter™s 'operation research* and 
• management science' are nowadays used almost interchangeably 
to refer to the application of orderly analytic metnods often 
involving sophisticated mathematical tools, to management 
decision inakiag, and particularly to program decision making" 
(Simon 1977 p. 55). "The body of information and techniques 
that management science borrows from otner disciplines is of 
course important, but it is incidental to the scientific 
methodology." "Management science uses what it needs and what 
is available to solve executive problems" (Clough 1963 p. 
27). "Management science has grown out of efforts to develop 
decision making criteria and operating strategies which are 
effective in the face of the increasing complexities and 
higher stakes of modern military and industrial operations" 
(Clough 1963 p. 27-d). 
"At a more philosophical level, operations research may 
be viewed as the application of scientific method to 
management problems.=." (Simoa 1977 p. 55). "The primary 
difficulty in modern decision analysis is the treatment of 
multiple conflicting objectives." "The question becomes one 
of value trades in the social structure of conflicting 
I. Vf L ui % ^ '.iuajLjoio UIIŒ*- XO y o. w ^  r: 
handling multiple conflicting goals through the use of 
priorities say Le a new frontier of management science" (Lee 
1972 p. xii). "...operations research brought into management 
decision making a point of view called the systems approach." 
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"The systems ap^coach is a sot of attitudes and a frame or 
mind rather than a definite and explicit theory" (Simon 19 77 
p. 56). "At its vaguest, it means looking at the whole 
problem - - somewhat more concretely, it means designing the 
components of a system and making individual decisions within 
it in the lignt of the implications of these decisions for 
the system as a whole." "This may involve rational behavior 
and complex systems from economic analysis, mathematical 
techniques..." (Simon 1977 p. 5b). 
The systems analysis approach describes many means by 
which problems are analyzed to find the most effective and 
efficient solution within certain constraints. Although there 
are many variations, the analysis is composed of nine basic 
steps: 
- Define the problem 
- Define the objectives 
- Define the alternatives 
- Make assumptions concerning the system 
- Define the constraints 
- Define the criteria 
^ Gk ^ 
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- Build the model 
(Shell 5 Stelzer 1971 p. b 7 - b ) .  
Edpp and pdtitucci define "public management" as an 
important discipline, separate and distinct from political 
science or public administration. Public management 
recognizes the inconsistency and obsolescence of the 
traditional belief that politicians establish public policy 
and administrators carry it out. It recognizes that politics 
and administration overlap in government because deciding 
what to do and getting it done are inseparable. Public 
management involves the total process (Bapp & Patitucci 1977 
p. xvi) . 
Public management is, in essence, one of the most 
There is not one local government institution, but zany; not 
one state government institution, but many: not one feaeral 
government institution, b'Jt zany; each with specific problems 
to solve, its own (implicit or explicit) goals, and 
objectives with activities and resources to utilize to pursue 
its purposes. These public institutions are not 'unitea' into 
a single coordinated organization, but instead are many 
« 1  T \  4  f  c  u - i * - K  1  m i  1  a  r  r * v o r ' 1 ; a r ' » r ' i i n r T  a  n  A V f ^ n  
conflicting purposes aaà a conglomerate of activities 
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performed with little or no evaluation of their impact oa the 
public need that is the justification for their existence. 
According to Michel Crozier "the public organization has 
resisted rational control because of an irrationality 
protected by the incalculability of performance" (Miewald 
1978 p. 163). Yet all of these institutions are justified on 
the pretense of serving the public, i.e. meeting specific 
needs. Because it is obvious that there are more public 
institutions than public needs, it seems a reasonable 
deduction that soze public institutions are supposedly 
responding to similar needs. This is particularly true 
between and among state and local government institutions. 
In many situations at the state and local level, what 
works for one unit may also work, after very little 
modification, for another unit serving a similar clientele in 
a different jurisdiction; Conclusions, judgments rendered, 
generalizations drawn after painstaking examination of facts 
and values, are very likely to be transferable and may 
benefit many similar public units. The decisions involved in 
these situations are what Simon refers to as "program 
decision making," and could be included in Thompson's 
classification "situational determinism" (Thompson 1971 p, 
6) . 
"A program is a cistailed prescription or strategy that 
Qovecus the sequence of responses of a system to a complex 
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task environment" (Simon 1977 p. 46). "The intent of a 
program is to permit an adaptive response to the system to 
the situation" (Simon 1977 p. 47). "Making program decisions 
depends on relatively simple psychological processes that are 
somewhat understood, at least at the practical level. They 
include haoit, memory, simple manipulations of things and 
symbols. Structure and standard operating procedure are also 
factors" (Simon 1977 p. 52). 
The research framework 
in an age of explosive growth in all levels of 
government, rapidly declining public confidence in the 
government's ability to respond to socio-political issues, 
and research model proliferation, it seems natural to attempt 
to develop a rational decision-making model, that has both 
normative and optimizing characteristics, With the advent of 
the high-speed computer, model building as a research tool in 
the social sciences has led to enormously powerful, 
intangible and conceptual insights. In social sciences, 
models are often constructed as deliberate 
OV^ITSlispilflCdtlOriS C'Z SLtUdtiOiiS t O 1110 
complexity to a level which the mi ad can grasp, or to make an 
approximation to the actual state of affairs. 
There is no claim that a model is a perfect detailed 
reflection of reality. However, even though the reality of 
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human behavior is too complex and complicated to be perceived 
and studied directly, a mathematical programming model can 
simulate much of the real world data and manipulate a vastly 
greater number of variables than can be studieû directly. In 
the very simplest sense, a model is a unique mode of human 
expression. Much like prose, poetry, mathematical formulas 
and various art forms, a model is a communications medium 
that faciliates organizing, understanding and transferring 
knowledge about complex situations. As such, it is a research 
tool that "is useful for scrutinizing a complex reality in a 
systematic manner" and "separating the significant from the 
milieu" (Graham 1971 p. 114). Just as writers use different 
sentence structures and word choices and painters use 
different colors and materials for different effects, model 
builders use many items in constructing a model. Concepts, 
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anticipated consequences integrated with factual premises and 
value premises are common ingredients in many models 
(Thompson 197 1 p. 2). lais information "includes the 'facts' 
a decision maker 'knows' about reality that is, his 
perceptions of the way things were, are, and could be, and 
his values or feelings aoout the way things should nave been 
and should De" (Friealand 1974 p.7). 
Any flow chart or schematic-symbolic diagram, such as a 
roaezdp, can be ciiiea a model if it illustrates how two or 
3 0 
more characteristics of a situation are related. "A 
mathematical model is merely a symbolic representation of 
relationships of undefined terms" (Graham 1971 p. 114). "it 
must be internally consistent and mathematically valid" 
(Graham iy71 p. 114). "Such a model merely sets forth 
relationships that are logical consequences of the 
assumptions or axioms of the logical system" (Graham 1971 p. 
114), A mathematical model is "a system of internally 
consistent relationships that are derived from an explicit 
set of assumptions" (Graham 1971 p. 114). "The model's test 
is a test of validity of conclusions and derivations - it is 
a test of internal consistency" (Graham 1971 p. 124). 
The purpose in constructing a model of a given situation 
is to single out certain elements as relevant to the problem 
under consideration, to make explicit certain functional 
relationships among these elements, and to formulate 
hypotheses regarding the nature of these relationships (Kuhn 
1963 p.36-3). heimer states that "constructing a computer 
model puts explicitness to the most severe test" (Helaer 19b6 
p. 21). 
t-hxs ri_Li pirovid^ ^ tio 
facilitate the exchdr.ge of information betveea public 
institutions with siailar purposes. This broad application 
justifies universities undertaking the development and 
continuous upuating of the modej. so that all units can 
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benefit from the past experiences of other units to oetter 
understand their challenges and activities as they attempt to 
achieve a maximum impact on the objectives they strive to 
attain. 
The specific model 
In teems of Tulloc&'s science of choice and science of 
preferences, the identification of objectives falls in the 
latter and the analysis of the model including policy maker 
interaction, in the former category (Buchanan and. Toliisoa 
1972 p, 324}. This study concentrates on the outcome of 
choice among preferences. It is now possible to obtain a 
cross section of preferences as a beginning point for choice. 
This study does not assume the content of the preferences but 
rather explicitly identifies them, we are assuming throughout 
this study that ends can be separated from means in the mind 
of the decision maker (Downs 1957 p. 5). This allows the 
study to compare revealed preferences with professed 
preferences. The comparison is not to judge goodness or 
badness bat to probe apparent inconsistencies. 
This model is a unique combination that has its 
foundations in both social technology and empirical science. 
Olaf heimer explains the difference and concludes that social 
f L:) r" k n 1 ? v  ^ ll c; r- i o n r- n/tf r- n 1 i i-
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exact scientiric investigators" and "an operation analyst." 
"The exact scientist likely works with a well-confirmed body 
of scientific knowledge" and the operations analyst works 
with much more "tentative information" that has an ad-hoc 
quality, representing merely the best insight and information 
available," "This tentative procedure, dictated by pragmatic 
considerations, is thus essentially one of successive 
approximations" (Helmer 1966 p. 4-5). This process is 
complicated by "problems of craftsmanship in social 
technology" (Helmer 196o p. 7), Researchers may "have to rely 
heavily on whatever systematicity of expert judgement may be 
available, rather than on a solid (nonexistent) theory" 
(Helmer 1966 p. 7). "Systematicity, in the sense of an 
orderly, planned, methodical procedure, in the elicitatiou 
and use of expert opinions" (Helmer 1966 p. 13). 
This "expert opinion mast be called upon whenever it 
becomes necessary to choose among several alternative courses 
of action in the absence of an accepted body of theoretical 
knowledge that would clearly single out one as the preferred 
alternative" (Helmer 1966 p. 11). Researchers may also have 
to conduct "pseudo-experimentation" (pseudo because the 
experiments are carried out in the model, not in reality). 
Pseudo-experimentation is nothing but ttie systematic use of 
the classical idea of a hypothetical experiment; it is 
applied ahen true experimentation is too costly or physical!y 
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or morally impossible, when the real world situation is too 
complex to be analyzed directly (Helmer 19b6 p. 9) . 
The specific design of this study is a problem-solving 
oriented strategy which; (1) given five objectives, defines 
attributes and their relationships to the objectives and 
activities, (Delphi Method) and (2) chooses the combinations 
of input resources expressed in terms of alternative, 
purposeful, organizational activities that best accomplish 
the identified objectives, (Multiple Objective Linear 
Programming - «0L?). "Tendency relationships" such as 
attributes tending to lead to objectives, are an important 
aspect of the model (Graham 1971 p. 131). "A tendency 
relationship is derined to be a relationship of two variables 
occurring together more often than warranted by chance" 
(Graham 1971 p. 132). While "necessary conditions are those 
which are always precedent to a particular consequence," 
"sufficient conditions are those conditions that together 
will lead to the consequece" (Graham 1971 p. 130). This model 
assumes a "fuaczional relationship" between all the 
phenomena, i.e. "The phenomena are found to be associated 
whenever they occur- (Graham 1971 p. 1^^). 
This sodel has the following explicit assumptions : (1) 
ixpart judgment is objective and rational; (2) Collective 
judgment is a reasonable estimate of empirical data that 
a V i c f cc Km*- k c: n ^  f vo-f- hoon t-Kor-o tq ;» 
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conaectioa between consensus of expert judgement and 
plausibility.) 
This study hypothesizes a causal chain: if resources are 
functionally related to activities, and activities are 
functionally related to attributes, and attributes are 
functionally related to objectives, then resources should 
also be functionally related to objectives. Once 
relationships are identified by expert judgment as 
"functional", they can be observed and possibly verified 
r-ir-a 1 1 v c r» ucr r- M cr ^ 1 M TV^^'-ît/îf-toc ara mm 
antecedents to the presence of a given attribute (Graham 1971 
p. 132). 
The normative findings of this study are limited by the 
fact that the data processed in the model only includes the 
perspectives or professional educators. Future studies will 
n e e i l  t o  r e p l i c a t e  t h e  s t u d y  u s i n a  p e r s p e c t i v e s  a n d  
perceptions of other groups such as students, university 
administrators, future employers, parents and legislators. 
One of the benefits of this model is that it requires 
participants to make a quantum leap into a completely 
different frame of reference instead of the traditional 
x«.iwto Ok 
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habits or supported assumptions. One of these assumptions is 
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and learning" which leads to the conclusion that when the 
demand foe learning increases, schooling must expand. Another 
is the failure to distinguish between what schools do to 
individuals and what schools io auout individual differences 
(Weaver 1972 p. 20). 
Figure 03 provides an overview of the model. 
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Figure 03. Diagram of Model 
it illustrates the components ana their relationships and 
the techniques usea tu establish their identity and degree of 
association. The model is a systes. Everytiiing in the model 
Jb 
is related to every other thing in the audel. As a result (1) 
the total level of achievement of the objectives can be 
varied by varying the constraints; or (2) the total amount of 
resources used, up to the constraining level can be varied oy 
varying the total level of achievement of objectives. In 
addition, since the same resources can be utilized in 
different combinations to perform different activities which 
lead to the achievement of different objectives, a variation 
in the amount oi any specific resource can affect the level 
of attainment of a specific objective. 
It is signiricant that the model is designed so that 
decision makers can interact with it. The principal 
anticipated interaction will occur when decision makers, once 
they know the given trade-off ratios between objectives, will 
weigh or reorder the significance of specific objectives. 
In this study, five (5) illustrative educational 
objectives are used as the "performance" objectives to be 
optimally achieved. These objectives were identified as 'Very 
Important' by a sample of the ISU College of Engineering 
faculty in "A survey to Explore The Opinions and Attitudes of 
nnivcrsitv Faculty and Administrât ors about university Goals, 
Governance and Working Conditions" conducted by the author iii 
the fall of 197o. iach of these objectives is the subject of 
a Delphi process that: 
likely to be present in students, faculty, administrators 
and campus life when a college is vigorously pursuing the 
achievement of a specific objective; 
(2) judges the degree that a specific attribute will lead 
to the achievement of a specific objective at a college 
where it is present; (only the five attributes for eacn 
objective that are judged to lead most directly to its 
attainment will be used in the model.) 
(3) judges iiow the ton (10) higher educational 
activities; undergraduate instruction, advising, research 
etc., contribute to the presence of the specific 
attributes. 
The objectives from the former study, and the attribute 
from this research, the activities, and the technically 
ral&tcd urilization data, empirically gathered froa 
I SU records^ will be incorporated into a Multiple Objective 
Linear Program (MOLP) to filter and compress information 
critical to organizatioual performance. It is assumed that 
higher education causes (or fails to cause) changes in 
characteristics of students and pushes (or fails to push) 
back the frontiers of knowledge. 
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SumniAL y 
Although some political scientists acknowledge the 
potential of rational decision making in a. socio-political 
environment, present public administration literature labels 
it Utopian. The thesis of this study is that recent 
innovations, namely the Delphi Technique and Multiple 
Objective Linear Programming (MOLP) make rational decision 
making a legitimate and viable approach when used in models 
of normative resource allocation in public service delivery 
functions. The resulting model has the potential to filter 
and compress information that is too complex and complicated 
to be perceived and studied directly. 
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Chapter ii. h^view of literature 
objectives of the review of literature 
After reading the Review of Literature, you should: 
* Be acy,uainted with the nature and magnitude of educational 
goals in higher education, 
* Be aware of the ^reseat state of the art of iiiStitutional 
resource allocation models in higher education, 
* Be aware that the Delphi Technique is capable of producing 
usable, expert judgment of the relationships between the 
variables of this model. 
* 6e aware of t:.e concepts and relevant applications of 
multiple objective linear programming. 
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criteria decision making. 
This study assumes a pragmatic dichotomization of the 
aspects of rational decision making, systems analysis and 
modeling; First, th? ouj^ctiv^ content ot the Isforitidtion aud 
second, tne information processing. Eacn section will be 
reviewed in terjs of: (1) The générai conditions (need 
situation - the motivation for the research) that lead to tae 
development of the concept; (2) Definition and 
uo 
characteristics; (i) The theoretical foundation that 
underpins the concept;^ (4) Methods and procedures of past 
utilizations and (5) Findings - verification of results of 
previous applications. The extant literature that supports 
the objectives of the study will be inventoried and 
classified in this general framework. 
A significant value of the objective coûtent of 
information is the identification of the subjective values 
that frame the situation that is the focus of concern. In 
this study, objective content are the orgauizational 
objectives. The objectives have their origin in the 
literature on goals for nigher education. The next value of 
objective information is to describe the perceived 
conditions, factors, and relationships of the situation 
causing the concern which zakes successful rational decision 
making, system analysis ana modeling possible. This will be 
presented in teras of existinj resource allocation models. 
The significance of information processing is esueciall 
1 A V- ^  1 4' h ^  -K xr a c: f r- n r-f' :  f rxr ^ m r ; ) La f-1:» 
explanation of the phenomenon and its relationships as they 
exist in reality. Utilizing precise definitions, axioas, and 
empirical concepts, it also provides the basic assumptions 
about the relationships of the factors. It also contains a 
calculas or logic that proviues the rules for deducing 
theorems about the genera 1 relationships specified in the 
aziomS; Empirical propositions are generated from the 
theoreas and subjected tj operationalization and potential 
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critical in this study. Iniorajcitiou caa be processed many 
different ways and with many different objectives in mind. 
The way information is structured in problem situations 
determines, to a great degree, the nature of the solution 
obtained. This fact is particularly significant in this study 
because of the multiple perceptions of rationality. 
Objectives of hijner education 
Harold L. Hodgkinson believes that "goal setting and 
evaluation in higher education have been carried out pretty 
ujuch 'in vacuo' for the last several hundred years, primarily 
because society did not give a hang what higher education's 
goals were." He further identifies three phases that colleges 
and universities nave transcended. The first is the 
"aristocratic" period, (pre 193U) in waich the objective was 
to turn out "a competent ruling class, of professionals and 
government officers, selected from the children of the 
existing aristocracy." Next was the "meritocratic" phase 
(about 1930 to 19b0) in which the major objective was "to 
select the meritorious, whatever their background, ana make 
talent." Since I'^oO he believes that we have begun to pursue 
a course that could only be called "egalitarian", "based 
partially on a new interpretation of the E^ual Protection 
Clause..." (HodgKinson 1972 p. 33). 
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This "e j.ilit iridii" atmosphere comLint'd with two 
additioiidi factors produce a situation that generate au 
intensive interest in goals for higher education. The first 
additional factor is the realization that "colleges and 
universities are institutions which consume resources and 
which provide socially useful outputs of interest to the 
students, private contributors, and the general taxpaying 
public who provide taose resources." The second factor is tne 
awareness that colleges and universities "operate in a 
resource-constrained world so that costs of activities and 
programs must Le reviewed not only in terms of the dollars 
spent on them, but also in terms of the benefits foregone in 
the other alternative uses of those fund" (Keller 1972 p.47). 
Mission, goal, or objective are synonymous for "outcome" 
in the content of decision ma&ing and are often used 
interchangeably ia the literature. If there is a distinction 
made, it relates zo the time frame and magnitude, i.e. 
short-time horizon and rairly specific scope for objective, 
long-time horizon and more general scope for goal, ana 
infinite-time horizon and extremely vague scope for mission. 
Because the time dimension is immediate and the scope is 
raicly specific in this study, the term objective will be 
used. "An objective is a specific description of a desired 
result to be achieved" ("cConicey 1975 p. 6). Stephen J. 
Knezevich farther defines a "performance objective" as a 
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desired "outcome that is sjecilic in nature and measurable oy 
degrees of achievement when conditions are known and given 
products, processes, or other achievements caa be defined" 
(Knezevich 1973 p. 45). Radford's distinction between 'overt' 
objectives - those that are published-and 'covert' 
objectives-those that are confidential-will also have 
significance in this study. He points out that "in some 
cases, the overt and covert objectives may be aildly 
contradictory, or even in direct conflict" (Radford 1975 p. 
7). Finally, he concludes that "in some cases, one objective 
of a multiple set may act as a constraint on the others" 
(Radford 1975 p. 8) . 
Outcome statements have their roots in the concept of 
motivation. Greek, philosophers, English rational 
utilitarians, psychologists, social-psycoloyists and 
economists have attempted to use and explain motivation with 
the psychologists having tne most success. Motivation has its 
beginnings in the principle of "hedonism" ahich is based on 
the assumption "that behavior is directed toward pleasure and 
away trom pair." (Vcoom H64 p. 9) . This principle is apparent 
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Hull's principle of re-enforcement." It is also in Tolsan's 
-iad Lewin's "cognitive theories or behavior" and Vrooa's 
"concept of valence" which is defined as "affective 
orientations toward particular outcomes" (Vroom 1964 p. 
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11-15). The saae basic concept is found in "social exchanje 
theory" which describes and explains the process governing 
the exchange of rewaras and costs between human beings. 
This concept includes many different terms used to refer 
to preferences such as, incentive, attitude, expected 
utility, need, motive, value and interest. The initial 
application of this "outcome theory" was in individual 
behavior in the work place, in 19b0, it emerged as a critical 
aspect of the approach taken by the President's Commission on 
National Goals. 
The President's Commission on National Goals introduced 
their report Goals for Americans, by concluding that the 
"paramount goal of the United States was ... set forth in tue 
Declaration of Independence drafted by Thomas Jefferson and 
adopted by cue Continental Congress July 4, 1776" 
(President's Commission 1960 p. 1) . Using those stated 
convictions as a focal point, the commission proceeded to 
identify and explain specific goals for "at home" and 
"abroad." Since I960, tuere have been two restatements of 
national goals; "Toward a Social Report" (1969) and "Toward 
3 1 J) r\ I 2 r\ w ^  111 a n i 4- v u i k 1 Q "7 H I 
Universities and cities were the state and local 
government institutions that copied the practice of outcome 
identification and adoption with the most enthusiasm. Goal 
statements for universities (a segment of post secondary 
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education) have bean predooiuanteLy the products of state 
education planning efforts aud independent research. 
The efforts at goal identification and statement in 
higher education appear to have two characteristics; the goal 
statements are general and there is no evidence of any 
rigorous attempt to explicitly integrate the goal information 
into higher education decision maki&g or use the criteria for 
evaluation of organizational performance. 
These characteristics are illustrated in the goal 
statements on higher education of tea (10) states. The states 
of Alabama, California, Connecticut, Iowa, Missouri, Montana, 
New Jersey, New York, Oklahoma, and South Carolina were 
arbitrarily chosen as representative of the existing state of 
the art of goal adoption in higher education. 
The specific goal statements are too numerous to attempt 
to inventory and classify. They range from general statements 
to some fairly specific directives. One of the most general 
statements is in the Alabaaa report. Higher education is 
expected "to preserve the heritage ot the past and to 
inculcate a critical appreciation of the values, aspirations, 
achievements, and raiiures ot preceding generations in order 
^ r- i < 1 -T Tonon;3f''»On iv i f k îrr) anH 
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(Alabama 1975 p. 25-6), California is almost as genera], i'hey 
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public higher éducation." " t,d ucd t ional institutions exist to 
respond to the learning needs of our citizens and society." 
"The discovery of knowledge" and "public service" is a 
function of higiier education" (California 1973 Chapter 1). 
Oklahoma groups their goals under the following 
headings: (1) higher education access, (2) institutional roxe 
and scope, (3) oudgeting and finance, (4) accountability, (5) 
governance and administration, (o) quality and excellence, 
(7) creativity and change, and (3) private higher education. 
Montana alludes to aore specific targets when it states that 
"Our goals must be challenging in order to invoke the best 
response -the hignest dejree of excellence - at the same time 
they should be realistic in order to serve as yardsticks of 
our achievements and deficiencies and as criteria for present 
and future policies" (Montana 1974). Connecticut offers an 
example of the aore specific statements. Their first goal is 
"to insure that no stuaent in Connecticut who is qualified or 
qualifiaule and who seeks higher education be denied tne 
opportunity for such education because of his social, ethnic 
or economic situation" (Connecticut 197U p. 93). 
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"state's system of higher education";., "through 
coordination and cooperation, lost effectively achieve the 
purposes outlined above" (Alabama 1975 p. J). The California 
report; on the other h^ind,- "uoes not inciuao means of 
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accom^lisniny these goals, nor does it include specific 
planning objectives" (California 1972). An appendix in the 
Missouri report provides a definition or "productivity as the 
relationship between selected inputs and selected outputs" 
that can be used in analysis of an "educational enterprise" 
(Missouri 19b6 p. 115). 
In Iowa, the missions ot Iowa's three universities are 
published in the Procedural Guide of the Iowa State Boara or 
regents. The specific university mission statements are 
preceeded by a role and scope statement for the Board of 
Regents that also relates to outcomes or higher education in 
Iowa. "Universities... strive to offer, (1) diversified and 
high juality prograns... at reasonable cost to a major 
segment of those seeking post-secondary education in the 
state." (2) "... a wide range of subject selection and the 
greatest freedom to fulfill potentialities in pursuit of 
knowledge and in preparation for a role in society," are 
example of quasi-oDjectives included in the Board's role and 
scope statement (Iowa State Board of Fegents 1978 p.Vl-5). 
Iowa State University's missions include (1) "to be a 
distinguished land-grant university,"... (2) -to maintain tue 
V ci ^  ^  OwA. tA y i. cL w i. wi&vJ o ^ 
whole,"... and... (j) "the maintenance of strong programs... 
with graduate instruction, research, extension and public 
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generously supported" (Iowa State Board of fegents 1978 
p.Vl-7), The present mission statement is much more 
descriptive of institutional activities than the student 
centered objectives included in The 1973-75 Chart. At that 
time, "the purpose of tne university center (ed) around 
achieving at least four ultimate objectives for the its 
students: (1) to give the student vocational competence in 
his chosen subject-natter area; (2) to provide an atmosphere 
which encourages further personal development; (3) to briny 
A K 11 f Q V>q+-4-ot- ;avj.^r-onocr'-: f c i a 1 a n ri o-iwir-
responsibilities; and (4) to develop human relationships" 
(The Chart 1^73 p. 7). 
Some of the objective content of goal statements and 
their verification is the result of comprehensive studies. 
For example, California developed au elaborate "Institutional 
uoal-v. Inventory" instrument in 1472 which gathered 
information on 90 goal statements and provided a framework 
whereby the participants could write their own. This survey 
form IS published and distriDUted by Educational Testing 
Service, located at Princeton, New Jersey (Peterson 1973). 
Pand used a Del^-'iii procedure that identified 45 
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Measures and Procedures lianual" in V975 that offers ao 
elaborate classification of oDjectives of higher education 
(Micek, Service aud Lee 1975 j. 2UB). Finally. Edward Gross 
and Paul Lîraïubsch replicated a 1^64 survey in 1%71 that 
included a larye segment on university goals (Gross 1974). 
An interesting sidelight that supports the utilization 
of outcome statements m iowa education is the nature of 
Chapter 260.12 of the Code of Iowa. This Iowa law, passed by 
the Sixty-fifth General Assembly in 197%, provides that: "The 
board ot directors of each public school district (there are 
u55 public school K-12 districts in Iowa) and the authories 
in charge of each nonpublic school shall: (1) Determine major 
educational needs and rank them in priority order. (2) 
Develop long-range plans to meet such needs. (3) Eataolish 
and implement continuously evaluated year vy year short-range 
pupil achieveaeiit. (4) Maintain a record of programs under 
the plan. (5) Make such reports of progress as the 
superintendent of yUblic instruction shall require tly7b Code 
of Iowa Vol. I Chapter 280.12). 
Many school districts are using the Phi Delta Kappa 
Needs Assessment project to meet the requirements of Chapter 
280.12. Anton J. Netusii reported on Phase I, Needs 
Assessments and hankinj Goals at a meetinc of The Canadian 
So 
WcNally reported on the implementation of Phase II, 
"Identification of Needs in Iowa" in an article with Howard 
H, Bernie, who supervised a similar program in Canada. Their 
report describes a program evaluation str<^tegy based on goal 
studies and needs assessment designed to "keep school 
offerings relevant" (McNaliy 1979 p.1). They report that over 
150 goal exercises have been i m pie aient ed in the last five 
years in Saskatchewan, Canada and in Iowa. Phase III, 
evaluation, is scheduled for implementation in Iowa in 1979. 
The concept of goals is still the %asis of current 
studies. The January 9, 1976, issue of The Chronicle of 
Higher Education had brief articles that are related to the 
concept. A Harvard study entitled "Harvard study May Refute 
Claia That Colleges Have Only Modest Impact," (on students) 
is based on a three year study that concludes; "the college 
experience aay cause zarked, positive cnanges." Another 
article, "Britain to 'Nationalize' its System of Higtter 
Education", implies there are goals and a rational decision­
making structure to determine tfie direction of their higher 
education (The Chronicle Vol. XV No. 17 Jan. 9, 1 978 p.5511). 
TwO examples ol the use of outcome statements in 
unrelated subject areas t?.dt are the focus of coasiaeraDle 
interest, are the latest report of the U. S. Senate Select 
Committee on Nutrition and Human Needs, Dietary Goals for tne 
unitea States. Second issued December 1977. and the 
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Ijwa 2 0 0 0  effort to develop goals for Iowa. Both ofzort^ 
center arouud establishing goals relative to relevant public 
concerns with the aspiration of finding positive responses to 
alleviate tiie coacerns. 
This brief review is the foundation for a basic premise 
of this study: Ihe concept of "outcome" statements are 
currently legitimate expressions in the management of higner 
education. But the study also supports Harold L. Hodgkinson's 
conclusion that "goal statements are next to meaningless 
without specific agreement on how the goals are to be 
implemented, by waoa, what resources are to be used, and how 
the effort will be evaluated" (Hodgkinson 1972 p. 4U) . 
resource allocation models in higher education 
"For many years aigher education has presented the 
'bill' for higher education to the public for support and it 
usually was paid" {Hussain 1976 p. 129). However, tne "oi11" 
is getting bigger. Kussaia reports that 2.z per cent of tao 
Gross National Product (GN?), equaling j>15.2 billion, was 
appropriated to higher education in 19o5-b7. 3y 1980, the 
appropriation will be 5J2.5 million wnich is z.5 per cent or 
''MD / 1 Q A "7 4/^1 1 3 r- ^ 
in a period of continuous growth (19^5-b5), there was no 
apparent necessity fjr intensive scrutiny of financial 
r) ^ ma jt t 1-no nt->u r r-r^ t-nr: wor^ 
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adequate, and usually lajyed a yeac oc two behind the rapidly 
expanding needs, the net revenue increased each year and also 
came with very tew strings attached. Most institutions of 
higher education utilized the collegiate model that placed 
very little emphasis on attempting to achieve optimum results 
with the available resources. The management cliche, "any 
management strategy works when no management is needed" seeois 
to be appropriate for this period. 
Frederick deW. Boliaan's reflections on that period of 
continuous growth are more critical. Proceeding from the 
premise that "ideally, colleges and universities serve 
society by preparing and helping people to live 
constructively in society" he portrays a university as a 
pyramid in whicn the apex is social need, the body consists 
of purposeful activities to meet the need, and the base is 
faculty resources in terms of teaching, research and service. 
He observes that the intuitive logic implies that the base 
throuyn tue body supports the apex. "But American ingenuity 
in aigher education invented the inverted pyramid." Tne Ddse 
has become the purpose of the university. "Tae academic 
rtaent is a monopoly" wnich will destroy the university 
if the pyramid is not turned over (Bolman 1976 p. vii-viii). 
The period of abunaant budget increases in higher 
education, if it ever existed, appears to be over. Ine 
present period is being labeled the "new depression" (Millard 
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1972 p. 5) ot the "new environment" (Hussain 1976 p. 129). 
Dressai identifies the principal characteristics of the "new 
scenario", as (1) stable or declining enrollments, (2) stable 
or declining (because of inflation) budget allocations, (i) 
stronger, competing demands for state resources by health, 
welfare, environment, highways, etc., (4) increased 
resistance to higher taxes by taxpayers and legislators (5) 
diminishing numoer and magnitude of "soft aoney" grants and 
(6) public disillusion with higher education (Dressel and 
Simon 1976). 
Prior student unrest, the prevailing, perceived need for 
reform of American society, and the desire that course work 
be relevant to contemporary life and problems, also 
contribute to tlie pressures on universities. All these 
pressures contribute to the impetus of questions like: How 
can we handle more students, or, how can we increase the 
quality of education with less resource expenditures? As 
university operatijus cone under closer scrutiny, the need 
for more effective aanajeiaont and financial accountability 
becomes essentia 1 tor the survival of the quality and a 
fTnan : f ^  .->r wifh 
Ernest L. Boyer contrasts "the old and new attitudes 
toward management in higher education." The concept of 
zinagemeat has negative connotations to traditional academic 
leaaers. They describe it in terms of "mechanization, control 
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and output." The contemporary attitude views it as "merely 
the process by which universities seek to meet their 
obligations and achieve their goals with a minimum of waste 
of both human and material resources." It is "the exercise of 
more rational judgment cased on more reliable data." It is 
"administration by perspective rather than by panic" (coyer 
1 972 p. lb) . 
Liite aost orjauizations, institutions of higher 
education are prodded into purposeful management far more by 
necessity than L}^ choice. The universities' concern for human 
values makes it valneracie to cross pressures. The obligation 
to meet the needs of special groups, regardless of cost, is 
balanced Dy the need to balance one value against another 
because the university can never hope to satisfy everyone. 
The alternative for institutions that refuse to demonstrate 
accountaDility, rigorously scrutinize internal operations, 
and prudently cauage resources, is the performance of these 
tasks by external agencies far less equipped to handle them. 
Hussain concludes that in this "new environment" the 
acade&ic community "has little choice except to explore PPBS 
legitimate managers or a vital social tunction" (Hussain 
p. 131). The pressure on higher education to consider 
simulation models stems from the use ol such constructs oy 
industry and government. Paul L. Dressel concludes that 
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"efficient and effective methods of resource allocation 
compatible with institutional organization, goals and needs 
have not been put into effect" because they have not oeen 
developed. He points to the need for a model "predicated on 
the basic organizational unit of universities, the 
department, and build on a planning frame that facilitates 
redistribution of resources on the basis of the goals of the 
institution and the roles of the departments in fulfilling 
these goals" (Dressel and Simon 1976 p. 1). 
Resource allocation models in higher education to date 
appear to refer to almost any scneme that has been recently 
devised and invoIves resources in any manner, riost of the 
existing models are enrollaent-driven models ana do little 
more than produce tentative resource requirements for 
alternative levels of enrollment. Hussain concludes that the 
existing resource allocation models "are not optimizing",... 
"do not consider ... the relevance of tae program orfered," 
... or "enaolo tae universities to calculate trade-oifs 
directly" (Hussain 1^76 p. b2-4, 122). However, the present 
models have developed a significant body or knowledge taat is 
basic to any model of higher education. These include 
specific definitions roc such concepts as ''credit-hour," 
"program contact-hour," "otujent contact hour," "student 
credit nour", "rull-time equivalent" student, and faculty 
person. 
bo 
in this study, resource allocation is used in the 
economic sense ot effectively allocating scarce 
organizational resources among competing or alternative ends 
to provide maximum satisfaction to the participants and 
clientele of the institution, an optimizing construct. In 
this framework, resource allocation is one of the principal 
functions of management, it is a function that attempts to 
answer three basic questions: (1) What are the appropriate 
objectives to pursue? (2) what are sensible levels of 
achievement of those objectives? (3) What are the most 
effective alternative activities for achieving those levels? 
There are still significant, conceptual problems present 
in implementing resource allocation in the economic sense iu 
higher education, first, it is difficult to identify the 
outcomes of higner education. Second, there is no 
identifiaole unit of the university that produces a unique 
output. Third, production functions for higher education are 
not verified. Finally, the problems of nenefit ideutiticatioii 
and measurement, as well as cost allocation rules, are not 
solved. 
A full-scdle theory oi allocation; in the 
economic sense, nas not been created in hiyher education to 
date, it may oe jenorous to conclude that there exists a 
philosophy ot Oyti^izing canajeaent at the present tiae. Yet, 
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universities ai;J colleges to bocoao "as searchiiig l u  thoLi 
self-inguiry and as lata conscious in their selt-analysis as 
they have long been about everything from economic behavior 
to the tcaiisplaiitinj of human hearts" (Champion 1972 p. 55) . 
In 1970, there were only eight resource allocation 
models in higher education and only two of these were 
operational (Hussain 1^75 p. 15). In May of 1975, the Center 
for Educational Managemeut Studies (CKKS) at the University 
of Massachusetts at Amherst, conducted a survey that 
identified 394 institutions of higher education as using 
models. Two-hundred ninety-six (75%) of these were public 
institutions. Seventy-one percent (280) of these institutions 
were using the "Resource Requirements Prediction Model" 
(HtPM) which is an "Induced Course Load Matrix" (ICLM) 
enrollment driveu model and is the model presently being 
considered at Iowa State University. 
Hussain provides an extensive inventory of existing 
institutional resource allocation models in higher euucatiou 
based on his reseircn for tne Organization for Economic 
Cooperation and Uevelopsent. He identifies three models tnat 
have fairly widespread adoption. 
1U5S - Total University System Simulation; 
R?t:i - Resource Requirements Prediction rlodei; 
CAMPUS - Coiprehensitfe Analvileal Methods of Planning in 
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University Systems. 
Four other models are briefly referred to by Hussain but 
not discussed ii. detail: & limitation of all resource models, 
including CAMPUS, RHPM AND TUSS is that they are not 
optimizing models. Also, they do not consider benefits or 
performance; the quality of the student, teacher or course; 
nor the relevance of the programs offered nor their demand by 
society (Hussaia 1976 p. 63-4). Hussain concludes that... 
"not enough work has oeen uone on the economics and 
reasibiiity of using models to respond to "'what-if* 
questions. The models do not enable the user to calculate 
traae-offs directly" (Hussain 1976 p. 122). The resource 
implications of ^^uestions on staffing changes, curriculum 
changes, admissions policy and others ma y be answered only to 
a limited degree. "Clearly, there are other subjective 
j-fiipi icri t iuiis wiijLClt reilect Uyon the yuality of operations 
such as effects on students' contributions to society, and 
impact on faculty values" (Hussain 1975 p. 37). 
"The state of tne art in modeling has not advanced 
sutriciently to deal in a quantitative manner with this 
aspect of pldnninJ and programming changes. However, the 
ability to compute rapialy the resource implications of 
alternatives will lead, hoperully, to a more ordered and 
structures consideration of the subjective aspects of nigaer 
s y 
The evdluatiun of the use ot ressource diiocatiou ao.lei:; 
in hiyher education is not encouraging, since it has not neon 
proven that models will work, most of the comments elaborate 
on "wcy they won't work." Lyreii believes that most 
inadequacies that D. B. Lee attributed to urban planning 
models are applicable to models in higher education. These 
include "hypercoaprehensiveness, grossness, hurigrinoss, 
wroiigheadiiess, coaplicatedness, aechanicalness, e xpensi veuess 
and aisimplementedness" (Lyreii 1976 p. 60). Kenneth 3ouldiug 
feels tnat "computerized and numerical models^ especially 
those with fancy diagraas and print-outs, are almost certaiii 
to produce illusion of certainty and may therefore easily 
lead to D a d  decisions" (Kirschling 1976 p. 2). Kirschling's 
appraisal is a little more encouraging. He points out that 
models i.ay claiiu to do too much, create the appearance of 
certaiLty. use inappropriate technicues. he 
technique-oriented rather than problem oriented but 
concludes these ire not critical errors. "Rather, the 
important olunders occur when either model sponsors or model 
bailaers or both (1) cjncluae that the other group is 
•stupid' and not just ignorant and (2) fail to ue reasoaaoly 
^ •-<*- » •'3'^ \ ^ . *- L. ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
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(Kirschling 1975 p.4). 
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Finally, tliore is the problem with the user. He aay 
misuse the model, lacking appreciation for the model's 
capabilities and limitations. 
The significant as^/ect of all the critic's adverse 
findings is the fact that none of them feel that modeling 
efforts should be abandoned. Kirschling conjectures three 
possible explanations for this: (1) Many "decision makers are 
highly critical of the bases on which they are forced to aaice 
decisions." They want better ways and hope that model 
builders may help tnem. 1 2 )  "Management Science is a young 
science" and needs time to mature and prove itself. (3) Model 
building is a "convenient way of representing the total 
experience which we possess, of then deducing from that 
experience whether we are in the presence of pattern or law, 
and it so, showing how such patterns and laws can be used to 
predict the future" (Kirschling 1976 p. 12). 
Modeling also has assumed greater importance as decision 
r.akers have realized that the next two or three decades wxll 
see postsecondary education undergo radical changes - new 
types and ages of stuaents, a redefinition of higher 
in educational pro 
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The Delphi technique 
This study assumes that adequate iiirorination is a 
necessary condition for better institutional decisions. 
Information is data that adequately expresses all aspects of 
the Situation, is pro vid:ed in a timely m a nue r and is 
presented in a f ormat that facilitates decision making. 
one or the most serious obstacles to acceptable 
conclusions within a rational decision-ziakiiiy structure is 
"voids" in inf or-nation. In the real world, a human can 
substitute intuition, wisdom, insight, and judgment for 
information. Jiidjaent and inforj.ed opinion have always played 
a crucial role in human enterprises. However, Oalkey states 
that the products or judgment, wisdom, insight and siifliiac 
intellectual processes, are flattering names for kinds of 
o p i n i o n  (Dalkey 1 y b y  p .  Z )  .  tie l a e n t i f i e s  rhree leacuneo jl 
opinion: (1) Subjects do not xnos the ai;s = er. {2} Subjects 
have other relevant information that enables them to make 
estimates. (3) I ne route from "other relevint inf ormatioii'= to 
an estimate is neither immediate nor direct (Dalkey laoi p-
It is man's ai;ility to employ a logic with "fuzzy 
trutiis, fiizzy conaectives and fuzzy rules of inference" tnat 
allows him '"to s'jmaari<:e information - to extracc from t.a« 
collection of masses of data impinging upon the human brain 
those and ouly those suiicoilections which are relevant to tu» 
performance of the task at hand" (Kirsch ling 1976 p. 10). 
Groups also use incomplete information to arrive at 
factual conclusions or judgments. The traditional modes of 
arriving at consensus involve group interaction that has 
three undesirable aspects. One is the influence of the 
dominant individual. Another is noise; i.e. irreveld.nt or 
redundant material that obscures the directly relevant 
material offered by participants. The third is the group 
pressure that puts a premium on compromise (Dalkey 1967 p. 
2-3) . 
In the early 1960*3, a group of researchers at the Band 
Corporation set out to develop a procedure that did not have 
these drawbacks. The result was the Delphi Technique. Delphi 
is the name that has been assigned to a technique designed t 
elicit opinions from a group witn the aim of generating a 
group response. The Delphi technique is a method for the 
^ 1 «/"ST"» ^  \ r  f i  ^  1 ^ iZ ^ .4 d \.f A. c, ^ ^  c. A. v-* ^ ^ ^ 
judgments. Delphi is a "methodological modification" of 
traditional methodology in social sciences (Helmer 19 6 5 p. 
collective judgement'- (Linstone 5 Turoff 1975 p. 3). "The 
technigue puts the emphasis on informed judgment. It attempt 
to improve the panel or committee approach by subjecting the 
views of inaividudl experts to each other's criticism in wa/ 
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that avoid face tJ Lace coutrontation and provide anonymity 
of opinion and of arguments advanced iu defense of those 
opinions" (Brown I9b8 p. 3). "Delphi replaces direct 
confrontation and debate by a carefully planned, anonymous, 
orderly program of sequentia1 individual interrogations 
usually conducted Ly questionnaires" (Brown, Cochran, ûalkcy 
1969 p. 1) . 
There are several unique properties of a Delphi 
exercise. (1) 1 he procedure is a rapid and relatively 
efficient way to "cream the tops of the heads" of a group of 
knowledgeable people (2) A Delphi exercise, properly managed, 
can be a highly motivating environment for respondents. (3) 
The feedback, if the group of experts involved is mutually 
self-respecting, can ûe novel and interesting to all (Dalkey 
1969 p. To-7). 
uelphi IS a method for structuring group communication 
so that the process is eftective in allowing the group of 
individuals, as a wnole, to deal with a complex problem. To 
accomplish this "structured communication", it provides some 
feedback or iuaividual coutriDutious of information and 
k no- ledge; so = e assesii luei: L u i L he g r o u ^  Jadgiiieiit or view; 
some opportunity for individuals to revise views; and soae 
ôpgree of anonymity for the individual responses. The 
intention was to assure that changt^^ in estimates reflect 
rational iuagnient. not the inrluence of certain opinion 
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leaders (Weaver 197^ p. 1). 
The Delphi Technique "eliminates the need for committee 
activity altogether, thus further reaucing the influence of 
certain psychological factors, such as specious persuasion, 
the unwillingness to abandon publicly expressed opinions, and 
the band wagon effect of majority opinion" (Helmer 19ob p. 
17). The intent of Delpui is a controlled and rational 
exchange of opinion that y ill lead to the raost defensible 
conclusion. 
There are three distinct features of the Delphi 
proced ure. 
(1) Anonymous response is the title given to individual 
interrogration by questionnaire. "anonymity is a device to 
reduce the eftect of the socially dominant individual. It 
is maintained uy eliciting separate and private answers to 
prepared questions. Ordinarily, the procedure is carried 
out by written questionnaire; on-line computers have been 
used for some exercises. All other interactions between 
respondents is through formal communication channels 
controllea by experiaeutors." 
(2) Itération and controlled feednacK between rounds. 
Controlled feedback "is a device to reduce noise (among 
other things) . " 
(3) Stdtisticil group response - the group opinion is 
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defined as an appropriate agyregate of individual opinions 
on the final round. Some form of statistical index is 
reported as representative of the group opinion. The 
statistical group response is a device to assure that the 
opinion of every memuer of the group is represented in the 
final response (Dalkey 196 j p. 16). 
Delphi gets its reasoning from the historical adage "two 
heads are better than one." This is not the unic^ue 
characteristic of Delphi. The concept of "pooling many minds" 
is reflected in committees, councils, panels, commissions, 
juries, boards, legislatures and even in referrendums by the 
voting public (Dalkey 1969 p. 6) . The unique feature is tiie 
use of systematic procedures which lends an air of 
objectivity to the conclusion that may or may not be 
spurious, but which is at least reassuring. 
Most of the validate research on the Delphi technique 
has utilized "almanac material; i.e. little known factual 
information that is available only in obscure places," as a 
basis upon which to evaluate tne validity of the technique. 
However, soc.e researcn has been done with regard to 
d 0 not already exist in soiue form {Dalkcy/Brown 1971 p. 2). 
Fro.ii the standpoint of the decision maker, opinions aoout 
values and objectives are just as relevant to decisions as 
factual opinions aDOUt conscyuences (Dalkey and Rourke 197 1 
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r. 1 ) . 
The application or Delphi is based on the hypothesis 
that there is a "group opinion" and there is a "correct 
answer" that the group is trying to estimate. There are three 
testable consequences of the Hypothesis that there is a 
correct judgment; (1) Individual judgments cannot be 
capricious in the sense that they "could be anything," This 
is a difficult consequence to test directly. It requires that 
individual judgments have a. reasonable amount of stability. A 
simple retest for reliability runs into the problem of 
memory. If an individual expresses a given judgment at a 
particular time and is asked the same question some time 
later, he is very likely to remember his previous answer, 
thus introducing a "spurious reliability." However, tue 
consequence can oe tested indirectly by taking into account 
the group distrioution of answers. If the distribution of 
answers is "reasonable", i.e., not completely flat, or 
U-shaped, the hypothesis that the responses are not 
capricious receives some confirmation. (2) The group shouil 
exhibit convergence, given iteration with feedback. In part, 
t h I S r t; q  Lii triiL l a  set 5 y analogy -ith factual judgments, 
and in part by the consideration that, if there is a judgment 
that the group is trying to approximate, individual judgmentzj 
should be influenced in i reasonable way by the additional 
information furnished ny reedback from the group, (j) 
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Judymciiits should exhibit a reasoaable amount of group 
reliability, i.e., two highly similar groups should, on trie 
whole, arrive at similar judgments and, on iteration, shouli 
move iii the same direction (Dalkey 1969 p. 7 4-5) . 
It there is the assumâtion that there is a correct 
answer that the group is trying to estimate; if the judgaent 
can be expressed in numerical terms, as for example, the 
weights to be placed on objectives, then, in the absence of 
ways of distinguishing among a group of respondents with 
respect to their value-juagment-aaking ability^ the group 
response is at least as likely to be "correct" as that of 
half of the respondents. This is a somewhat surprising 
conclusion, considering the usual feeling that value 
judgments are nebulous and unmanageable. The basic 
assumption, however, is not without foundation. In just this 
tfiy. the question of correctness - and essentially factual 
correctness - can be raised witn respect to the essentially 
contributory considerations at issue in 
evaluative-means-judgments. 
There are three necessary (but not sufficient) 
conaitions for assuming there is a group judgment: {1) 
Reasonable ciistricutions of group responses can not je flat 
or bi-2oJal, (2) Group reliability - correlation for 
ciifferent groups should be high and (3) Change, and 
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feedback and have it atfeot the judgment. These three 
conditions could be interpreted as a partial definition of 
the term group judgment for objective, uncertain questions 
(Dalkey and Hourke 1971 p. 5). 
There are also several tautologies which are directly 
relevant to the group judgment process: (1) The total amount 
of information dvailable to a group is at least as great as 
that available to any member. (2) The median response to a 
numerical estimate is at least as good as that of one half of 
the respondents. (3) The amount of misinformation available 
to the jroup is at least as great as that available to any 
memoer. (4) The number of approaches for arriving at an 
estimate is at least as great for the group as for any 
member. These tautologies do not add up to anything like a 
theory of the group estimation process, but they are 
suggestive. At just this juncture, there certainly is a 
sphere in which "the concept of correctness is legitimately 
applicable in a straightforward and intelligible way" (Dalkey 
1 9b7 p . 5) . 
This application of Del phi utilizes evaluation judgments 
KJ L J.41TL; 1. J_0 <% i. ^  u ^ Q. K. t.A.v^ui 
objectivity. Expert judgment can be incorporated into the 
structure of an investigation and can be made subject to some 
of the safoguaras that are commonly used to assure 
objectivity in any scientific inquiry (Drown 1565 p. 14). Tne 
hy 
advice received rroa ex^fîirts is of two 3orts: (1) Dealing 
witu matters of fact and (2) Dealing with evaluations 
(criteria, priorities,. uialS; objectives,- etc. (Dalkey ind 
Fourkc 197 1 y. lii) . Nichoxas Fescher distinguishes between 
valuing and evaluation. "To value a thing is nothing aore nor 
less than to assume a pro-attitude toward it." To evaluate 
something is to consider it "in terms or good/Dad" or "to 
deem it to be meritorious or liacilist." "One can, without 
irrationality, value something 'for no good reason 
whatsoever,' i r a t  (ratioriiily) to evaluate it positively is to 
take a 'principled' step that requires reference to criteria" 
( Bescher 1969 p. 3) . 
For eases in which the group task is to estimate a 
numerical quantity, the aedian of individual estimates has 
turned out to be the most useful index tried to date. "Aside 
f  r o i u  Z ; e  1  n . j  o c  d  l - ( i  1 c î  r  p t *  p î  _  7  r  ^ r h  
intuitively apptalin ; quality that it can DO viewed as the 
outcome of a democratic voting procedure, in the sense that 
half the panel considers tne correct answer to be less than 
or egual to the median, wnile the other half considers it to 
be greater than or e-jual to the ledian" (Dalkey 19D7 p. 3). 
An obvious variant of tne simple median is a weighted mcdia:i, 
giving more than one vote to the opinions of experts wi:ose 
iudgaenr objectively deserves p r e t o r e n t i a l  treatment. 
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The use of confidence scores in a Delphi process serves 
two functions: (1) "To assign relative weights to responses 
for feedback, purposes, and (2) To provide a kind of overall 
assessment of tne quality of the group response after 
feedback" (Thompson 197j p. 18). "The self-confidence rating 
appears to be measuring something about the questions fairly 
well and not just individual differences in self-assurances" 
(Dalkey 1969 p. 69). For example, even self-assigned 
competence scores may justify such differential weights. 
Ifj in aadition to a consensus, it is desirable to have 
an indication of the spread of opinions among the experts, 
that is, of the amount of their "dissensus," it may be 
expedient to state the interquartile range of their responses 
(Helmer 196o p. 17). 
host experiments or applications of the Delphi technique 
involve from three to live sessions or questionnaires. Iii 
practice, the procedures are used with a group of experts or 
especially knowledgeable individuals (Dalkey 19d7 p. I), i'he 
standard operatir.j procedure appears to devote the first two 
questionnaires to tne generation of items to be scaled. Tne 
a  ~  1 - o r -  1  " » r >  i  &  c a  T t  ^  ^  r  i  ( _ m  r  i  ^ ^ ^  ^ ^ ^  ^  L. ^ ^  ^ ^  . L O ^ ^ ^ M V/ ^ At 
structure. This information is synthesized by the researcher 
and that synthesis is returiiG.i to the respondents to review, 
edit, and re-evaluate. The respondents are also asked to 
express their opinions on the relative importance., ranking. 
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etc,, or each edited cdtejocy and to record the degree of 
conrideace they naa in their judgments. This information is 
processed and sumaarizod by the researcner and returned to 
the respondents. Tais information informs each respondent of 
the presenc status of the group judgment. In a third 
questionnaire, eaca respondent is informed of the group 
median from the second round responses and of their 
interçiuartiie range, as well as the frequency distribution of 
the self-ratings. The participants are instructed to 
recoûsider each answer, make a revised estiniatp ana, ir tne 
new answer lay outside the indicated interquartile range, 
briefly state a reason for this opinion (Helaer 1966 p. 100). 
other rounds are necessary if the researcher wishes to 
introduce a new variable and relate it to the original 
information generated. 
one study of a sc=i-profossional group yas asked to zist 
five to ten skills they judged to he most important in the 
pert ormunce of their work. These were clustered to fors 
composite skills and returned to the respondents for their 
editing and ranking for importance. The next questionnaire 
asked for five to ten of tne most common prooleis tney 
encountered in tneir work. The clustering process was 
repeated on this information by tne researcher and returned 
to the respondents for editing and ranging. Finally, the 
respondents were - i s<ed t :> aiitch skiixs clusters that ncl c 
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solve problems with the problems they will help solve. They 
were also asked to rank the effectiveness of each skill to 
solve each problem. Finally, the last questionnaire asked 
each respondent to estimate his/her level of competency of 
each skill. The results were used to plan a mid-career 
professional training program (international Institute of 
Municipal Clerks 1977), 
The "reviews" of the Delphi method are no more ulowiug 
than those of resource allocation models in higher education. 
However, some researchers project hope, if not optimism, with 
the conclusions that the existing research leads us "to 
conclude that Delphi in combination with other tools, is a 
very potent device for teaching people to think about complex 
proDlens" (weaver 1^72 p. li). A promising application of 
Delphi seems to be its use as a planning tool, which may aid 
in probing values and judgments held by members and 
constituencies of an organization. 
Tne originators of Delphi claim that, used properly, it 
niay be aule to enhance policy makers capacity to think in 
complex ways about organizational productivity. "The evidence 
is counting that systematic i-Tocessiiig of expert opir-iou 
produce significant improvements ooth in accuracy and 
reliability (using trie notion of reliability to refer to the 
range of estimates)" (ualkey 1 967 p. S) . k -series of 
experiments... was couductea in order to increase the 
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understanding of the process Dy which groups answer questions 
using the Dei^hi method" (i3rown et al. 19b9 p. 1). Ihe study 
examined two aspects or Delphi. (1) it compared face-to-iace 
discussion with the controlled feedback interaction and (2) 
It evaluated controlled feeduack as a techni jue for improviuj 
group estimates, some conclusions were: (1) Anonymous 
controlled feedback procedures produced more accurate group 
ostiûîdtes than race-to-face discussion. (2) Delphi procedures 
create a well-defined process that can be aescribed 
guautitdtively. (3) k meaningful estimate of the accuracy of 
a group response to a given question can ne obtained by 
combining individual self ratings or competence on that 
question into a group rating (Dalkey 1^6 9 p. vi). 
For material that can be confirmed, typical outcomes are 
that opinions tend to converge during the experiment, and, 
".ore often than not, the median response moves in the 
direction of the true answer (Dalkey 19o7 p. 4). 
There were a nuù.Lier ot studies specifically aized at 
determining the usefulness of tne Delphi technique in 
formulating group judgments. These experiments producea tne 
iollcK^^j g L ^  iiZ d Liuii ; (1) Ti:e iiiitidl ioiind pi^oduced 
widespread answers. (2) With interaction and feedback, the 
distribution of individual responses converged. (3) Kore 
often than not, tne group responses (median of final 
response) became more accurate (Dalxey 196 9 p. 20). 
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in à siiuiiar âtaay 'Jaikoy tjund that "jvorali '.jtoup' 
judgments, concerned with tactual knowledge, were 45% more 
accurate than individual judgaeats" (Dalkey and Brown 1971 p. 
45-6) . lie concludes that "the results of the experiment are 
compatible with the assumption that 'group' judgments are, on 
the whole, as 'correct' for subjective judgments as they are 
for almanac maLerial" (Dalkey and Brown 1971 p. iii). 
It would a^'pear that there is a certain amount of 
residual information remaining in the group after the first 
round estimates have jjeen expressed. The interaction and 
feedback causes (or allows) this additional information to oe 
brought into play, with consequent improvement in the group 
estimate (Dalkey 1969 p. 4fc) . The results support tne 
conclusion that Delphi procedures are appropriate (in a 
well-defined sense) for the formulation ana assessment of 
criteria and objectives (Dalkey and Brown 1971 p. iii). I he 
experiment furnished support ror the conclusion that Delphi 
procedures are appropriate for processing value material, as 
well as ractual aateriax (Dalkey ana Brown 1971 p. viii). Tne 
outcoces of these experiments aupear to be that the Delphi 
•  < • —  i  \  ^  \  T -  .  ^  r  ^  ^  t -  ^  T -  r i . T  \ f  ^  i  i i / n  kV v>> ^ U ^ ^ ^ h/ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ LA S. A* a % x.* 
material (Dalkey and rirjy;; 1971 p. 6). The Delphi process can 
be used to assess t:;e correctness of value judgments in tr.e 
area of means-values (i\escner 19oy p. 17). 
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In another study conuucted by Eaad personnel in 1954, 
the experimental grou^j obtained a sharper consensus tiian the 
control groUfj (Brown 19bB p. 3). In still another study 
entitled, "Innovation in ùducat ion," which was carried out at 
the Institute of Guvernmeat and public Affairs at UCLA, the 
results indicated that "the Delphi technique nay be 
potentially useful in educational planning" (Brown 19ob p. 
11). "The exper12eLt jiyes no basis for expecting that 
questions involving 'objective uncertainty' are inappropriate 
for Delphi treatment" (Dalkey and 3rowji 1971 p. 3). 
Brown ofrers a scheme to improve the accuracy of experts 
judgment. His scheme is to have the experts express their 
judgiuents in prooauilistic terms. The advantages of this 
requirement are: (1) It provides a concise expression of 
subjective uncertainty. (2) It provides an operational 
self-ratiiij as to the degree of conrideuce to be placed in 
the judgment, (j) It is readily usable in docision-theoretic 
sodols. (i;) It iJ easily combined with other forecasts 
couched in similar terais {Brown 1:^70 p. v) . 
Quade illustrates the potentialities of a specific 
api-'licat ion of Delpni in allocating a buaget for cri^e 
prevention. His pur pose was to determine yhat levels ot eacn 
activity were tne aost effective. He hypotnesized that there 
was a relationship ùet ween t ne aegree of adoption and the 
value of the activity, ihat sT.a 11 amounts had almost no Value 
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.iiid laCvje .imouLts experienced rapidly diaiiaishiug returns. He 
used the Delphi tj try to identify the lower threshold and 
upper limit that boundea the most effective range of 
operations <vuaae 1970 p. 1), He concluded "imperfect as it 
is, the Delphi process or some further modification appears 
to promise a way to investigate many problems with high 
social and political content" (Quade 1470 p. 17). 
Dror proposed a trip-facet Delphi" method to predict 
"political feasibility" in terms of actions, 
policy-alternatives and policy areas where the variables are 
the main actors, the input into the policy areas, the 
actor-interactions and aggregated political leverages 
(rei^uired coalitions) and the critical leverage mass (rules 
of the process) (Dror 19 69 p. b). 
in future studies it may be interesting to ask Deiphi 
i'articipants to comment why they believe an association or 
contribution exists more likely than by chance. The study 
could then report tne nasis for support/justification ror tae 
plausibility rather than probabilities and feedback. These 
could include (a) assumptions of the participant, (d) known 
o r  p o s t u l a t e d  c a u s a l  r a c t o r s .  ( c )  s p e c i f i c  e v i d e n c e  o r  ( d )  
theoretical bases (weaver 1972 p. u5) . 
because critics cannot prove that the results of tne 
Delphi techniyuc are false-, its results should be assessed as 
reasonable. The plausibility of the Delphi result, as now 
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constructed, can be argued only ou the uasis of consensus or 
agreement. The singular weakness of Delt>hi is that its 
results have little substantive explanatory quality in their 
present form. 
The purpose or the Delphi exercise in this study is to 
engage experts in conjecturing (asserting) about the 
plausibility (association or contribution) of specific higher 
education activities, attrinutes and objectives with each 
other. The established relationships wixl oe the linkage 
between variables that will be manipulated by a multiple 
objective linear programming computer program. 
Multiple criteria deciaioa making 
Martin K, Starr and Milan Zeleny's article "MLDM- State 
and Future of the Arts" traces the neea ror the understanding 
of multiple criteria decision making back to early 
philosophers' study of aecisions (Starr and Zeleny 19 77 p. 
6). They conduce tnat it is the nature of, aagiiitude of, aaa 
values associated with the criteria that are key determinants 
in the decision-making process. Ihey establish that the 
critir-ria cornjept :uust Lie co:2i;iaGd sith risk, uncertainty, 
randomness, rationality, and utility to adequately aiscuss 
either single or multiple criteria decision making. Tney 
conclude that single and multiple criteria decision majtinj 
were developea on the assumption that "an understanding of a 
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decision ndKiny process can i;e attained if one can predict 
its outcome with an acceptable accuracy" (Starr and Zeleny 
1 977 p. 15) . 
Another description of the environment that spawned rtCDM 
is provided in the editors introduction to a book entitled 
Multiple Criteria Decision Saving. This book, aated 1973, 
claims to be the first book published in the United States 
devoted, entirely to MC, D M « Ihis description becjins with the 
of te II-quoted section of Neumann and Moryenster n ' s book I heor y 
of Games and hconoaic Behdvior that identified a real prooloa 
but did little to answer it. Neumann and «oryenstern said: 
"This {optiiûizdtion problem in the context of a social 
excnange ecouo.ay) is certainly no maximum problem, but a 
peculiar and disconcerting mixture of several conflicting 
maximum problems... This kind of problem is nowhere dealt 
with in classical matheiuatics. We emphasize, at the risk 
of be my pedantic, thit this is no conditional maximum 
problem, no proD^em of the calculus of variation, of 
functional ai. a lysis, etc. it arises in full clarity even 
in most ' elomentairy ' situations, e.g., when all varia oles 
can assume on^y a finite numner of values (Cochrane and 
Zeleny 1973 p. xii). 
The same introduction i^uotes Milton Friedman's position on 
the an use of the- sinjle ou ject i ve to simplify explanations 
rather than recognize that "'profit' is really a surrogate 
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for à number oi coapiex variuoles - sucn d3 earnings per 
share, stock, price, debt-equity ratio, market share, 
goodwill, labor relations, product quality, ecological im^,act 
of operation and so forth" (Cochrane and Zeleiiy 1973 p. 
xiii). 
The authors conclude that "the * optimum optimorua' is 
gradually oeing replaced oy ruzzy solution concepts such as 
compromise, arbitrât ion, interaction, prominence, dominance, 
satisficing, negotiation, and bargaining" (Cochrane and 
Zeleny 1973 y. xiv). "Rejuvenation of the role of human 
jiidgaent seems to ne one of the main aspects of the 
literature on multiple criteria decision making but many 
participants seem to be Sjtcptical about man's anility to 
choose among multiattributed alternatives, .suggesting an 
interaction" (Cochrane and Zeleny ly73 p. xiv). 
The concept of multiple criteria decision making 
involves decisions tnat have both multiple attributes and 
multiple objectives. Multiple attribute decision pro^jlem 
situations "deal with cajosinj among a set of alternatives 
wiiicL are described in terms of their attributes. The 
decision criteriji i :i i:;'-il vipit* alLîTibuttr lecisioiis are the 
strengtn of the aecisiou maker's preference among ti^e values 
of a given attribute and across attributes. Multiple 
objective decision situations recognize that attribute 
alternatives are often just means to higher ends - - the 
8U 
decision maker'a objectives. The decision criteria in 
multiple objective decisions are the nature of the decision 
maker's preference in ordering oojectives and the 
relationship between objectives and attributes. In general^ 
"multiple objective decision models, because they explicitly 
treat the aeans-ends relationship, are more complex than 
multiple attribute models" (MacCriiatnon 1973 p. 19), Tae main 
reasons for the distinction between attributes and objectives 
are summarized by Starr and Zeleny. 
(1) AttriDdtGS are generally uuaerically measurable but 
objectives are very difficult to assess ay numbers. 
(2) Trade-offs ijetwet-;^ attribute levels can be more clearly 
defined for attriautes, but in connection with objectives, 
the very concept of a. trade-off is fuzzy. 
(?) n r r r- i h n t r -? ;> r o PcJ s i i v c h -i L cJ u L trf i i. Z eu L ii i." O UG m 
utilities while objectives say require fuzzy linguistic 
labels instead (Starr and Zeleny 1977 p. 14). 
They identify another subtle distinction: "When aostly 
attributes are involved, we term to reter to such situations 
as those of a 'tneory of cl.oice', while the cases dealing 
aostiy with objectives Jiay be referred to as a theory of 
Mecision making'." "in reality, both the attributes and the 
objectives are often iiivolvou in a aixei fashion. Criteria 
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ja lient in a given deciijion situation" (Starr and Zeleny 1 7 7 
p. 1U) . 
The specific structure of the MCDM model dicates the 
source of tne theory that supports it. Most of the support 
comes frooi raatheaatica 1, statistical, decision, game, and 
economic theory. 
Martin K. Starr ana Mila:- Zeleny, in an effort to 
establish some of the sources and roots of multiple criteria 
decision making (MC DM) , refer to H. W. Kuhn and A. W. 
Tucker's introduction of a "vector-valued objective function 
i 11 mathematical prograaming as an early contribution to MCDM. 
This was followed by the initial article by A, Charnes and W. 
W. Cooper on linear prog ramming in 1957 and tnen their two 
voluae works on tiie same subject in 19b1. This publication 
Management Models and Industrial Applications of Linear 
Prograaainq is still the basic theory on the general subject. 
Two years later (19o3} Peter 3od laid the foundation of wnat 
is known today as multi criteria simplex method. It was not 
until 1 y o 8 that "the true foundation of serious and 
continuous study or MCDM were laid by Erik Johnsen in his 
monograph • Studies in .-îuitiobjective Decision Models'" C^t^rr 
and Zeleny 1977 p. 12). Seven years later, Tjalling C. 
Koopm&n's "efficient vector played a dominant role iu 
bringing the Nobel Prize to him in 1975" (Starr and Zeleny 
1977 p. 13). 
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Stdcr presents a unique description of the net 
attractiveness of different forms of MCDM, evaluated in terms 
of the information each aakes available to a decision maker. 
Described in terms of a utility function, he identiiies tnree 
basic levels of information availability. The first level is 
a set of "nondoiinated solutions." Here the decision maker is 
dominant and his decision-ma king role is unchanged throughout 
the procedure. NjndoT.inatea solutions, that are presented to 
the decision maker, provide minimal aid and can be obtained 
without his participation in the procedure. The second level 
is identified as "interactive programming." Here, the 
decision maker can actively participate in the assessment of 
his preferences and in the decision making process. The third 
level is en-titled "MultiAttribute Utility Theory (îlAUT)." In 
this case the decision ^aker initially provides his 
preference function which is decomposed and used to select an 
appropriate solution. Although this technique has significant 
predictive value in inodels with up to five (5) attributes, 
it, in effect, replaces the decision maker with his initial 
preference function (Stact arid Zeleny 1977 y. 15) . 
I , i /4 ' 
proceeding section, other forms of KCDK have oeen applied to 
the educational situation. Leo and Clayton illustrated how 
"goal programming" iiight be used to schedule an academic 
department (Lee and Clayton 1972 p. B-3 97). The resources 
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were defined in teems of varyiny degrees of qualifications of 
faculty and nun-faculty personnel. The goals were desired 
ratios and changes; i.e. faculty/student ; faculty/staff; 
percentage increase in salaries etc. Geoffrion, Dyer, and 
Feinberg describe the use of interactive, multi-criterion 
prog ra;nraing in scheduling an academic department. Here, the 
variables were section size and research time available, with 
all resources held constant (Geoffrion et al, 1971). The 
other applications nave oeen to a wide array of situations, 
many financially supported by grants from the federal, 
military branches. 
hach application uses a different combination of 
techniques whicn Kenneth k. MacCrimmon presents in the 
following outline. 
' /  ±  Z  2 .  p  L  I  >  r '  n  T  1  V  o /  n  I  r  1  : i <=» ^  t  r  r  i  r  :  n  i  >  f^ n  l  S  X  O  n  netnuaii 
A. Weighting Methods 
1. laierrea prererences 
a. Linear regression 
c. Quasi-linear regression 
2. Directly assessed preferences : general aggregation 
a. Trade-otfs 
D. Simple additive weighting 
BU 
c. liicudtchicdi udditive weijhtinj 
d, Quasi-ddditive weiijhting 
3. Directly assessed preferences: specialized aggregatiuu 
IX. la xi m in 
b. .laximax 
Sequential ilimination Methods 
1. Alternative versus standard: comparison across 
attributes 
a. Disjunctive and conjunctive constraints 
2. Alternative versus alternative: comparison across 
dttri bu tes 
a. Dominance 
3. Alternative versus alternative: comparison across 
alternatives 
a. Lexicojraphy 
b. Eliminât ion d v  aspects 
Mathematical Programming Models 
I « O J. a. -1- '-'W L W N C ^  
a. Linear programming 
2 .  Goals in constraints 
i. Local oLiective^: interactive 
a. Interactive, multi-criterion projrauuing 
Spatial Proximity Methods 
1. ISO-preference -jra^hs 
H5 
a. Iiidifforeuce map 
2. Ideal 
a. Huiti-dimensioaai, uonmetric scaling 
3. Graphical preferences 
a. Graphical overlays (fiacCrimmou 197J p. 38). 
Starr and z,eieay express their findings about MCDh by 
concluding that there are two basic paradigms ot modeling 
huaan decision making ; (1) "outcome-oriented approaches" .iiid 
(2) "process-oriented approaches" {Starr and Zeieny 1977 p. 
25). The former is uased on the belief that, if the process 
is understood, the outcome can ue predicted accurately by 
correct measurement of eacti alternative. This notion fits 
with Diesing's Technical and economic nationality. The latter 
paradigm based on the hypothesis that understanding the 
process is an alternative way of correctly predicting tne 
choice and diicily <ii.au «.he uiidcL 1 y luy j.uc;.^lcS a i: i. eu L x V . 
"What IS traditionally presented as a tueory of aecisior. 
making is in fact a methodology ot measurement. 
Measurement of utiiic y, oiren relying o^ complex logical 
and mathematical tools, has become its (decision making's) 
central issue, it aa aae'^uate measurement of the net 
attractiveness becomes available, i^e., a single number is 
assigned to each alternative, the decision has been 
 ^ r>> 1 /••• t  ^ 3 rl o f » H 1 1 t cr 1  ^  ^^   ^  ^ y u* \ A  ^ «w*. i« VA  ^  ^  ^  ^  ^  ^
the alternative corresponding to the largest (or the 
smàxiest; ii ù.ii ber. ihus, ciie ^ r u ù i. e ai o i jiecûauicax strarcn 
has replaced a decision making process. No decision 
h as actually tak'=^n place. Technical measurement, f oil owed 
8 b 
by mechdiiicdi search, desijued to predict the most 
attractive alternative, become the substitutes for 
decision making. 
It is iaportant to realize that whenever we race a 
single attribute, an objective function, a utility 
no decision making involved. The decision is implicit in 
the Eeasurement and it is made explicit by the subsequent 
search. It is only wiien facing multiple attrioutes, 
objectives, criteria, functions, etc., that we can talk 
about decision making and its theory. As alternatives of 
choice become more complex and are characterized by 
multiple attributes as well as multiple objectives, the 
problem of combining these various aspects into a single 
measure of utility becomes correspondingly more difficult 
and impractical. 
Decision max. in g is a dynamic process: complex, 
redolent witn feedback and sideways, full of search 
detours, information gathering and information ignoring, 
fueled by fluctuating uncertainty, fuzziness and conflict; 
it is an organic unity of both pre-dccision and 
post-decision stages of the overlapping regions of 
partial decisions. 
Yet we do not want to imply that there is no 
structure to it or that no formalization of such a process 
can be attempted. Surely, it cannot be captured ny a 
decision tree, by a single mathematical function, or by 
other artifacts of mechanistic simplification. Its 
structure is functional, capable of generating its own 
path toward the decision. The emphasis is on the process, 
not on the act or the outcome of making a decision. The 
^ ^ h. IT ^ 2 OT. A "2 2 ^ ^ 2_ ^  
understanaing, information processing, assessment and 
definition of the problem and its circumstances. 
All components of the decision process are changing 
and evolving during its course: alternatives are adaed and 
removed, the criteria tor their evaluation as well as 
their relative laport-ince are in a ay nazie flux, tne 
interpretation or outcomes varies, human values and 
prefereac^^s are reasjessed, etc. This reorientatior. and 
in tne recent proliferation oi terms like decision taking, 
decisionir.g, L^ecisio;; aiding, interactive decision making, 
decision = ai gement and d  yna::,ics" (Starr and Zeleny 1977 
S I  
•Multipj.e objective liuear programming 
As ti=e passes, executives, administr^tors. and policy 
Tidkers identify new complexities in the management of private 
and public organizations, if the people filling and studying 
these positions expect to retain their vitality, they must 
constantly oe in tae process of adaptation and learning. 
,'lultipie objective Linear Programming (MOL?) is an adaption 
that attempts to incorporate systematic information 
processing into the increasing complexities and higher stakes 
of modern private and public operations in which the primary 
difficulty is the treatment of multiple conflicting 
objectives, it is one response to an expressed desire of 
executives, administrators, and policy-makers to have more 
and better inrormation about the organization and its 
e n VI ro n ™ er. t so r-.^p s 11- i v e ro no their i ob Letter. 
"The api-lication of Multiple Objective Linear 
Prograsming (î!CLP) to orgauizational decision analysis forces 
the decision ~dker to think of goals and constraints in terms 
of their importance to the organization" (Lee 1972 p.il). 
Multiple objective Linear Programming (KOLP) is a 
computer-assisted mathematical technique for determining the 
optimum allocation of scarce resources for each candidate 
solution of in u It iule» objectives wher. there are alternative 
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Programmifiij, (KOLP) as the term is used today, inciudos 
formulating the problem in moLP terms, finding the optimurn 
allocation ot scarce resources to achieve a desired candidate 
solution involving multiple objectives, and exploring the 
effect of changes in the value of the constraints, and tne 
composition of the candidate solution. 
Lee's definition of goal programming is accurate for 
Multiple Objective Linear Programming (MOLP) also, with the 
substitution of subjects it would read: Multiple Objective 
Linear Programming (MOLP) "is a linear mathematical model in 
which the optimum attainment of goals is achieved within the 
given decision environment. The decision environment 
determines the jasic cojiponents of the model, namely the 
choice variables, constraints, ana the objective function" 
(Lee 1972 p. 23) . 
"Choice variables are those real variables in the model 
whose values are arbitrarily assigned and changed in the 
search for the optimum set of values. The choice variables 
are related amon g themselves and to other variables whose 
values are specified according to the environment or 
tecnnologica i situation. Constraints cepreseiiL a sec of 
relationships asong variii,les, wnich restrict the values of 
choice variables" (Lee 1972 23) . 
Multiple objective linear programming (MOLP) requires 
that: 
p ^  
(1) Tue problem must have definite, identified, numerical 
objectives. 
(2) There must be separate and identifiable activities 
and the level of each activity must be measurable in 
numerical terms. 
(3) The activities must be interrelated. 
(U) The constraints mast be identified and stated in 
numerical terms. 
(5) The criteria that will be the basis for determiainj 
if there is a feasible or optimum solution must be 
identified and stated in measurable terits. 
Sang M. Lee identifies additional requireaeats of linear 
prog ra mm in y that are fundamental to "goal programming" which 
are also rev^uiroaients of MOLP : (1) The choice variables 
constituting the decision system must be homogeneous and 
linear. (2) There must be a set of constraints or limited 
resources. (3) Th^re must be an objective(s) to achieve. ( (s) 
my addition) u) The objective(s) must be homogeneous in the 
sense that types of measuring units represented in the 
variables will combine to provide a consistent unit of 
n ^  a cj 1: 7— «a Ç v f- k ^  wa / / T r\ 1 O 7 1 r\ ^ \ 
Multiple o:; jective linear programming (MOLP) perforas 
the same three types of analysis that goal programming does: 
(1) It determines the input requirements to achieve a set of 
ODjectives; 
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(2) It determines the degree of attainment of defined 
objectives with given resources, and 
(3) It provides the optimum solution under the varying 
inputs and objective structures (Lee 1972 p.30). 
There are t wo additional terms that are necessary to 
describe linear programming analysis. They are the primal 
simplex algorithm, which is the most common application, and 
the dual simplex algorithm. Simplex denotes the specific 
solution strategy, a.nd primal and dual, the focus of 
application. The simplex algorithm is an efficient 
computational means for finding an optimal, feasible, basic 
solution by computing only a fraction (only the extreme 
points of the feasible reg ion that increase the objective 
function of the stated linear problem) of the possible basic 
expression, involving some variables in the model, whose 
value may be computed vheii the values of all other variables 
are determined. 
The primal "is a ainimizatiou problem with 'greater 
than' inequalities." îne dual "is a maximization problem with 
'less than' ine^ual ilies'' ^Fandolph and neeks 1^7B p. m 0) . 
A. Cnarnes and w.^. Cooper aescribe the two methods in terms 
of their approach to ^rjulei solving. Tne primal (simplex) 
teciiiiioue works u p » a r i l'touj the inside of a convex set to 
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determin the optimum solution and the dual (simplex) net hod 
works downward toward the same optimum solution from outside 
the convex set" () my addition for clarity (Charnes and 
Cooper 1961b p. 477). 
Charles 5. Carr and Charles w. Howe state that; "the 
dual variables (or * shadow prices') indicate the value per 
unit of additional resource for each of the restraining or 
bottleneck resources. These prices m a y  be compared to ma met 
prices to determine whether or not it would be profitable to 
obtain additional supplies. If the bottleneck resources are 
capital goods, the corresponding shadow prices represent the 
value per unit of time of increasing the stocks of these 
goods by one unit. The flo% of these benefits, discounted 
over the expected life of the capital good, may then be 
compared to the cost of ac»^uisition, or the internal rate of 
return may be computed (Carr and Howe 1964 p. 160). 
in terms or tnis study, tne primai aigoritnm aiii oe 
1 ^  ^ 2 1 ^ r% ^ % /> V o  ^  ^L. \_f c: tu w  ^  ^ c  ^^  ^  v, «D  ^ c. 
most effective levels of each activity, dud the dual 
algorithm will be used co evaluate tne solution, based on tae 
relative value (marginal contrioution) of the resources as 
they are used to support the primal solution, and identify 
the efficient matrices of unit values from the available 
supply of resources (Isermanri lyTi; p, 251) . 
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The theory supporting KOLP is primarily of linear 
programming, although George 3, Dantzig "is recognized as the 
rather of linear prograaiEing" (Keen 1977 p. 33) the team of 
A. Charnes and W. «. Cooper seems to have developed and 
proved the theory that supports the technigue. Therefore the 
primary source ox theory to support the techniques utilized 
in the study is explained and appropriate proofs are provided 
in A, Charnes and ^. w. Cooper's two-volume works entitled, 
Management Models and Industrial Applications of Linear 
££2a.£à.â® iii J. • 
Multiple Objective Linear Programming (MOLP) has the 
same limitations that Lee attaches to Goal Programming. The 
first is "proportionality." Multiple Objective Linear 
Programming (MOLP) is an extension of linear programming. 
This implies th^t the Oi)jective function, constraints, and 
objective relationships must be linear. This means that the 
measure or oLiective attainment and resource utilization must 
^ L. V uiicr x.'wwctx w i. c ci v., ii v-wiiuuvw, 
i Tidi VI d lidil y. This iS consistent w it h the constant ceturiis to 
scale assumption oi classical economics. The second is 
"additivity." The condition that objective attainment and 
resource utilization ce proportional to the level of each 
activity conducted individually does not ensure linearity. A 
r.orilifieaLity may occur if there exist joint interactions 
among some activities oi the onlective attainment or the 
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total utilization ot cesources. To ensure linearity, 
therefore, the activities must be additive in the objective 
function and constraints. The third is "divisibility," 
Another limitation of multiple objective linear programming 
is that fractions of aecision variables must be acceptable in 
the solution, iu other words, the optimum solution of a 
multiple objective linear programming problem often yields 
non integer values for the decision variables. The fourth is 
"deterministic." In a normal Multiple Objective Linear 
t^rogrammiaj problem, all of the model coefficients must be 
constants, in other words, the problem requires a solution in 
a static decision environment (Lee 1972 p. 32-33). 
Multiple Objective Linear Programming (WOLP) 
problem-solviny strategies are described in numerous studies 
(Philip 1972; hvans 5 Stouer 1973; Isermann 1974; and Ecker 
and Kouada 1 975). Michael Boehlje, an ISU Economist, 
collaborated with wiiltred Caiidler to apply MOL? to capital 
budgeting (Candler and Boehlje 1y/1 p. 325-30). They 
specified the structure of the problem but did not 
operationalize it. However, two applications have been worked 
out at Iowa State University and are reported as Journal 
Papers ot the Iowa Agriculture and home Economics Experiment 
Station. In one case, KOLP was utilized "to analyze the key 
v^riai)les azfeeting tne profit levels (return) and incouie 
variability (risk) of the aid west farmer-feeder" (Iowa State 
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University Aug. 1977 p. 1). The trade-otî oetween risk, aud 
return was identified as the poiat at which the variance is 
minimized for each level of income, where the farm activities 
included crop and livestock production, buying and selling, 
and investment. The variables in cropping included different 
classes of land, labor, alternate cropping activities, 
alternative uses of crops, selling the crops (wet or dry), 
feeding them to livestock or storing. Variables in cattle 
feeding activities iacludeu type of facility (open or 
confined) used, ration fed, sex of cattle, and time of year 
etc. 
The other application of MOLP was used to measure the 
"trade-offs between cost and environmental variables in 
agriculture" (Iowa State University May 1977 p. 1). Tnis 
study is a model of the national situation that "has 
approximately 2U,00u variables and 1,200 equations" (Iowa 
brace university riay p. ^) . 
L'l 1 A) % 1 » % Z." 9^ > 1-N /-> c- *5 S. rs T ^ ^  > y-» > X7 
in 13/4 in a recent article ry that title (Steuer 1977 p. 
225-239). Steuer's program appears to have a couple of unique 
features. First.- the model is structured for decision makers 
to interact with the program during the the procedure "in 
wiAca.ov:o i, -I ^  V, ii«a,A.xiiw cai-rr ^ c w Q à. o ^ 
of cOiiipiitacion- iSceuer 1?77 jj. 227;. Secoad, rae aecxsuii 
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maker only has to provide a value range tor each objective 
rather than specifically weighting each objective before the 
computation. This value range can be increased or decreased 
in weight or the range narrowed during the procedure (Steuer 
1977 p. 228) . 
The literature on MOLF in general and the three specific 
applications that have been briefly reviewed above seem to 
establish that this technique does have potential 
applications to problem situations structured in terms of 
Diesing's technical and economic rationality. The first 
article demonstrates the practical nature of potential 
applications when the authors conclude that, "the optimal 
organizations generated for the middle of the efficiency 
frontier are not dissimilar from those exhibited by numerous 
participants in the Iowa Farm Business Association" (Iowa 
State University Aug. 1977 p. 19). The second article 
demonstrates that very large problem sicuacions can ue 
modeled and run ou a soaer:; cosputsr. The fir;al article 
illustrates the rapid improvement in the available techni^^es 
that are eliminating major causes of criticism of computer 
models. 
Summary 
Goal (objective) setting and resource allocation models 
arc accepted dimensions or higher education. The Delphi 
TGChniguG, Multiple Objective Linear Programming (MOLP) and 
Multiple Criteria Decision Making are theoretically supported 
processes. All these subjects have au application to the 
model of this study. Combining these subjects may initially 
cause some confusion because of the fine distinction between 
some of the concepts. Aa example is the classification of 
decision making. 
Diesiug, (Iy7b) Thompson, (1973) Simon (1977) and Starr 
and zeleny (1977) take the position that when each technical 
relationship, constraint and option are viewed as certain, 
the desirea outcome is determined externally to the problem 
such that only one choice will meet the criteria of 
(technical) rationality: the process is calculation not 
decision making. A machine can make the choice. If the 
guiding logic ot the process is an order of measurements and 
values based on a comparison of the exchange values of the 
resources consumed and the resulting puDlic services 
delivered the process is one of evaluation, which is decisio; 
i u r v  ^  i *  y  #  a  u  a i i a  
will make differeiit choices. 
This model involves not h concepts. The Delphi Technique 
can be incorporated into either process. In this study it is 
used to derive technical relationships between educational 
activities and objectives, once these technical relationship 
are derived they ace viewed as certain. The selection of rhe 
objectives occurred outside of the model and the alternative 
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rankings were arbitrary to illustrate the mechanics of the 
model. These differences should become apparent as the 
development of the model is described. 
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CHAPIiR III. METHODS AND P&OCEDUBLS 
Objectives of the inotnods and procedures 
After readinj the methocs and procedures, you should: 
* Be aware that some of the information critical to the 
formulation of an optimizing-resource allocation model of a 
public service is not empirically available and must be 
derived in the formulation process. 
* Be acquainted with how a resource allocation proDlem 
of an educational institution is formulated into a linear 
programming zormat that optimizes a single objective and 
provides shadow prices and reduced cost information for 
specific characteristics in the model. 
* Be acquainted with how the Delphi Technique is usea to 
that it is possible to restate the five (5) illustrative 
objectives so t a at they are compatible -'itn a linear 
constraints anu activities ana how tae technical 
relationships between tne resources within the activities are 
estimated. 
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» Be acquainted with how the analysis can be expauded to 
include multiple objectives by formulating the proûlea into a 
Multiple Objective Linear Program (MOLP) format. 
* Be aware that the applications or the Delphi Method 
and Multiple Objective Linear Programming are the significant 
aspects of this chapter and that the unique values in the 
solutions are reasonable, tut not reliable enough to support 
conclusions concerning the operation of the ISU College of 
Engineering. 
Proolem description and definitions 
A university provides instruction, research, public 
service-extension and other accommodations to facilitate 
learning in the form of discovery, transfer and application 
of Knowledge. As such, a university is an aggregation of 
that contribute to the zaximua attainment of specific 
institutional objectives that express various aspects of 
desirable results of learning. Revenue resources to support a. 
tin 4 f -n n T- cr ->t,ô U . s 
form of annual appropr iat ions where the specific magnitude 
for any college is the result of a variety of state 
aovern-,e at, Board of Regents, and university administration 
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Alter the Iowa législature [ u n J u tht> Joar.i ot Ko.joiit^' 
budget, the Board ot Regents allocates a specific amount to 
Iowa State University and the university administration 
finally authorizes the expenditure of a specific amount by 
each college. The ISU College of Engineering has, in any 
given fiscal year, a relatively fixed quantity of resources 
available to achieve its eaucational objectives by 
financially funding the educational activities of the faculty 
of the College oi Engineering. 
The model assumes that this level of current operating 
resources^ is less than is needed to achieve the desired 
level of objective attainment that might be achieved oy 
carrying out all desiraule faculty activities at a maximum 
level. As a result, the financial resources available to the 
College of engineering are "scarce" in an economic sense, ka 
annual ^ronlem facing tne College of Engineering at Iowa 
State Huiversity is to determine what is the most efficient 
allocation or its scarce resources to effectively achieve au 
optimal attainment of educational ocjectives. The optimal 
iSome of tne resources are in the nature or capital 
assets w hie il a re utilized individually or jointly ïitn other 
colleges ou the Iowa State University campus. Because of the 
method of financing these ^.uxilic assets through luap sua 
appropriations, that makes it very difficult to derive annual 
costs, they will not ue included in this rnodel. However, if 
the university was to aao-t a system of benefit-cost 
accounting, this information could be incorporated into the 
r. 0 d e 1. 
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attainment of.  any ^inyle educational objective ou coinoinatiou 
of objectives requires the College to expend its finite 
fiscal appropriation. Tiie question that college 
administrators must answer is: At what level should each 
faculty activity function to achieve an optimal attainment of 
the oojectives and at the same time honor the constraints on 
faculty workload, college appropriations and student 
enrollment? Carrently, administrative judgment based on 
organizational structure, academic tradition and past 
expenditures determines the magnitude of resource allocation 
to different faculty activities. The objective of this 
chapter is to lormuldte a linear programming model that will 
identify a maximum level of attainment of five (5) 
illustrative educational objectives together with the 
alternative levels of performance of each activity that 
support that attainment. 
Intuitively, the problem is to (1) identify, establish 
and express the ooiectives and activities to De included in 
the model, i.e. Secure Resources; Structured Graduate 
i n s t r u c t i o n ,  e t c . ,  ( 2 )  i d e n t i f y ,  e s t a b l i s h  a n d  e x p r e s s  t i o v  
^ ! - t  i  V i  t  v 1^,) : ! ; - ;  f  1  fa ineant nr o. irrH nhTor-t ivo.  
the net return or graduate laboratory instruction to tne 
development of a trained student, (3) identify, establish and 
express constraint-resources so they can be used in the 
model, i.e., the faculty's professional effort, the budget 
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(idtd etc., (U) ompiricaily establish or derive b y calcul ïtiun 
the technical relationship between each resource-coiistraiat 
and each activity, i.e., how much professional effort is 
required to advise ten undergraduate students, (5) restate 
units of professional efforts in terms of dollars, to reflect 
the fact that the professional effort of a Full professor is 
more costly than the professional effort of an Assistant 
Professor and (o) structure all this information so that the 
results of the model's calculations can be interpreted, i.e., 
if faculty development is the most important objective, what 
will DC the most technically rational allocation of the 
scarce resources? 
This chapter tecnnically describes how the above aspects 
of the model formulation are carried out. Ihe purpose or the 
study IS to conceptualize ana formulate the model and not 
seek a valid solution. The fact that some specific values 
that represent aspects of the educational environment of the 
ISU College of engineering are arbitrary should not detract 
r'roa the value of the study. A value may not be empirically 
availaole because no one realized it was significant to 
is critical to t he decision-zaking process saybe a major 
d cco xp1i s h ment. 
The chapter oe^ins b y  determining the technical 
rolationshiys between five objectives and ten activities. Tne 
1  o u  
budget, faculty efrort, student enrollment and course 
offerings are restated so each factor can bo formulated into 
the model. The aodel calculations are structured so they 
simulate the actual faculty effort, resource allocation and 
student-course-earned credit situation tor the ISU College of 
Lngineering in 1975. The model's calculations illustrate the 
resource allocation and activity levels if the College of 
Engineering attes^ted to optimize the attainment of the five 
objectives, singularly or as a composite utility. The data 
are incorporated into two scenarios. In the second scenario 
the undergraduate student enrollment increases and the 
graduate student enrollment decreases. 
The techniques of the Delphi Method, Linear Programming 
and Multiple Objective Linear programming are used to 
illustrate the composition of resource allocation to specific 
faculty activities if technical and economic rationalities 
are the prevailing motivations of the administrator's 
provides that scarce resources are allocated among 
alternative activities to provide Hiaximum satisfaction. 
a V 1 T 1 fT- i v #-» ca r" <5 O'O . r i m * i 
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attainment or identified and prioritized institutional 
objectives that have been evaluated in terms of the excnaiige 
value of the objectives. 
1 0 5  
Before Linear Pruyramminy or Multiple Objective Linear 
Prog ramming (MO^P) can be effectively utilized, the actual 
problem must be transformed into an appropriate format. 
The following outline combines Kim's narrative 
statements and traditional identifying symbols to summarize 
the steps of formulating a linear programming problem (Kim 
1971) . 
1. Formulation of the oz) jective function (s) ; i.e., fk (x) =2 
Ck] Xj. 
a. Identify the objective underlying the problem in terms 
of the yarastick oy which its attainment is to be 
measured; i.e., Ckj. 
b. Identify the activity sot; i.e., j = columns. 
c. Identify the item set; i.e., i = rows. 
d. Determine tae measurement item of eaca activity in tne 
activity set; i.e., ail non-zero aij. 
o S Q cl: -i r. a n -r. t  ^ r- ] u.::! -i  ^^  i- cy r-.  ^ ; t- ^  -n •S- 1 
J. 4ft acc,  ^9 xz 0 f \j i. 
eaca Ckj, 
f. Express the objective function as the weighted sum 
Q 
of the activity levels; i,e,, fk(x} =Yi Ckj Xj = 
2. Formulation of the syste?. of structural constraints. 
a  r ,  ^  ^  O  ^  / - » • »  ^  ^  ^  ^  ^  f —  • -  « - s  • —  L  
• c* ^  Ct  ^ &  ^ \-ft 1. TZ d L, 
accivicy 111 tue accivicy sec; i.e., Magnitude or eaca 
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b. Establish exo^jenous flow requirements for each 
nonmeasurement item in the item set;I.e., RHS values. 
c. Construct a structural constraint for every exogenous 
flow requirement of each nonmeasure ment item in the item 
set. i.e., develop each i row such that ^ aij Xj < ui. 
J. Establishment of boundaries of the activity levels. 
a. Specify that the activity level cannot be negative 
for each activity; i.e., Xj > 0 
b. Specify, if pertinent, other boundaries for each 
activity level; i.e., xj (6084) bounds. 
The methods and procedures of this study will ûe 
organized and presented in this order. The coding of various 
steps and the symbolic notation will be coordinated with this 
outline. Figure 04 provides a pictorial illustration of the 
technical relationship of the elements identified in Kim's 
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Columns 
^2 ^3 
^2 (^3 "=1,64 
"^51 ^52 ^53 =5.66 
^11 ^12 ^13 ^1,64 
^21 ^22 ^23 ^2,64 
^31 ®32 ^33 ^3,64 
^28,1 ^ 28,2 ^ 28,3 ^28,64 
1 b' 
V 
' 28  
Figure U4. General iormulation of the model 
X" o i- ui Li X CI u o. ii cii tr: iU vJ. t:^ X 
Five institutional objectives (l.a) are used in this 
zjcel to iilustrdte cxj^rlcs of desirable- .ispects of lea rniay 
that xist Lit a aiiiversiLv. These live (b) institutional 
objectives are assumed to be important enough to 
si uii if ican tl y influence the official policy that is 
instrumental in yuidiiiy the courses of action at the 
university. The institutional objectives, identified in Taule 
C1 , were chos^rn ^rom a ^r^u^ of goals considerea "very 
Important" o y the raculty or the I SU College of Engineering 
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in a recent study ot tacuity attitudes at Iowa's three state 
universities (Whitmer et al. 1977). 
Table 01. Illu^trative institutional objectives 
Objective »1. ShCUkE oiiSOOriCES; To secure resources from the 
Iowa Legislature, through the Board of Regents, 
sufficient to operate this university at a near 
Og/timal level. C1=C03JSE&E 
Objective #2. ACADEMIC rRthDOM: To protect the faculty's 
right to academic freedom. C2=C0BJACFB 
Objective # 3. TnlNKING STUDENT: To develop a student who can 
think, who can behave intelligently, who can 
respond creatively and effectively to new 
situations. C3=C03JTHST 
t.ûjective #4. FACULTY DhVELOPflENT: To translate the talents 
ana capacities of its faculty into significant 
euucatioiial results. C4-CObJFA DZ 
Objective ?5. Tt- AIr,r.D sriiDhNi: To train students in icethoas 
or scholarship and/or scientific researcn 
an a/or creative endeavor. C5 = C03JTRST 
r\ r^r-o f j 11 V — r* v j T* ^ i r- a ». 4 i f f- X .•> r- ,  ^ 
.4 -A  ^ A- * SA ». V—  ^ ) 'W VW- A %  ^  ^ A & * i 4 I  ^  ^ V* 4 1  ^ JL.  ^^  W A T ' A X, 
 ^  ^  ^  ^ V»  ^  ^  ^ /-X  ^ •. * r  ^ -»  ^v: *_ \_i. # n ^  -A.  ^ x:: w d i. c: ouC c^.c 
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such that, intuitively, mure is preferred to less, i.e., it 
is desirable to nave more academic freedom rather than less. 
Each statement implies susceptibility to measurement, or 
evaluation on an ordinal scale. However, nothing links these 
objectives iii this form directly to any university activities 
or provides a yardstick to measure their attainment. 
Therefore, the first technical procedure of this chapter 
is to express each of the five (5) institutional objectives 
as "weighted sums or the activity levels." (I.f) By 
definition, each objective function must be expressea ir; 
terms of the weight and level of the measure ment flow for 
each activity that contributes to the attainment of the 
objective. Therefore, in this model each of the five (5) 
institutional objectives will be stated in terms of 
university activities. 
I H f T" -1 ' 
eight (8) faculty activities used in program planning in the 
I l S I i  College of Engineering.  ^ (  1  . b) The eight (h) faculty 
activities are: (1) Classroom-Strueturea Instruction, 
including Labs; (2) N'oii-Classroos instructured Instruction -
I n d i v i d u a l  S t u d y  -  A d v i s i n g ;  ( 3 )  R e s e a r c h  ;  ( 4 )  c o m m i t t e e s  a u i  
\  m  ^  ^  ^  » • »  V .  ^  ^  «  r  «  ^  ^  «  /  ^  \  ^  ^  \  ^  f  
I  T  a .  -  1  J  M  \  3  I  1  1  '  f  U , > r - r j  • " r »  - » " *  
reproduced worksheets provided by Dear. Paul Morgan. 
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Activities; (7) PcoiessiouaL Deveiopnieut and (8) Public 
service-Extension. These eiyht (8) faculty activities are 
expanded into ten (10) faculty activities by further dividing 
Structured Instruction and. Unstructured Instruction into 
Graduate and Undergraduate components. 
The ten (10) faculty activities are used to identify the 
technical relationship between the faculty activities and tne 
institutional ol;jectiveo in the zodel. They are; (IJ 
Structured (classroom) graduate instruction (Sj&ADlN), (2) 
Structured undergraduate instruction (SUNGRIN), (3) 
Unstructured (s^^ecial problems, individual study, honors, 
research supervision and advising) graduate instruction 
(UGPADIN), (U) Unstructured undergraduate instruction 
(UdNGBIN) , (b) r-esearch activities ( BESlihCH) , (fc) Committees 
and Councils Involvement (CMCLIN V) , (7) Administrative 
Activities (ADMINAT), (8) Professional Activities (PBOFACr), 
(9) Professional Ue velo^-ment (PFOuEVL) and (10) Public 
a n 4 L v f- ^ T i r ^ n /0*5«^1.'r^uY\ T* K ca ^ art / 1 A \ 4- a /-» T 1 ^ 
activities are later restated as sixty (60) faculty 
activities when unstructured instruction is partitioned into 
j_ r- C) ^  V, i 1 J. y &. WL.' J.tr aio CZliU Z» L U U C iZ L C Y Zs l: J 
and most of the activities are per formed by faculty holdiag 
the rank of Professor, Associate Professor, Assistant 
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Iroft'ssoL" ov i iiôtructOL". ' Mu i,- i iii. orma 11 oii .ijout the :;ixty 
(60) activities will be reported later. 
In order to express each of the five (5) institutional 
objectives as "weighted sums of the activity levels" it is 
necessary to estaoiish a unique technical relationship 
between each of the ten (10) faculty activities and each of 
the five (5) institutional objectives. 
In a physical production process this technical 
relationship can often ne estaolished from empirical 
observation, i.e., on the average, how much net income can i)e 
obtained from a specific set of land parcels which may be 
utilized to raise corn or soybeans, develop a feedlot on some 
of the parcels or sell ail the parcels for urban development. 
However, at this time, this type of information is not 
available from empirical data in higher education and other 
t-ubiic service ^ rocesses. Thererore, a unique procedure is 
used to derive an estimate of these technical relationships 
for each or the five (5) institutional objectives relative to 
11n assiyninJ tae numerical values to the input-output 
coetficients. two important assumptions must oe made. First, 
it is assumée that a given rate of measurement flow will 
require a set of invariant ratios among the other inflow and 
outflow rates associateà with that activity. This is not to 
say that, for example, if a given amount of an output can oe 
proauced oy a certain mixture or inputs, the same amount of 
L.; u L. V u L. a il li V v. iJL' i-jr -a. u: i. c &_ c v i. 
However, ii it can oe done, then the latter mixture is 
assumed to correspond to an entirely different activity (Kim 
1 1 1  
the tea (10) faculty activities in the I SU College of 
Engineering. 
FùrûiulâLiùy Le o ~j e c t i. Y e 1. li n c 11 o u 
Forty-seven (4 7) faculty and administrators from 
different colleges at IS'J were asked to serve as a panel of 
experts to participate in a Delphi process that is designed 
to derive the estimâtes of these technical relationships 
(Appendix 01). Thirty-seven (37) agreed to participate in the 
study. 
The experimental design did not attempt to directly iihft 
each faculty activity to each institutional objective, 
instead, a descriptive attribute is inserted as an 
intermediate factor. The intermediate attribute is inserted 
to attempt to discourage the experts from expressing their 
traditional values aoout the educational activities rather 
than their evaluation of the degree of tendency relationships 
between each factor. The increased number of attributes also 
reu aires the experts to evaluate the tendency relationships 
between activities and objectives from five separate 
e L'i; C t i V  «  T:.f in C12 c .i J. c 1 C Oûi 11 Oîi results 01 
the évaluations provides a framework for extreme errors to be 
mediateu oy the law of large numaers. Figure 05 illustrates 
the relationship; represented by the linkage. 
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Figure 05. Linking activities to objectives 
The strategy was to establish the linkage between: First, 
twenty-five (25) descriptivp attributes and five (5) 
university objectives; Secona, ten (10) faculty activities 
and twenty-five (25) descriptive attributes and; Third, using 
matrix algebra, derive an estimate of tiie overall linkage 
rip t w Ti r i i 11 i r c n 1 r v ,4 rt i v i f i o s n n f i vo i ^ » uni rs i t v 
ob ject i ves. 
The first •questionnaire (Appendix U 2) consisted of tae 
five (5) institutional objective staten^ents with designated 
space for listing six attributes (characteristics or traits) 
that are liKely to exist at an institution of higher 
education that is actively jursuing the stated university 
objectives. Responses to Questionnaire #1 were received from 
t V p r, f V — S i X { y n :n n ^  r < • \ f t "r> ] nf o Y r- f Q . T o 
W4A «- i L. ciitrr i. J. L Z) L. 
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'questionnaire was classified and summarized into five (5) 
tentative descriptive attributes for each of the five (5) 
institutional objectives. 
This information made up the content of Questionnaire (t2 
(Appendix 03) which was sent to each ot the thirty-seven (^7) 
members of the expert panel. They were asked to ccitlyue the 
tentative descriptive attribute statements by eaiting (addiuj 
or deleting) and to circle the words or phrases in each 
statement that they believed should receive the most 
emphasis. This information was reviewed, summarized and 
edited and became the twenty-five (25) attributes that are 
used in the remainder of the Delphi process to estimate the 
technical relationship between the faculty activities and tue 
institutional oujectives. 
Table 02. List of attributes 
Attribute (1.1 OUTriSACri EFFOFT : A positive, effective. 
external outreach effort projecting a constructive image of 
the university. 
n <• <- T- •; Vm 1-t- ti T ) D 7, f i W C T; 1 V i I M 1 y r HE - i r»r. a 1 na h u 4 i T-
by faculty members, idJiinistrators and students that reflects 
an awareness that university activities are of in terest to 
lowans w no judge tne university on t ne information they 
receive. 
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Attribute *1.3 hXCKLLtiNT INSTRUCTION: A widely acknowledged 
and broadly accepted reputation that the university provides 
excellent instruction to students in a positive learning 
envi ronment. 
Attribute #1.4 N£rf ù VALUABLE KNOWLEDGE: A widely 
acknowledged and broadly accepted reputation that the 
university is continuously producing new and valuable 
Knowledge. 
Attribute #1.5 VALUABLE StbVlCE: A widely acknowledged and 
broadly accepted reputation that the university is willing to 
and is continuously providing valuable service and extension 
prograas to ail segments of the state. 
Attribute #2.1 I N T E R N A L  C O M M U N I C A T I O N S :  A  positive effective 
internal communications process that emphasizes the 
significance and rationale or academic freedom and pursues 
a definition of acddemie freedom. 
Attribute #2-2 PUBLIC AWABf.Nf.SS PROGRAM: A specific and 
continuous public avarei-ess program that describes aad 
explains the value of academic freedom in a high ^Udlity^ 
productive university and in society in general. 
Attribute ;2. 3 r. SJpuNSIjLi FACULTY BEHAVIOR: Responsible 
faculty oehaVIor that reflects an awareness of the value and 
1  1  m  1  . " \ r  a  ^  a  m  i  4 -  T -  o  i : »  1  : n  * - 4  , - \ r \  K  
ethical standards. 
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Attribute #2.4 i-»0LICY t^TAlr-MENT: A specific policy stdtement 
of the university's position on academic freedom that top 
university administrators rigorously explain ana defend. 
Attribute #2.5 Tt^UST & DEMOCRACY: An atmosphere of trust and 
democracy that encourages objectivity with a free and open 
discussion of research results by faculty members, 
administrators and students who have confidence in their 
peers. 
Attribute #3.1 UUMPEThNI FACULTY: Competent, diverse and 
demanding faculty aeabers who are up-to-date in their field; 
who are effective iu interacting with students. 
Attribute #3.2 vJALlFIziD 6 MOTIVATED STUDENTS: Qualified and 
motivated students who have positive attitudes about 
themselves, think for themselves and demonstrate the 
potential to chaaje and mature. 
Attributes #3.3 p EmAR DS FOP INSTRUCTION: rewards for 
effective instruction, independent thinking, creativity and 
respect for different opinions. 
Attribute #3.4 STJOEST CENTERED COURSES: Student centered 
course structure that includes comprehensive evaluation of 
a a r" k 1er , 1 n ^ i 1 c 
Attribute *<,b POST-GRADIJATIUN EVALUATION: Post-graduation 
evaluation that indicates the degree of the graduates' 
intellectual growth and their attainment of self-
actualization. 
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Attribute #4.1 cXPLCTATiONi: liiya expectations of the faculty 
with encouragement of professional improvement and rewards 
for outstanding results. 
Attribute #4.2 COMMITMENT TO ÉXCELLENCii: Highly motivated, 
competent, innovative faculty memuers who are committed to 
excellence and achievement of the oojectives of higher 
education. 
Attribute #4.j USIVr-SSlIY IMPACT: Specific knowledge of the 
impact of the university beyond campus boundaries. 
Attribute #4.4 COMPr-TÉiNT ADMINI5THAI0PS; Competent 
administrators wno have au appreciation for quality 
educational results and use creative management techniques. 
Attribute #4.5 nE^AhOS FOà PRODUCTIVITY: Distribution of 
resources and rewards that directly support educational 
prod uctivity. 
Attribute ;5. 1 CAPA3LZ STUD't iNrS:  Highly motivated, energetic, 
capable and creative students. 
Attribute $5.2 rLEXIBLE CUPp iC'iLUM: A flexible curriculum 
that promotes a learning environment that emphasizes 
intellectual o l j. ort unities and new knowledge. 
Attribute #5. 3 irFECTIVE i NTL'r ACTI NG : Effective interacting 
jjv corr.jetent, creative faculty and students who togetner 
"-nt;: usi-iô^t icdi ly new knowledge with sophisticated 
1 1  y  
Attribute éb.k INDIVIDUAL DISC0VE5Y: ladividual discovery in 
creative courses that include the philosophic framework 
within which aew knowledge is discovered. 
Attribute #5.5 hESOaHCES Fu5 HIGH PRODUCERS: Allocation of 
resources to potential and proven high producers of 
instruction and research results. 
Each panel member was also asked to express his/her 
opinion, in terss of an "Attribute Achievement Scale" (AAS), 
on how he/she tnoagiit each tentative attribute was likely to 
load to the ac hie veulent of the stated university objective 
and express in teras of a "Confidence of Judgement Scale" 
(CJS) how confident they were of their expressed judgment on 
the relatiouship. Thirty-three (33) panel members returned 
the completed questionnaire #2. 
v'Uestioaiidire »2 «ds re'^'ieyea and sczzarized and returned tu 
the panel - e m h r m the ror?. of Q'ie st ionndi re #3 (Appendix 
O  ^ • A  ^  ^ V- v« SX  ^te V - 4. A-  ^* 4 i i ^  ^   ^ K. il V/ i A  ^d ^  t & H 
twcnty-fivG (25) attribute stateuients plus the Attribute 
Achievement and Confidence of judgment Scales, guestionuaire 
5 3 was structure;: in the for~ of a ir.atrxx that provided a 
relj Lionsniy Detweea each of rhe five (5) institutional 
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objectives and each o£ the twenty-five (25) descriptive 
attributes. Statistical data (median, first and fourth 
guartile) summariziag tue expressed relations from 
Questionnaire #2, were provided. Each panel member was asked 
to reread all the objective and attribute statements and, 
using the revisea statements and statistical descriptions or 
the group judgment as references, to reconsider their 
judgment concerning the relationships between each objective 
and its five (5) attributes and to express their judgment 
concerning the relationship between the designated objective 
and tlie appropriate attribute in terms of the (AAS) and the 
(CJ5). They were also asked to judge the relationships 
between each objective and the other twenty (20) attributes 
using the same scales. Completed responses to Questionnaire 
»3 were receiveQ froa twenty-eight (28) panel members. 
Questionnaire #4 (Appendix 05) followed the same format 
c s 3 j but reguestea t ne panel members to express their 
judgment on the relationship between the ten (10) faculty 
activities and the twenty-live (25) descriptive attrioutes in 
terms or an "Activity Contribution Scale" (ACS). Accompanying 
r^acii questionnaire » ^  •• & s d reference a n v L 
the twenty-five (25) descriptive attribute statements and the 
ten (10) faculty activity statements together with the 
Activity Contribution Scale (ACS) and the Confidence of 
Judgment Scale (CJS). The response sheet was in the form of a 
1 2 0  
matrix that provided a unique space to express , iu terms of 
the Activity Contribution Scale (ACS) the relationship 
between each activity and each appropriate attribute 
statement together with the level of confidence in their 
judgment expressed in terms of the CJS. Twenty-eight (28) of 
the panel members returned completed Questionnaires #4, This 
information was tabulated and summarized and returned to the 
panel semiiers in Questionnaire #5a and #5b (Appendix 06) in 
the form of statistical descriptions of the group response ou 
Questionnaires and #4. 
Questionnaire »5 contained two sets of reference sheets. 
The reference sheet for Questionnaire #5a contained the 
complete set of oojective and attrioute statements and the 
Attribute Achievement Scale (AAS) and the Confidence of 
Judgment Scale (CJS). The reference sheet for Questionnaire 
#5b contained the complete set of attribute and activity 
statements and the Activity Contribution Scale (ACS) and 
T Tjic-î.-rfr, on+- < r* 1 a ? k D T" 
Questionnaire #5a contained only the title of the objectives 
and attributes and asked the panel meaaers to express their 
\y u. oiirr trav-ii «Jliiv-t Trc2\-fi i 
objective in terms of the Attribute Achievement Scale (AAS) 
and indicate how confident they were of their judgment in 
terms of the Coutidence of Judgment Scale (CJS). The response 
form for Questionnaire ; 5b was very similar but askea for 
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judgment on the reidtioiiship oetween each activity and eich 
attribute in terms of the Activity Contribution Scale (ACS) 
together with an expression of how confident they were of 
their judgment in teras or the Confidence of Judgment Scale 
(CJS). Twenty-seven (27) panel members returned completed 
response forms for questionnaire #5a and #5b. 
This information was tabulated, summarized and adjusted 
according to a procedure recommended in "The Certainty 
Method" by Warren and others (Warren et al. 1969). They 
concluded that if the respondents are offered au eleven point 
continuum scale, such as the one used on the Attribute 
Achievement Scale (AAS), the intervals between the response 
values will not oe equal and a larger value should be 
assigned to the end values of the continuum. Table 03 
illustrates the original values used on the scale in the 
study together with the adjusted values assigned according to 
the recommendations of Warren et al. 
1 2 2  
Table 03. Comparison oi Scales 
~5 —4 —3 — 2 -1 0 +1 
Original Scale 
~8 — 5 - 3 — / —1 0 • 1 
Adjusted Scale 
The results are two matrices, F and £, shown in Table 04 
and 05. The first matrix F(2bx5) represents the composite 
judgment of the panel members of the relationships between 
the 25 attributes and the 5 objectives in terms of the 
adjusted attribute achievement scale (AAAS), i.e. attribute 
1.1 has a 5.U (direct) relationship to Objective #1, out onx/ 
d 1.5 (incidental or peripheral) relationsaip to Objective #2 
etc. The second aatrix a(10x25) represents the composite 
judgment of the panel on the relationship between each of the 
10 activities and eacn of the 25 attributes expressed in 
terais of tne adjusted activity contribution scale (AACS) , 
i.e. Activity scittAUIN cjntrioutes to the presence of 
attribute 1^1 at 2.0 level,, to aLLiibute 1. z at J,0 level 
etc. . 
+2 +3 +5 
4-2 +3 +5 *-S 
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1 8 7 . S O  
2 8 5 . 5 0  
3 ? 0 . 0 0  
C O B J T B S T  J O  3 . 5 0  
^12.00 
1 7 7 . 0 0  
21)1 .  00  
3 1 1 . 0 0  
2 4 7 . 0 0  
2 3 0 . 5 0  
2 0 2 . 0 0  
3 2 3 . 0 0  
3 5 5 . 0 0  
3 4 9  . 0 0  
2 2 3  . 1 ) 0  
1  9 6 . 1 ) 1 1  
3  I ' l . D O  
3 W 3 . 0 0  
2 3 2 . 2 5  
2 2 7 . 5 0  
2 5 2 . 5 0  
3 3 4 . 0 0  
1 1 3 . 5 0  
1 2 9 . 5 0  
116 .00  
161 .00  
1 3 0 . 2 5  
1 5 1 . 5 0  
1 3 2 . 0 0  
1 8 4 . 0 0  
3 3 6 . 0 0  2 7 2 . 5 0  1 2 2 . 0 0  1 3 8 . 0 0  
2 3 4 . 5 0  
2 3 0 . 5 0  
2 4 6 . 0 0  
3 4 3 . 0 0  
2 8 6 . 0 0  
2 1 5 . 0 0  
2 1 0 . 5 0  
2 5 6 . 5 0  
3 1 4 . 0 0  
2 0 3 . 0 0  
1 7 4 . 5 0  
1 6 7 . 0 0  
2 3 3 . 0 0  
2 7 6 . 5 0  1 7 9 . 0 0  
2 0 1 0 . 5 0  
1 8 8 6 . 5 0  
2 3 7 3 . 5 0  
28JU.00 
2 5 5 9 . 5 0  
Table 07. Stan ilaudizied objecti vu function cue f t icieu ts 
S C F A D I H  S U I I G U I N  I J C P A D I N  U U N ' i P I N  B K S E h C M  C N C L I K V  A D N I H A T  P B O P A C T  P B O O E V l i  P B 3 B B B I  
O) [US r.fi t; 
COBJftCPB 
CODJ fllST 
CO BJi'ADE 
2 1 6 . 5 0  
2 1 6 .  5 0  
2 1 6 .  5 0  
2 1 6 .  5 0  
C O B J f R S T  2 1 6 . 5 0  
2  1 2 . 0 0  
2 ( 1 4 .  3 8  
2 1 3 . 0 9  
2  1 0 M  4 1  
2  1 1 . 0 6  
2 3 0 . 5 0  
2 3 3 . 2 4  
2 4 4  . 9 4  
2 4 0 . 1 8  
2 4 8 . 9 6  
2  2 3 . 0 0  
2  2 6 .  3  2  
2 3 8 . 1 1  
2 3 2 . 0 6  
2  3 9 , 6 8  
2 3 2 . 2 5  
2 6 2 . 6 9  
1 9 1 . 4 8  
2 2 5 . 9 7  
1 9 4 . 3 9  
1 1 3 . 5 0  
1 4 9 . 5 3  
8 7 .  9 7  
1 0 8 . 9 3  
8 7 . 0 3  
1 3 0 . 2 5  
1 7 4 . 9 3  
100.10  
1 2 4 . 4 9  
9 8 .  4 4  
2 3 4 . 5 0  
2 6 6 . 1 5  
1 8 6 . 5 5  
2 3 2 . 0 6  
2 0 4 . 0 2  
2 1 5 . 0 0  
2 4 3 . 0 5  
1 9 4 . 5 1  
2 1 2 . 4 4  
1 9 7 . 2 4  
2 0 3 . 0 0  
2 0 1 . 4 9  
1 2 6 . 6 4  
1 5 7 . 6 4  
1 2 7 . 6 9  
sum 
2 0 1 0 . 5 0  
2 1 7 0 . 2 8  
1 7 9 9 . 8 9  
1 9 6 0 . 6 8  
1 8 2 5 . 8 1  
1 2 5  
These two matrices are multiplied together to produce 
the five (5) by tea (10) matrix C E(MxN) X F(NxQ) = C(Mx^) 
shown in Table Ub. To facilitate intuitive comparison uetween 
and among objective values, the estimated values are 
standardized. Secure Resources - Graduate Structured 
Instruction is the Numeraire, standardization is accomplished 
by dividing SGkAuIN oûj.#1 by SGRADIN obj.#2: 
216.5 (3GHADIN1) / 1b7.5 (5GEADIN2) ^ 1.15467 
to get the relationship between them. Then each component of 
Ob].*2 was multiplied by the value expressing the 
relationship: 
187.5 177.0 202.0 
X 1.15467 X 1.15467 X 1.15467 
6 I w $ c \_f "T # u c ^ 6 ••• 
Tnis process was repeated ior SGEADIN Obj.if3, SGBADXN ubj.%^ 
and SGRADIN Ob].f5. The standardized objective function 
coefficients are shown in Taole 07. 
This study suggests mat Lhe values in Table 07 represent a 
reasonaoie estimate of the technical relationship between t 
rive (5) original oojectives and the tea (10) faculty 
activities, expressed iu quantifiable terms. These oojectives 
are not mutually exclusive in teras of activity 
1 2 b  
contributions. 
The values in this matrix can be intuitively interpreted 
as representing how; (1) different activities contribute to 
the same objective, i.e. Professional Activities (PBOFACT = 
234.5 contributes over twice as much toward the attainment of 
Objective $ 1 (Secure Resources) as does Committee and Council 
Involvement (CMCLINV at 113.5; and (2) the same activity 
contributes to different objectives; i.e. Cosmittee and 
Council Involvement of the Academic Freedom objective 
(CMCLINV = 1U9.bJ) contributes 41X more toward the attainment 
of Academic Freedom than Committee and Council Involvement of 
the Thinking Stuaent objective (CMCLINV = d7.97) contributes 
to the development of a Thinking Student. (87.97/ iuy.53 = 
.598) 
Standardization, arbitrarily choosing one of the values 
as the numeraire, iu this case does appear to affect the 
equilibrium exctiange ratios. For example, the ratios among 
the contribution that eacn activity makes to dirferent 
objectives does change. Father than a 41% difference between 
the contriDUtiou of CWCLINV to Academic Freedom and Thinking 
u tr I. u a i n g l a ii a i. 1 li values, ; o / » 7 r : - ? , j j 7 , 1 « vv 
- .59 = 41X) the raw values indicate that Committee and 
Council Involvement of the Academic Freedom objective 
{CWCLINV = 129.5) only contributes 10% more toward the 
attainment of Academic Freedom than Committee and Council 
1 2 7  
Involvement of the rhiQKing Student objective (LMCLINV = 
116.0) contributes to the development of a Thinking Student 
(lib.0/129.5 = .d957; 1.00 - .8^6 = 10%). The sum of each 
objective function oefore standardization (Table 06) 
indicates that "Faculty Development" (28y8.0) is the 
objective that contributes most to the total set of 
objectives. After standardization (Table 07), "Academic 
Freedom" (2176.28) appears to contribute the most toward the 
attainment of the set of objectives. 
If administrative activities had been choosen as the 
numeraire, the stauaardization factor oetween the first two 
objective functions would have been .85974 rather than 
1.154D7. If public service-extension haa been choosen as the 
numeraire, the standardization factor between the first two 
objective functions would have been l.loiS. Generally, it 
appears that selecting (5GBADIN, SUNGKIN, UGSADIS, UUG&IN and 
PaSLFiLX as the numeraire would result in similar 
relationships. However,- if RESERCH, PPQFACT and PEODLYE were 
selected as the numeraire there would ne only minor 
differences in the resulting rank-order of the objectives. 
: La ^ .-4- i n T , - Iki T 1 V u . t. .Ï • r\ M T fJ * T r- 4. U o 
in zajor differences in the rank-order of the objectives. 
The sum values are the "yardstick" required in (l.a). 
The sua of one unit oi each or the ten (10) activity values 
of Objective »b is 1,625.61 units of SG&ADIN (Taule U7). This 
1 2 8  
value is not sly nie leant except to illu:itL"ato the maynltule 
of the sum of oae unit of each activity as an expression of 
the objective in terms of S G E A L I N .  A  single objective Linear 
Program will seek the combination of activities that produce 
the largest sun. It shoula be apparent that if these ratios 
were the only criteria and all activities cost the same, the 
model would achieve Objective #5 by performing only 
Unstructured Graduate Instruction (UG PÀÛ I N  = 248.96) (lable 
07) because a unit of that activity contributes the most to 
the objective value. Other constraints keep this from 
happening. In this case Unstructured Graduate Instruction 
( U G R A D I N )  can not be provided to more students than are 
enrolled in graduate courses. The cost of providing the 
different activities is also a factor. It may be so much 
cheaper to perform an activity that contributes the least to 
the objective function that it is still technically rational 
to perform the activity that contributes the least to the 
objective function. 
These exchange values a re represented by "C" and 
constitute one naif of the information needed to state an 
objective tunction as the "weighted sums of the activity 
1 a VI a 1 c ** l l f l l v fKo ^ a 
identitiable and measurable unit of the objective» By 
1 2 9  
Max f{x) = C1X1 + C2X2 * C3X3 + . . .+ CjXj. 
wiiere CI = SGRADIN 
and XI = the value ot Xl activity set 
it is apparent that the level ot each activity is 
represented by "X". The value of the objective function 
coefficient (C) is multiplied by the number of repetitions o 
the activity (X) to reflect the effect of the specific 
activity. Using the values from Objective #1, Secure 
Resources, the objective function can be expressed as 
follows: 
Max F(x) = 21D .5 (X) 1 + 21 2. 0 (X) 2 . . + 203 .0 (X) 10 
The values of "C" ana"X" for each activity and objectiv 
are expressed in quantifiable terms in a linear program. 
The same values of "C" and "X" are the basis elements o 
-  I  ( 3  - x M - T t * / — C T  W  i  / - »  L ,  T -  j  C  ^  I  ! / " »  L '  "  
Kax. f1(x) = C11 XI + C12 X2 + CI 3 X3 + , = . +C1j Xj 
Max. f2(x) = C21 XI * C2^ X2 + C23 X3 + . . . + C2j Xj 
Max. fb(x) = Ci>1 XI + C5^ Xi «- C5J X3 + . . .+ C5j X] 
1 3 0  
AiteriMtiveiy, these objective statements can be expressed 
in an abbreviated torm: 
n 
Max fkfx) = ^ CXj Xj; k = 1, ... ,5 
n 
s.t. 2 Aij Xj bi 
and X] > 0 
where 
F  1  ( X )  =  • Objective #1. Secure Resources 
tz ( X )  =  : Objective t 2 .  Acauemic Freedom 
f 3 ( X )  =  : Objective #3. Thinking Student 
r • ( X (  =  : Objective #  4  «  Faculty Development 
t 5 ( X )  =  = Objective #5. irained Student 
- 3  is the weight T O R  tne measurement flow of the j th 
activity. 
1  
Objective statements can also be stated in matrix 
notation. 
Primal Dual 
Max C X Mia b'Y 
S.T. Ax < D S. T. A'ï < C 
X > 0 Y > 0 
where C = (£10x25 F25xb)where Y = 33 x 5 
and A=1()X1 
A — 1 1 f V 
n,  — ^  A I \ J  
b = j 3 X 1 
Where (£F) ' = C{5x10) 
This IS the t'orm that will be used in this study, 3ut 
there is one other form that aust be noted because it is the 
r r i i^TTJ hv wai-yk W Q f  ^  n o  r  -in k ic ;  /T»n 
objective linear programming that are cited in this study. 
max Ci X = ZI 
%ax. C2 X = 22 
Max. C3 X = Zj 
Kax C HX -zu 
Max. Lb X = 25 
• n rt A r ! A ! r ' Z D X D f j '  A  » .  !  u  X  !  )  
1 3 2  
Formulating the system of structural constraints 
A group of experts using the Delphi Technique has 
produced a usaale estimate of the "weights" (Cj) necessary to 
express the live (5) oojectives in standard linear 
programming notation. The second technical procedure of this 
chapter is to formulate a system of structural constraints. 
ai] X] < Di 
Formulation of tne system of structural constraints for this 
model involves integrating budget information with reported 
effort summaries, class offerings and student enrollments. In 
order to establisn "exogenous flow requirements for each 
nonmeasurement itea in the item set" (2.b), it is necessary 
to reclassify the "scarce" financial resources that are 
utilized to carry out specific faculty and staff activities, 
so they can Le used in the model. 
The resources included in this model are the classifies 
current expenditures for the fiscal year 1^75-76 (ISU 
Financial Fcport 1975-76 p. 18-19). The "scarce" financial 
resources are classified as oojects of expenditures for 
îr-f.Niîri-inT r : i« i- ' ^ c: wa-oe: La m r 11 v r\ ta n r i t < . 
general supplies and services, travel, printing and other 
expenses. Tne expected productive effort of the faculty is 
1 3 3  
expressed in the model m teras or FT!i Units.  ^ 
The item set (l.c) contains: (1) Input Resources 
expressed in terms of FTE Units^ for Full Professors, 
Associate Professors, Assistant Professors and Instructors; 
(2) offered credits from Structured Instruction expressed in 
terms of Graduate Level, Upper Level and Lower Level; (3) 
Offered credits from Unstructured Instruction expressed in 
terms or Graduate and undergraduate level; Earned credits 
froifl Structured Instruction expressed as Graduate Level, 
Upper Level and Lower Level; (5) Earned credits from 
Unstructured Instruction expressed as Graduate and 
Undergraduate level; (6) Student enrollment expressed as 
Graauate and undergraduate enrollment in structured and 
unstructured instruction and (7) Budgeted funds. The 
measuLement item (l.d) will also be developed with the 
"system of structured constraints" because some of these 
items are derxvea in the process of developing the structural 
constraints. 
rirst two general modifications are made to mate the 
model realistic and less expensive to run. The first 
iror a definition and description of FTE Unit see the 
Report of the Ad Hoc Committee to Study Full-Time Equivalency 
f Sam C-iarK, ^haicmaii. November 1 w, 1^74-. 
2A normal seemly workload in the ISO College of 
i n o 1 i.eer iii g is cuuaideceà to be forty-ei'jht {46} FTE unies. 
1  3  4  
moditicdtiaa is to adjust the fiscal data to reflect only the 
faculty activities of three academic quarters. This is the 
principal period of the school year and is the basis for 
policy decisions involving scheduling, budgeting and 
admissions. Also the student enrollment reports and faculty 
reports tor this period are the most complete. The other 
modification was the treatment of the three academic quarters 
as one education cycle. Rather than teach one student three 
times representing three quarters, the model teaches three 
students one time. The FTE Units available, the classes 
offered, the credits earned, the students advised etc., were 
adjusted accordingly. This adjustment enabled the model to 
simulate the effects of a school year by solving one problem 
rather than solving three very similar but snaller proolems. 
The following tacles identify, establish and expresss 
information gathered from a number of sources, in a torm that 
the information can be formulated into a linear programming 
format. Tne first step is to classify the total faculty 
effort into separate specific activities expressed as per 
cent of the total effort and dollar value of specific 
activities, ihe values of specific resource-coastraintr? i n  
the aoael are based on this information. This information is 
not sufficient to structure the model. There are implicit 
relationships in tnis information, i.e. if a specific number 
or graduate quarter credit-courses are offered to a speciric 
1  J 5  
numner ot graduate students tuat tate an average number of 
lecture-recitation and laboratory courses, there is a 
specific ratio of graduate students to graduate 
lecture-recitation and laboratory credits offered and 
faculty effort expended. These relationships are factual jut 
no one has derived them. In this model these relationships 
are explicity expressed in terms of input/output 
coefficients. Tney are derived in the formulation process. 
The derived values maintain the original e^uilicrium 
relationships between and within the resource-constraints. 
Faculty workload summaries provided the initial 
distribution of faculty efforts. Table 0 8 provides an average 
of the results from four reported quarters.& 
-Derived from the Collège of Engineer invg ; Fall, 1972; 
winter, 1)72; Spring, 1973; aad Fall, 1974. Department 
Faculty Workload Suinaaries. college of engineering 
Hd mi nist ca ti Ve records. 
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Table 08. Faculty workload summaries 
Structured 
Instruction 
Unstructured 
Instruction 
Research 
Committee & 
Council 
Involvement 
Administrative 
Activities 
Professional 
Activities 
professional 
Faculty 
Instruction 
Efforts 
60.2% 
11.5% 
-  0 -
b.j% 
2 .  5 %  
Faculty 
Research 
Efforts 
-  0 -
-  0 -
77.7% 
8.9% 
6.3% 
2.5$ 
•3 ; % 
Faculty 
Extension 
Efforts 
-  0 -
— 0 — 
- 0  -
8.9% 
6. 3À 
2 .  5 %  
Public Service 
Total 
1.44 
1 0 0 . u %  
1.4% 
1 0 0 . 0 %  
79. 1% 
1 0 0 . 0 %  
These distributions of faculty effort are used to partition 
budget expenditures and full-time equivalent planning units 
to establish "exogenous flow requirements for each 
nonaeasurement item in the iters set" (2,b) . 
The total 1975-7o annual current expenditures^ for 
Instruction -College of Suyineering, Organized Research -
Engineering research Institute and Public Service -
Engineering Extension provides the financial parameters of 
the model. The seven (7) o&jects of expenditure for the taree 
(3) functions of Instruction, Research and Extension are not 
sufficient to facilitate the formulation of a linear program 
of the academic activities of the faculty of the College of 
lingineering. laoie 09 provides a further classification that 
reflects the adjustment of each of the eight (3)2 objects of 
expenditure of each of the three (3) functional expenditure 
•The Iowa otate 
r i M A H L i A L  P L r ' o r ' i  l o r  
13-19) 
2 Employees benefits zere divided into Faculty Benefits 
iud Merit Employee Benefits because the distribution of 
benefits was not always equal for the faculty and merit 
HI W ]. O V 5 • 
University ot Science and Technology 
the year ending June 30, 1S76. (pp. 
1  J d  
to tnree (J) academic ^uartors. i 
Table 09. Prorated allocation of resources 
Instruction Research Extension 
Faculty Salaries 
Actual iU,775,7o9. 
Instruction 
Research d)75% 
Extension a) 75X 
$1 ,427, 160. 
$ 1  ,070, 370, 
3500,37a 
$375,733 
Faculty Benefits 
Actual 
Instruction 
Research ^75% 
Extension d75% 
Î719,857. 
$604,680. 
5 2 0 3 , 9 9 6 .  
$152,997. 
$ 8 4 , 0 8 5  
$ c 3 , 0  6 4  
Wages (Merit) 
Actual i19;05d. 
Instruction a)845 ilt.,513. 
$136,895. 310,891 
ipaul Morgan estimates that thG College of Engineering 
expenas approximately 28% of its instructional budget each 
dcadecic quarter.(28% x 3 = 84%); that the Engineering 
Research Institute expends approximately 2 5? of its research 
I'Udget in each jf Lhe three academic quarters, (25% x 3 = 
75%) ; tnat the 5 r, gi nee r i r. : Extension expends approximately 
25%, of its' Extension iiudget each of the three academic 
Table 09. (Cuiitiuuea) 
Instruction Research Exteasioa 
Research #75% 
Extension a)75/b 
Merit Benefits 
Actual 32,464. 
Instruction @64% $2,490. 
research ail3 h 
Extension a'75% 
Supplies i> Services 
Actual $193,351. 
Instruction a)o4S) $167,0 35. 
Research a)7S^ 
Extension à75% 
Travel 
Actual $33,703. 
Instruction 244% $23,3 11. 
Research a75% 
$102,671. 
$2 1,65 3. 
a I o , z 4 f. 
$32,167. 
$26.173. 
$21,129. 
$8,16a 
$1,891 
$1,419 
$42,889. $176,250 
$132, 187 
$45.311 
hxrension a/3% $33,933 
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Table 09. (Contiuued) 
Instruct ion Research Extension 
Printing 
Actual 
Instruction 
research a)75/i 
Extension 675% 
$6, 193. 
55, 202. 
$19,285, 
SI 4, 4 64. 
i j0,51b) 
$22,690, 
Other 
Actual 
Instruction 84» 
Research à}75> 
Extension 375% 
Total 
Actual 
Instruction cM4; 
Research 'cùlb% 
Extension 675» 
oUâTiu Totâi 
$17,730. 
$14,893. 
$5,774,745. 
$4,850,7fa5. 
$7,3 85. 
$5,5 38, 
$1,887,445, 
$1,415,583 
$20,154 
$15,1 ID 
$870 ,U 7 y 
$652,55^ 
$o,yitS,928. 
1 4 1  
la this moael the expenditures are set slightly less 
than the reported amounts to allow input-output coefficients 
to be truncated at a maximum of four decimal places and to 
make the model seeK. an efficient and effective unique optimal 
solution. As a result, the total amount of dollars to be 
accounted for in the composite model is $6,918,928.2 5. The 
exact acouiit of the dollar constraint in the model is 
$6,89j,928.25. The latter amount is 525,000.00 less than the 
former. 
Table 10 presents the allocation of this budget totii to 
eight (8) faculty activities based on the average reported 
"Faculty Workload" of tne College of Engineering faculty. 
For example, the total reported faculty salaries for 
instruction is *4,775,789.00 (Table 09). Of this amount, 84& 
($4,U11,6bj.00) IS expended in three academic quarters (Table 
09 and Table 10). Sixty-six and tao tenths per cent (Table 
0 3) of tnis latter amount is allocated to Structured 
Instruction. Structured Instruction/Faculty Salaries equals 
$2,655,720.00 (Table 10). No research or Extension 
effort/expenditures is allocated to Structured Instruction. 
T h e s e  values e^uaL zero (iai^le lU). The totals serve as 
dollar constraints tor each of the eight (d) activities 
Within each of the taree (3) functions when each activity is 
run separately to derive the necessary input-output 
coet ficients. 
n  I I  I  "  I t '  A c t i  V I  l y  1  o i i O u c c f ;  a  1  l o o a t  i o n  h y  o b j e c t ,  o f  i ;  x  p o n d  1 . 1  a  c i i  
K a c i i  1 1  y  
U0 1 I '.b2 
1 0 7 ( 1  i 7 0  
J 7 ' .  / 3 3  
t ' a c i i  L  t  y  
OO'lhtiO. 1 1 
Mû. 66 
6 ( 0 6 3 . 6 4  
Wdgi;:; (Merit) 
1 0 / " ) 7 U .  
H  1 6 8 .  4 7  
M e r i t  D c n e f i t ; ;  
,^489.81 
11,^4 7.42 
14 18.61 
S u p p  l i e : ;  S  
1 6 / 0 3 4 . 9 U  
3 /  1 6 6 .  ' J 5  
1  3 / !  1 8 7 .  4 7  
rr.ivi,'l 
2 8  1 1 0 . 3 4  
Z  \  U 9 .  4 0  
3 3 ' ) 8 3 .  0 4  
Printing) 
•>^0 2.0 2 
1 4 4 6 3 . 5 7  
2 ^ 1 ) 8 9 .  5 2  
Othi.'i: 
1 4  8 9 2 .  8 7  
' . ' ) 3 8 .  3 9  
1 5  1 1 5 . 2 5  
I ' O t i l  . 1  
4 8 5 0 7 8 5 . 3 7  
1 4  1 5 5 8 3 . 3 8  
6 5 : ^ ) 5 9 .  4  9  
G r a n d  T o t a l  
6 9 1 8 0 2 8 . 2 4  
31L uc t  ti r  e'l 
I  i i . i t  I  u c t i o i i  
Jal.ir leu 
5 8  2  b 5 5  7 2  0 .  b  . 1  
0 9  - 0 "  
4  7  -  0  • •  
I J e n  ( . ' f i t s  
4 0 0 2 9 8 . 2 4  
- 0 -
- 0 - -
1  0 9  3  1  .  3 1 )  
-  0 -
- 0 -
1  6 4 8 .  - ; 5  
. ( J . .  
- 0 -
Services 
1 1 0 5 7 7 . 1 0  
-  0 *• 
-O" 
-  0  •*  
- 0 "  
-O" 
3 4 4 3 . 7 4  
- O "  
- 0 
9 8 5 9 . 0 8  
- 0 
— 0  * '  
3  1 9 2 4 7 8 .  3 4  
- 0 
-  0  •*  
3  1 9 2 4 7 8 . 3  4  
On:;t I. lie111 r o d  
1  u . i  t  r  n e t .  i o n  
4 6 1 3 4  1 . 2 0  
- 0 •* 
- 0 -
1 ) 9 5 3 8 .  2  1  
- 0 -
- 0 -
1 8  9  8 . 9  4  
- 0 
- 0 -
2 8 6 . 3 3  
- 0 -
- 0 -
1 9 2 0 0 . 0  1  
_ 0 •-
- 0 -
- 0 -
- 0 -
- 0 -
5 9 8 . 2 3  
- 0 -
- 0 -
17 12.68 
- 0 -
- 0 -
5 5 4 5 8 4 . 6 0  
- 0 -
- 0  -
5 5 4 5 8 4 . 6 0  
1 ' . s e a r c h  
- 0 -
8  I  1 6 7 7 .  5 5  
-  0 -
-  0 -
1  I  8 8  7 8 .  4 0  
- 0 -
- 0 -
" 1 7 7 5 .  3 0  
- 0 -
- 0 -
1 2 6 2 4 . 2 5  
-  0 -
- 0 -
. ! 4 9 9 3 .  7 2  
- 0 -
- 0 -
- 0 -
-  0 -
- 0 -
I  1 2 3 8 .  1 9  
- 0 -
- 0 -
4 3 0 3 . 3 3  
- 0 -
- 0 -
1 0  1 1 4  9 0 . 7 4  
- 0 -
1 0  1 1 4 9 0 . 7 4  
c o a m i t  t o o  
6 J o u n c i i s  
3 5 7 0 3 7 . 9 7  
9 5 2 6 2 . 9 4  
3 3 4 4 0 . ^ 8  
5  3 8 1 6 . 5 3  
1 3 6 1 ( 1 . 7 0  
5  6 1 2 . 6  6  
1 4 6 9 . 6 2  
9 1 3 7 . 7 1  
7 2 7 . 0 0  
2 2 1 . 5 9  
1 4  4 6 . 0 2  
1 2 b . 2 b  
1 4 8 6 6 . 1 1  
2 8b2.d6 
1 1 7 6 4 . 6 8  
- 0 -
- 0 -
- 0 -
4 6 2 . 9 8  
1 2 8 7 . 2 6  
2 0  3 7 . 1 7  
1 3 2 5 . 4 7  
4 9 2 . 9 2  
1 3 4 5 . 2 6  
4 2 9 2 0 0 . 2 7  
1 2 4 1 0 6 . 4 1  
5 5 0 5 3 . 3 1  
6 0 8 3 5 9 . 9 9  
a d m i n .  p r o f .  p r o t .  p u b l i c  s e r .  
A c  t  i  V  i  t i e s  A c t i v i t i e s ;  D e v e l o p .  E x t e n s i o n  
/ 5 2 7 3 4 .  7 4  1 0 0 2 9 1 .  5 b  1 2 8 3 7 3 .  2 0  5 6 1 6 3 . 2 6  
6 7 4 3 3 .  3 2  2 6 7 5 9 .  2 5  3 4 2 5 1  .  A 4  1 4 9 8 5 . 1 9  
2 3 6 7 1 .  2 1  9  3 9 3 .  3 4  1 2 0 2 3 .  7 4  2 9 7 2 0 5 . 1 7  
3 8 0 0 4 .  3 5  1 5 1 1 7 .  0 0  1  9 3 4 9  .  7 6  8 4 6 5 . 5 2  
9 6 3 8 .  7 9  3 3 2 4 .  9  2  4 8 9 5 .  8 9  2 1 4 1 . 9 6  
3 9 7 3 .  0 1  1 5 7 6 .  5 9  2 0 1 8 .  0 4  4 9 8 8 3 . 3 4  
1 0 4 0  .  2 9  4 1 2 .  8  1  5 2 8 .  4 0  2 3 1 . 1 8  
6 4 6 8 .  2 7  2 5 6 6  .  7 7  3 2 8 5 .  4 7  1 4 3 7 . 4 0  
5 1 4 .  6  1  2 0 4 .  2 1  2 6 1  .  3 9  6 4 6 1 . 2 6  
1 5 6 .  9 6  o  2 .  2 5  7 9 .  6 7  3 4 . 8 6  
1 0 2 3  .  5 9  4 0 6 .  1 9  5 1 9 .  9 2  2 2 7 . 4 5  
8 9  .  3 7  3 5 .  4  6  4 5 .  4 0  1 1 2 2 .  1 2  
1 0 5 2 3 .  2 0  4 1 7 5 .  8 7  5 3 4 5 .  1 2  2 3 3 8 . 4 9  
2 0  2 6 .  5 2  8 0 4 .  1 7  1 0 2 9 .  3 4  4 5 0 . 3 4  
8 3 2 7 .  8 1  3 3 0 4 .  6 9  4 2 3 0 .  0 0  1 0 4 5 6 0 . 2 9  
1 9 8 1  .  7 4  2 4 0 6 3 .  9 6  _ 0 - 2 2 6 4 . 8 4  
1 4 7 9 .  0 6  1 7 9 5 9 .  9 9  - 0 - 1 6 9 0 . 3 5  
2 1 4 0 .  9 3  8  4 9 .  5 8  -0 - 3 0 9 9 2 . 5 3  
3 2 7 .  7 3  1  3 0 .  0 5  1 6 6 .  4 6  7 2 . 8 3  
9 1 1  .  2 0  3 6 1 .  5 9  4 6 2  .  8 3  2 0 2 . 5 0  
1 4 4 2 .  0 4  5 7 2 .  2 4  7 3 2 .  4 6  1 8 1 0 5 . 6 1  
9 3 8 .  2 5  3 7 2 .  3 2  4 7 6  .  5 7  2 0 8 . 5 0  
3 4 8 .  9 2  1 3 8 .  4 6  1 7 7 .  2 3  7 7 . 5 3  
9 5 2 .  2 6  3 7 7 .  8 8  4 8 3 .  6 9  1 1 9 5 6 . 1 6  
3 0 5 7 9 7 .  6 6  1 4 4 6 ^ 5 .  8 2  1 5 4 3 1 9 .  1  8  6 9 7 7 9 . 5 0  
8 9 3 2 9 .  6 7  5 2 8 2 1 .  3 4  4 4 6 2 2 .  5 2  2 1 2 1 2 . 7 0  
4 1 1 1 1 .  2 4  1 6 3 1 3 .  9 9  1 9 7 9 4 .  4 5  5 2 0 2 8 6 . 5 0  
4 3 6 2 3 8 .  5 7  2 1 3 7 6 1 .  1  5  2 1 8 7 3 6 .  1 5  6 1 1 2 7 8 . 6 8  
1  4  j  
The dollar amount associated with committee and councils. 
Administrative Activities, Professional Activities, 
Professional Uevelo^meat, and Public Service contain a 
portion ot all three (3) functions; Instruction, research and 
Public Service-txtensioa. Ihe eight (8) objects of 
expenditure are available for review in this table but lose 
their identity in aggregated totals for each of the eight (6) 
acti vities. 
Table 11 presents the College ot Engineering's 
classification of the nuinbec,. rank ani1 reported effort of the 
faculty during tne ly75-7b academic year.i 
The "budgeted" values Reflect the administrative assignment 
to selected activities. The asterisk (*) indicates that 
budgeted values are not available for this specific activity. 
The fTE Unit value provides a reflection oi the reported 
faculty effort expressed in rrr. unirs for each of tne eignt 
iThe details of the faculty complement for 1 975-76 v as 
proviaed ijy Paal horgtia i;i t lit-; proportions reflectea in the 
Financial Report and also exor^ssed in teems of "faculty 
full-tize equivalent weekly workload" (FTL Units, 
1 
Table 11 Full-time equivalent bud^jeteJ faculty ^osiLijnu. 
A c t i v i t y  F u l l  A s s o c i a t e  A s s i s t a n t  l a s t r u c t O L "  T o t a l  
C l a s s e s  p r o f e s s o r  p r o f e s s o r  P r o f e s s o r  
S t r u c t u r e d  
I n s t r u c t i o n  
B u d g e t e d  0 8 . U  B 4 . 3  A A . B  I D . 5  I J U . O  
F T E  u n i t s  7 1 , 7 2 5 . 0  b f , 4 J b . u  h 6 , ^ 7 o . O  z u , j 0 6 .  ^ O o , U 3 S . O  
U n s t r a c t  u r e d  
I n s t r u c t i o n  
B u d g e t e d  *  *  »  »  »  
F T E  u n i t s  1 2 , 4 6 0 . U  1 1 , 7 l J . O  d , 1 h l . i l  I z . i i i . Q  
R e s e a r c h  
A c t i v i t i e s  
B u d g e t e d  2 5 . b  1 7 . 0  4 . i )  5 0 . c  
FTE U n i t s  3 4 , 3 7 2 . u  2 V , d 2 5 . 0  V j , 7 4 1  .  0  6 7 , 9 3 9 . 0  
C o m a i t t e e  6  
C o u n c i l  
I n v o l v e m e n t  
B u d g e t e d  »  »  *  »  »  
Z i  y i l i u o  I  ^  ,  J  .  V )  ^  y  U  /  /  .  u O ,  
A.dEinistrdtiye 
A c t i v i t i e s  
J.J . /'1 1. t) b. 
r lE U n i t s  1 4 ,4^.6. U 215. 0  7 , 9 1 1 . 0  1 ,  0 ^ 7  .  J j j , 7 o c.c 
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Table 11 (Contiuued) 
Activity 
Classes 
Full Associate Assistant Instructor Total 
Professor processor Professor 
Professional 
Activities 
Budgeted 
PTE Units 
Professional 
Development 
Budgeted 
PTE Units 
Public Service 
Extension 
Budgeted 
FXiï Units 
Total 
Budgeted 
FTE Units 
4,031.0 
S,159.U 
1 .  -i 
4,b7a . 0 
3,477.0 
4,450.0 
7,049.0 
jy.o a 2.b b 
161,227.0 lj9,132.0 
2, 34 0. 0 
995.0 
3. t) 
0,144.0 
o53.0 10,bul.0 
o3o.O 13,441.0 
93, uOv. >•) 
y. z 
3ÔO.0 1ci,2jj.O 
1o.5 Jby.3 
u , 1 3 o . 4/U,ujl.O 
The "cost'" or an activity can now De expressed in teca 
 ^  ^  ^ w O J-  ^L* k* ^   ^^  v_  ^V-/ .J V» O 
5 3,19^,4 78.3^ WLich includes 52,b55,720.b3 for tacuity 
salaries; or 2'JD,435.1 cTn. Units, 71,724.8 of y:;ich re^-rese 
t ne errorts of rail Professors. 
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This information is combined with intormatiJii t com 
Departmental Program budgetsi that reported average salaries 
for each faculty rank for each department in the College of 
Engineering. This Program Budget information is consolidated 
and expressed as a value tor each of the four faculty Full 
Time Equivalent Units (FTt Units.) The faculty salary bases 
are proportionally adjusted to integrate the cost of such 
supporting services as statf wages, employee benefits, 
general supplies, travel, printing and other expenses. As a 
that are aerived oy dividing a faculty salary by ttie annual 
number of FT£ units. The derived dollar cost of a FÏE Unit 
for each faculty rank is expressed in Table 12. 
Table 12 Derived cost of faculty FTE Unit by rank. 
Full Professor $16.3% per FT5 Unit 
Associate Professor $16.b7 per FTE Unit 
Assistant Processor $1%.05'per FT S Unit 
Instructor i1û.7o per FTE unit 
;epdrtsentdl Projraj Budget for ly75-7b. 
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The intuitive interpretation of these values is that the 
total prorated cost of a Full Professor FTE Unit effort is 
$18.34; an Associate Professor is 316.87; an Assistant 
Professor is $14.05 and an Instructor is $10.76. 
Other coefficients are provided by a program planning 
memo, the "College of Engineering Faculty Workload 
Evaluation" dated 9/74. The details of those allotments are 
shown in Table 1J. 
Table 13. Allotments of FTE Units for specific activities 
Credit for faculty activities is assigned as follows: 
M s  I "  j. 11 Li. LiL. C X (Jll 
T n s t r : : / 
FTE Units per 
otteced credit 
o. vpuer Levei. u avlei'^r aaua te 
u * c i. ijtrvtirx uuuei.'^i-a.u.aa.u'cr 
2, Laboratory Instruction 
a. Graduate 
r 3 T-\ L* r- Mr* 
B. Unstructured Instruction 
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Table 13 (Coutiuued) 
1. Special Problems, Independent Study, Special Topics 
a. Graduate ,75 
b. Undergraduate ,50 
2, Research Supervision (Graduate) ,50 
3, Student Advising 
a. Graduate .37 5 
b. Unaer-jr aduate ,25 
FTE Units per 
y c ^  'uu V/ X. 
activity 
C, Fesearch Activities 1 
D, Comaittee ù Council 1 
E, Administrative Activities 1 
f, Professioiiai Activities 1 
G. Professional Development i 
K. Public Service 1 
full Professors, Associate Professors and Assistant 
Professors are allorfea tv^ participate ia eight (8) activities 
and Instructors i:: six (6) activities, i.e. all but yruduate 
instruction and researca. The result is sixty (60) separate 
and unijue activities identified and defined in Table 14, 
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Table 14. Taule of sixty activities and their codes 
S T R U C T U R E D  I N S T F U C T I O N  
GLSFPLE = Graduate Level Structured Full Professor 
Lecture-Récitat ion. 
GLSFPLA = Graduate Level Structured Full Professor 
Laboratory. 
G L S A S P L a  = Graduate Level Structured Associate ~ 
professor Lecture-Recitation. 
GLSASPLA = Graduate Level Structured Associate 
Professor Laboratory. 
GLSATPLcî = Graduate Level Structured Assistant 
Professor Lecture-Becitatiou. 
GLSATPLA = Graduate Level Structured Assistant 
n 4- /b (Z «Z T- T 3 "v r* 3 •- /-* T" V 
ULSFPLP. = u Level Structured Full professor 
Lecture-tiecitatioii. 
U LSF PL A = Upper i,evel Structured Full professor 
Laboratory. 
ULSASPLÙ = upper Level Structured Associate Professor 
Lecture-Fecitation. 
ULSASPLA = uVper Level Structured Associate professor 
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Table 14 (Continued) 
ULSATPLR = Upper Level Structured Assistant Professor 
Lecture-Recitation. 
ULSATPLA = Upper Level Structured Assistant Professor 
Laboratory. 
ULSINSLB = Upper Level Structured Instructor 
Lecture-Recitation. 
ULSINSLA = Upper Level Structured Instructor 
Laboratory. 
LLSFPLB = Lower Level Structured Full Professor 
Lecture-Beeitation. 
LLSFPLA - Lower Level Structured Full professor 
Laboratory. 
LLSASPLR - Lower Level Structured Associate Professor 
Lecture-Recitation. 
LLSASPLA = Lower Level Structured Associate Professor 
Laboratory. 
LLSATPL? = Loyer Level Structured Assistant Professor 
Lecture-Recitation. 
LLSATPLÀ - Lower Level Structured Assistant professor 
LLSlNSLa - Lower Level Structured Instructor 
Lecture-Recitation. 
LLSINSLA = Lower Level Structured Instructor 
Laboratory. 
1 51 
Table 1 <4 (Continued) 
U N 5 T B  U C T U K i J D  I N S T E O C T I O N  
GLSPFPU = Graduate Level Special Problems Full 
Professor Unstructured. 
GLF5FPU = Graduate Level Research Supervision Full 
Professor Unstructured. 
GLSAFPU - Graduate Level Student Advising Full 
Professor Unstructured. 
GL5?rt5?u - GrauUiLe i^evei Special problems AssociaLe 
Professor Unstructured. 
GLFSASPU = Graduate Level Research Supervision Associate 
professor Unstructured. 
GLSAASPO = Graduate Level Student Advising Associate 
Professor Unstructured. 
Professor Unstructured. 
G LPS AT PU - Graduate Level Research Supervision Assistan t 
Professor Unstructured 
GLSAATPU = Graaaate Level student Advisinj Assistant 
Professor Unstructured 
ULSPtPl j  =  u  naer jraduate Level special proulem tuli 
professor Unstructured 
uLSAFPi;  = Under graduate Level Student Advj.sinq Pull 
professor unstructured 
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Table 1U (Continued) 
OLSPASPU = Undecgraduate Level Special Problem Associate 
Professor Unstructured 
ULSAASPU = Undergraduate Level Student Ad vising Associate 
Professor Unstructured 
ULSPATPU = Undergraduate Level Special Problem Assistant 
Professor Unstructured 
ULSATPU = undergraduate Level Student Advising Assistant 
Professor Unstructured 
BESEARCH 
EESOPFP - kesearcn Output Full Professor 
BESOPASP = Fesearch Output Associate Professor 
t.ESO?ATP = research. Output Assistant Professor 
COfli'ilTTEK & COUNCIL INVOLVEMENT 
R ( ' T I  I  D K  V  =  (_ F >  r p  r  r  o  o  >, 'J '2 C 2 _  i .   ^* 2  ^  U. t l  
Full Professor 
CCIOPASP - CoEJiittee 6 Council Involvement Output 
Associate professor 
CCIoPATP = Co~.mittee % Council Involvement Output 
Assistant Professor 
CCIOPiNS = Committee ô Council Output Instructor 
1 U j 
Table 14 (Continued) 
AûriiNI5TPATIV£ ACTIVITIES 
ADAOPfP = Administrative Activity Output Full Professor 
ADAOPASP = Administrative Activity Output Associate 
Professor 
ADAGPATP = Administrative Activity Output Assistant 
Professor 
ADAOPINS = Administrative Activity Output Instructor 
PPOrcSSiUNAL ACTIVITIES 
PATOPFP = Professional Activity Output Full Professor 
PATOPASP = professional Activity Output Associate 
professor 
PATOPATP = Professional Activity Output Assistant 
PATOPINS = Professional Activity Output Instructor 
PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT 
PDVOPfP - proiessional Development Output Full Professor 
PDVOPASP = Professional Development Output Associate 
Professor 
PDVOPATP = professional Development Out put Assistant 
Professor 
15a 
Table 14 (Continued) 
PUBLIC SEBVICE-EXTENSION 
PSROPFP = E'ublic Service Output Full Professor 
PSROPASP = Public Service Output Associate Professor 
iSFOPATP = Public Service Output Assistant Professor 
PSROPINS = Public Service output Instructor 
In another sense the efforts of the faculty can also be 
expressed in terms of the number and levels of courses 
offered and student credits earned during the three 
academic-quarter scnool year. The number of students, 
credits offered, and credits earned further constrain the 
model. Ninty-two hundred and thirty-four (^234) underjra1uat 
students and eleven hundred ana thirty-five (1135) graduate 
students earned y8,400 stuaent quarter credits during the 
1-^76-76 academic school year. The breakdown of this data is 
shown in the following tables. 
The College of iiugineer ing ' s student enrollment for 
1 Q 7 C» _ "7 A <cr cK/^ ufT-; -, 1 
Table lb. Colle-je of liu jiheering student enrollment (Iowa 
State University July 1976) 
Fall 1975 
Freshmen 1151 
Sophomores 704 
Juniors 73b 
Seniors b i b  
Specidx 34 
Winter 19 76 
F resh men o57 
Sophomores 746 
Juniors 706 
Seniors 72b 
I' ^  — 
Spring 1 9 7 b  
Freshmen 7 5 d 
Sophomores 677 
Juniors b 42 
Seniors 1  d o  
Specials 16 
Undergraduate Graduate 
3301 381 
3054 366 
2879 386 
1 5 b  
The student cjuarter credits earned during the 1975-76 
academic year are shown in Table 16. 
 ^ 4- 11 A 7-4" /:* 1-
student Quarter Credits 
Lower Level (100 & 200) 
Undergraduate 
Upper Level (3.-0 6 UOO) 
Graduate (5o0 ti bUO) 
Total 
structured 
27,7o2 24.5% 
^1,6 3j 55.U 
ia,47l 15.4% 
^U,0fî6 100.0% 
Uiistructurea 
b 20 
3 71B 
4J3cj yd,40 
These student «quarter credits are earned when the College of 
Engineeriug offers ISU students 47UU class credits in the 
three academic juarters of 1975-7b; 808 graduate credits, 
2773 upper level undergraduate credits and 1163 lower level 
lecture-recitati on. laboratories special problems and 
research credits in structured instruction. In the College of 
Engineer in g the appro-iz-itc ratio between Lecture-Be citation 
offerings and laboratory offerings is four to one (^-1) at 
the graduate level, trfo and one-third to one (2.34-1) at the 
upper level undergraduate and two and three-quarters (2.7o-1) 
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dt the lower level undergraduate.^ 
Using these data, the model's parameters and beginning 
points for the input-output coefficients are derived. Then 
each activity is siauiated so that the exact attainment of 
all constraints is achieved. Each separate activity is 
simulated by utilizing a MPSX Linear Programming computer 
program that is programmed to restrict the deviatioxi of 
IuIf illment of each constraint with "limits" and "bounds" and 
aanipulating the input-output coefficients (aij) until a 
unique optimal solution is obtained. The input-output 
coefficients that are not stipulated in the basic documents 
are estimated and then varied until all the parameters of the 
model are satisiied to within .005 of the 
constraint-resources consumed in the process. This is very 
time consuming as many of the input-output coefficients had 
to be expressed to four decimal places to achieve a uaiyue 
optimal solution. Each coefficient represents the technical 
input-output relationship bet ween a resource and a single 
unit of a specific activity or a technical ratio between 
speciric activities or specific constraints. 
An optii^dl soin t i .1:: % s oat a i n p.i for each ot the ten (10) 
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activities^ without usia.j the derived objective function 
values. The moael is structured with each activity treated aS 
a separate ^jrogcam with a dummy objective function value. 
This results in the model oeiag controlled by the stipulated 
constraints. 
The optimal solutions express the activity levels for 
the ten (10) activities that this study suggests are the 
allocation and performance level of the faculty resources 
during the 19 75-76 academic year. Table 17 reports these 
values as the "present Level" together with arbitrarily set 
upper and lower limits. 
iStructurea Instruction is divided into Structured 
GruùuaCé a;io 5 Ci. ùC L ul e u u ii U d y C a à u a C o L' ad ad Ce l II SC1 UC C1 O U 
and 'Jnst r uct ured Iitstruct lo!'. is divided irit j Unstructured 
Graduate am Unstructurej Undergraduate Instruction. 
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Table 17 Activity levels. 
Activity 75% Present 2 0 0 %  
Identity Zero-base Level Ceiling 
Struct ured 
Graduate 
instruction 
Structured 
Undergraduate 
Instruction 
Unst ruct ured 
Grad uate 
Instruction 
Unstructured 
Undergraduate 
Instruction 
Table 17 Activity levels. 
Eesearch 
Activit y ^+9,123.0 65,U97.v) 130,994.0 
Lozzitzee 6 
Counci1 
Involvement 2o-Uj7.U 37 . 33 2.0 7 ^.7o4.0 
Administrative 
Activities /I.123.0 2b.16U.O So.JiB.O 
3 5 . 5  24,980.B 49,961.2 
22,5o2.6 30,003.4 b 0 , 0 0 6 . d 
16,224.8 21,633.0 43,266.0 
1o,5b4.8 22,073.0 44,146.0 
I b O  
Table 17 (Coiitiuued) 
Activity 75% Present 200% 
Identity Zero-base Level Ceiling 
Professional 
Activities 7,876.0 10,501.0 21,002.0 
Professional 
Development 10,080.0 l3r4UO.O 25,880.0 
Public Service 
Extension 13,b75.0 18,2 33.0 3b,466.0 
The 1975-76 activity levels are established as the 100% 
base the model is structured to simulate. A Zero-Base Bud yet 
stra teyy is applied to this base with the lower limits set at 
75 > tinu the uppe L limits iiot at 20 0*. 
i  f  ^  ^  r -  t  K  i  c :  :  n  f  r t  r  T :  f  i  r t  r .  a  c :  r .  a  1  1 f -  a  n  / 1  ( 1  I  
•% /—«  ^  ^  ^  ^ «. /•_> r- r\ "-x rm f \  ^ \  ^ -% r—  ^ r, /-T 1 i~\ m • \  ^^  m  ^ i ? a i Ci V  ^ » jL_ A. O O M  ^ Vf M  ^ \w. V*  ^ L& w ^   ^  ^ s/ u* g/ v/  ^s- 'O 4M  ^  ^ -
1n represents the structure, log ic and content of the 
composite model. 
Tiblf 18 Dii';r.in jf l.fio tiiial cos^juj it (; Uni!.ii pcojc.!» mate ix 
< ;  I . S i ' l ' l . H  'ÎLSPPLA i : L S A S I ? L l i  ( i I , : ; A S P L A  G L S A T P L R  ( Î L S A T P L A  U L S F P L B  U L S P P L A  U L S A J P L B  U L U A S P L A  O L S A T P L B  
i.O D.ISIiRE 
CO aiACPH 
CI) BJÏ11ST 
O) E.J l'A DE 
CD B.I'rilST 
1 US. 0 
11^5.8 
1125.8 
1 125. 0 
1125.8 
U5U.no 
M50 . 1*0 
'150.40 
'150.4 0 
'450 . 40 
104. 15 
104. 15 
104. 15 
104. 15 
104. 15 
4 ' (  1 .  6 6  
4H I .66 
4(1.66 
1 0 8 2 . 5  
1 0 8 2 . 5  
1 0 8 2 .  5  
4 ' t  1 . 6 6  1 0 8 2 . 5  
411 1.56 1 0 8 2 . 5  
4 3 3 .  0  
4 3 3 . 0  
4 3 3 . 0  
4 3 3 . 0  
4 3 3 . 0  
8 8 1 . 9  2  
8 5 0 . 2 2  
8 8 6 . 4 7  
8 7 5 . 3  1  
8 8 1 . 3 4  
4 4 0 . 9 6  
4 2 5 .  1  1  
4 4 3 . 2 3  
4 3 7 . 6 5  
4 4 0 . 6 7  
8 6 4 . 9 6  
8 3 3 . 8 7  
8 6 9 .  4  1  
8 5 8 . 4 7  
8 6 4 . 3 9  
1 4 . 1 2 . 4 8  
< 4  1 6 . 9 4  
4 . 1 4 . 7 0  
4 , i 9 . 2 4  
4 , 1 2 . 1 9  
8 4 8 . 0 0  
8 1 7 . 5 2  
8 5 2 . 3 6  
8 4 1 . 6 4  
8 4 7 . # 4  
; ( H  F P I ' T E  
C H  A ? ; I ' P T E  
X R  A T P I T E  
XH IN;;l'TE 
CLSCI'TkR 
or. sen T R R  
I . I . S C I i r R H  
].i\ BUUC.L 
l . A  D H H I L  
l . A D R U l . l .  
CI. Fsprt'j 
(il, PR!;-; SA 
1 1 1 ,  P S l ' Ï S A  
f l L  S I S C R T  
1 1 1 ,  S T S C R r  
l , l , S T . S C R T  
( ; | , S T I 1 C S T  
1 1 1 ,  S T U C R T  
. S C P A D S T D  
; : U N c ; i t S T U  
I K :  P A D S T U  
t i l l  N G I I S T U  
C l i X P l ' C E R  
I ' P F T E  ( I T  
A S P  F T  H O T  
AÏPfrilUT 
) : i i s P T  i i u r  
I I E S I I C T R W  
C C I H C T R W  
A D A C C T R W  
I ' l ' A C C I ' R W  
I ' l '  D K C T R U  
I ' l l S P C T H W  
-•S. 0 
. 0 ) 2 2  
1. 0 
- 2 . 0  
-5.0 
. 0 3 2 2  . 0 3 2 2  
-4 . 08 
4 ' i 5  . 9  
1. 0  
.  4 9  5  
2. 0 
- 5 . 0  
. 0 3 2 2  . 0 3 2 2  
4. 08 1. 0  
4  9 5  
• 2 . 0  
. 0 3 2 2  
• 4 . 0 8  
- 4 . 0  
. 1 4 9  
1 .0  
0 ) 8 0  . 0 7 0 6  . 0 3 8 8  . 0 7 0 6  . 0 3 8 8  . 0 7 0 6  
.  3 2  
- 2 . 0  
.  1 4 9  
-  2 . 3 4  
- 4 .  0  
.  1 4 9  
1 .0  
• 2 . 0  
. 1 4 9  
2 . 3 4  
. 3 3 3  . 3 2  . 3 3 3  
- 4 . 0  
. 1 4 9  
1.0 
2 . 7 5 9  2 . 8 7 1  2 . 7 5 9  2 . 8 7 1  2 . 7 5 9  
,32 
rab l . !  If) (  Co i i t  i . i i uo i l )  
i l I . ; :A rPLA  l i ; .S i  NSL I i  UHaNSLA l a i t 'PLB  l . LSF f  LA  
CO BJ  i  KB B  
CCI  f i JACFR 
CO UJTHST 
CO OJHADK 
COHJ fHST 
IU4 .  03  
lion. Ih 
Hit). 113 
U20.00 
I I . ? ) .  1 2  
( J  J 1  . 04  
> j01  .  17  
' i  35 .31  
624 .81  
d  30 .49  
415 .52  
4  00 .58  
4  17 ,66  
412 .40  
415 .25  
( ) • )  1  . 44  
I )  )  7 .67  
6 )4 .04  
6 )6 .48  
6  S  1 . 0 0  
440 .96  
425 .  1  1  
443 .23  
437 .65  
4  40 .67  
[fi PIMTK 
IH  AS I 'PTE  
l i t  AT l 'PTR 
I R  i h : ; f t e  
GI .5C1 I  rPR  
U1. SC D r R R 
L I .  y c l '  PRP 
LAnK'i(J I. 
LA K l i ' J i JL  
LA  BRQLI .  
' JL  RS I '  r ps  
Jl .HR ' . rSA 
' JL  RS I '  r sA  
<JL  ST ' iCRT 
ULSTSCRT 
L I .  STSCRT 
GLSTDCRT 
ULSTI ICRT 
SGPADSTU 
SU NG ' ISTU 
' J ( ;  RADS rU  
00  NGi iS rU  
c k x p  F C f , t ;  
? f '  FT t îUT  
AS PP-L '  EUT  
A rPPTEUT 
tSS f fEUT 
RP SBCTBW 
CCINCPRH 
ADACCTRW 
PPACl .TRW 
PP DECTR W 
PBSRCTRW 
- 2 .  0  
149  
- 2 .  34  
2 .  671  
.  333  
"4 .0  
.  149  
1 . 0  
2 .759  
.  32  
• • 2 . 0  
.  149  
• •2 .  34  
2 .87 :  
.  33  3  
3 .0  
. 0935  
1. 0  
2 .  29  
.  2656  
- 2 . 0  
,  0995  
- 2 .  76  
1 .64  
.  3062  
LLSA3PLR LLSASPLA LLSATPLQ LL .SATPLA LLS IHSLB LLS IKSL»  
648 .  70  4  32 .4  4  636 .00  424 .00  623 .28  415 .52  
625 .40  416 .94  613 .14  408 .76  600 .88  400 .58  
652 .06  434 .70  639 .  27  426 .  18  6 , ^6 .48  417 .66  
643 .87  429 .24  631 .23  420 .81  618 .61  412 .40  
648 .29  432 .19  635 .58  423 .72  622 .87  415 .25  
- 3 .0  -2 .0  
•3 .0  -2 .0  
-3 .0  -2 .0  
.0995  .0995  .0995  .0995  .0995  .0995  
1 .0  -2 .76  1 .0  -2 .76  1 .0  -2 .76  
2 .29  2 .64  2 .29  2 .64  2 .29  2 .64  
,2656  .3062  .2656  .3062  .2656  .3062  
T d bio 1  q  (CoDt inuei i )  
Cl . i J t ' tPU  ( ILHSFP l i  G I .SAF I 'U  GL3PA3PU GLRSASPU 
CODJSKbB M'i.Ti 11 J.86 li'J.'JU 17b. Jj 117.56 
COEJACPR 101.93 121.28 90.96 170.43 118.95 
COBJTIISr 191. 05 127. 37 95.îi3 187. 38 124.92 
CODJPADE 107.34 124.89 93.67 106.80 122.49 
COBJTHST 194.19 129,46 97.09 190.45 126.97 
I R  F P F T E  
I B  A S P K T E  
I R  A T P I ' T E  
I R I N S K T P .  
C L S C B T F R  
U L S C R Ï R H  
L L S C R T B R  
L A  b r o c ; l  
L A  B R O U L  
L A  B R U I . L  
l : L  R 3 P T R S  
( J L R R S T S A  
l ) L  P 3 P T 3 A  
( J L  S T  j C R  T  
uLsrscR r 
LLsrscRr 
(iL STUCK r 
I J L S T U C R T  
3G RADST'J 
3UNi;pSTU 
IJGFADSTiJ 
I JOHCKSTO 
CEXPPCEt; 
F P F T E U T  
ASPfrf.'ur 
ATPFTEUr 
IHSFTEU r 
HE SPC TR W 
CCIHCTR'J 
ADACCTRM 
PF ACCTRi* 
I ' F D K C T P V  
PBSRCTHK 
75 - . 5 0  .17 5 
-.75 -. 50 
•1 .  329  1  . 0  
1 . 0  
1768 ,1768 
-1 .329  1 .0  
-4 .V I42  I . J  
,17(,8 .1768 
. 4459 
GLSAASPJ  GLSPATPU (JLHSATPU ULSA&TPU ULSPFPU ULS&FPO 
88 .17  172 .88  115 .25  86 .41  115 .96  57 .98  
89 .21  174 .93  116 .62  87 .47  117 .69  58 .84  
93 .69  183 .71  122 .47  91 .65  123 .82  61 .91  
91 .87  180 .14  120 .09  90 .07  120 .67  60 .34  
95 .23  186 .72  124 .48  93 .36  124 .63  62 .32  
- . 50  - . 25  
-.375 
- . 75  - . 50  - . 375  
-1 .329  1 .0  ^  
•4 .7142  1 .0  -4 .7142  
-9 .979  1 .0  
,1768  ,1768  
.0981 
. 4459  .4459  
.  1«6 
rab l i !  18  (Con t i nued )  
iJl.SPASt>ll UJ..SAASfU ULSPATPU ULIIAATPU BBSOPPP 
(JOBJSBRB 
CO BJACPR 
CO BJÏIIST 
CO BJl'ADE 
COBJTDST 
113.7) 
115.42 
121. H'( 
110. 30 
122. 2'I 
56.8/ 
57 .71  
60 .72  
. 1 8 
6 1 . 1 2  
111 .  ' jO  
113 .  16  
1  19 .06  
1  16 .03  
1 19.84 
l ) l i . 75  
fH ) .50  
1 .9 .53  
M l .02  
: . 9 .92  
241 .51  
273 .20  
199 .  14  
235 .  00  
202 .17  
[ fi FPl'TE 
[B ASI'fTE 
[R ATPITK 
[RINSl'TE 
lîLSCIiïRP 
IJLSCIi'fRH 
LX. SCUT PR 
LABBUCL 
LABRQIIL 
h\ BPor.L 
i;r. RSPTBS 
(;LBR;;TSA 
III. ssprsA 
CISTSCRT 
ULSTSCBT 
r.L STSCBT 
(iLSTUCRT 
lUvSTtlCRT 
."•«HADSTU 
lilIHGFISTU 
IKJPADSTU 
IIIINGHSTI) 
c 15 X pre EE 
l ' l >PT f : i l T  
ASPFTllUT 
JiVPFlHUT 
] iisn i;uT 
fiKSRCTRW 
CCINCTPW 
A KACCTBK 
PIACClRW 
PI'DkCTRW 
f'tlSRCT PM 
- 1 . 0  
- .  50  - . 25  
-9.979 1.0 
, 0901 
-  .  ' iO  
. 146 
. 25  
9.97 9 1.0 
,  09  81  
1 4 6  
1.0 
RESOPASP RKSOPATP CCIOPPP CCIOPASP CCIOPATP CCIOPINS 
236 .90  
267 .94  
195 .31  
230 .49  
198 .28  
232 .25  
262 .69  
191 .48  
225 .97  
194 .39  
1  18 .04  
155 .51  
91 .49  
113 .29  
90 .51  
115 .77  
152 .52  
89 .  73  
111.11 
88. 77 
11  3 .50  
149 .53  
87 .97  
108 .93  
87 .03  
111 .23  
146 .54  
8 6 . 2 1  
106 .75  
85 .  29  
• 1 . 0  
-  1.0  • 1 . 0  
- 1 . 0  - 1 . 0  
• 1 . 0  
1 . 0  1.0 
1. 0  1. 0 1.0 1.0 
Tr tb lo  111  (Con t i nued )  
A D & O P l ' P  A B A O P A S P  
COTISER) ' ,  135 .116  13^ .86  
COlkTACFI i  101 .93  176 .43  
i : o B . r r H s r  l o a . i o  1 0 2 . 1 0  
C O E J I ' A D J :  1 2 9 , 1 1 7  1 ^ 6 . - 3 0  
C O B J ' C B S r  1 0 2 .  I B  1 0 0 . U 1  
A D A O P A T P  A D A O P I M S  P A T O P F P  
130 .25  i ; ! 7 .  65  2U3 .88  
174 .93  IV1 .43  276 .80  
100 .10  < IB .  10  194 .01  
124 .  49  1 :12 .00  241 .  34  
98 .44  <16 .47  212 .  18  
:C1)PPI 'TE  - 1 .0  -1 .0  
[R  AS I 'FT I I  - 1 .0  
XR ATP FT  I :  - 1 .0  
iCHIKSFT l ;  1 .0  
( îLSC l îTR I l  
ULSCI ITR I I  
SCI lTOJ i  
LABHOGL 
I . A O t , ( | U L  
I . A D F O L L  
CL PSf 'TRS 
CLHF iSTSA 
l I L l iSPTSA 
GLSTSCRl  
ULSTSCBT 
LLS7SCHT 
CLSTUCBT 
( /LSTUCBT 
i lGPADSTO 
; ; 0NGR3T0  
UGtADSTU 
I IUNGHSTO 
CEXPFCBE 
IPPTEUT 
; ,S  PFTEUT 
ATPFTEUT 
INSFXEI I I  
PESRCTI IH  
CCINCTI IH  
ADâCCTRH 1 .0  1 .0  1 .0  1 .0  
PFACCTRW 1 .0  
P l 'DECTRK 
P B S B C T f i H  
P A T O P A S P  P A T U P A T P  P A T O P I M S  P D V O P F P  P O V O P t S P  P D T O P t T P  
239 .19  
27  1 .47  
190 .28  
236 .70  
208.10 
234 .50  
266 .15  
186 .55  
232 .06  
204 .02  
229 .81  
260 .83  
182 .82  
227 .42  
199 .94  
223 .60  
252 .77  
202 .29  
220 .94  
205 .13  
219 .30  
247 .91  
198 .40  
216 .69  
201.18 
215 .00  
243 .05  
194 .51  
212 .44  
197 .24  
•1 .0  
- 1 . 0  -1.0 
-1 .0  •1.0 
- 1 . 0  
cr 
1 . 0  1. 0  1.0 
1 .0  1.0 1.0 
T a b l e  1 8  ( C o a t  i n u < î i l )  
P UVOP IHS  PSf lÛPPP PSI iOP ASP )?  sa  DP ATP PSBOPINS RCOSTPP aCOSTASP BCOSTATP UC0S71NS BHS VALOBS 
COBJSIJBS 210 .70  211 .12  207 .06  203 .00  198 .94  
CODJACFB 218 .19  209 .SS  205 .52  201 .149  197 .46  
O)BJTHST 190 .62  131 .71  129 .17  126 .64  124 .11  
0 )BJF / lDK  208 .  19  163 .05  160 .79  157 .64  154 .49  
COBJTKST 193 .  30  132 .00  1  30 .  24  127 .69  125 .14  
I f l  fPPVE -1 .0  1.0 - 0.0 
m *SPI 'TE  " 1 .0  1.0 = 0.0 
lU f cTP l 'TB  - 1 .0  1 .0  » 0.0 
III IHS l ' TE  -  1 .  0  -1.0 1.0 I  0.0 
GI .  SCHVBB < 808.0 
OI .SCBÏBR < 2773.0 
LI .SCHÏBR < 1163.0 
LA AI^OCL X  0.0 
LASRQIIL a  0.0 
LAQPQI.L = 0.0 
Gl . I ÎSPVBS = 0.0 
GI ,  PPSTS*  = 0.0 
u i .  nsp r  = 0.0 
GI.STSCPT < 14471.0 
OI .STSCBT < 51833.0 
LI,:;TS(RT < 27762.0 
GL. ' i lUCBT < 3718.0 
UM- .TdC RT  < 620.0 
SG l l àD . ' .TU  < 1135.0 
SUI IGBSTU < 9234.0 
UGI IAOSTU < 1135.0 
UUI IGPSTO < 9234.0 
CEXPrCEE 18.34 16.67 14.05 10. 76 < 6693928.25 
PPI 'TEUT 1.0 < 161222 . 4  
ASPFTCUT 1.0 < 139072.3 
AT l ' FT tOT  1.0 < 93600.0 
IHSFTEUT 1.0 < 26136.0 
Bf , ; ; pcTBH > 49123.0 
CC ]NCTeW > 28037.0 
ADACCTRU > 21123.0 
PP J iCCTBK > 7876.0 
PF lECTRU 1 .  0  > 10080.0 
PB i iRCTRW 1 .0  1 , .  0  1 .0  1.0 > 13675.0 
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The first sixty (60) column headings (see Table 14 for 
definitions) identify the activities and the remaining four 
((*) handle internal accounting procedures. The first five (5) 
rovs identify the objective functions. The following 
thirty-three (33) rows identify the resources, constraints 
and derived technical relationships. Table 19 defines these 
row variables. 
Taoie 19 Definitions of row names. 
TRfpFT£ input Besource Full Professor in FTE Units. 
IFASPFTE Input Kesource Associate Professor in FTE Units. 
IBATPFTE Input resources - Assistant professor in FTE Units, 
IBINSFTE Input Resource - - Instructor in FTE Units. 
GLSCfcT&H Graduate Level - Structured Credit Transfer Bow. 
ULSCtTEb Upper Level - Structured Credit Transfer how. 
LABHOC-L Labordtory ae-^uirement for Graduate Level, 
L A n Ô u n L Laboratory ice nient for Upper Level ^ 
LABFQLL La::ordtor/ 5e^uire=ant for Lover Level. 
GLPSPTFS Graduate Level ratio of Special Problems to -
Research Supervision. 
GLFESTSA Graduate Level Fatio of Research Supervision to 
Student Advzsinu'c 
TT T n k-T O T C 5 11 f "» /•< o T rj» r «  ^  ^ X  ^
Srudenc Advising. 
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Table 19 (Continued) 
Graduate Level Student Structured Creaits Taken. 
ULSTSCST Upper Level Student Structured Credits Taken. 
LLSTSCRT Lower Level Student Structured Credits Taken. 
GLSTUCt-T Graduate Level Student Unstructured Credits Taken, 
ULSTUCHT Undergraduate Level Student Unstructured Credits 
SGRADSTU Structured instruction - Graduate Student Count. 
SUNGPSTU Structured Instruction - Undergraduate 
Student Count 
UGFADSTU Unstructured Instruction - Graduate Student count, 
UIINGFSTU Unstructured Instruction - Undergraduate 
Student Count 
CSXPFCEE Current Expenses for the college of Engineering. 
FPFILUT Full c rofessor FTE Unit Total. 
nSrFTEuI àyyuciace Professor M's. unit rotai. 
ïTPFTEUT Assistant Professor FIE Unit Total. 
iNSFTEUT Instructor FTE Unit Total. 
RESnCTnW nesedL'cu Activity Count Sow. 
CCiNCTSfl COûisittee and Council Involvement Count How. 
A D AJCT B w Administrative Activities Count Hoy. 
PFACCTFW Professional Activities Count Bow. 
PFDr,CTSs Professional Development Count How^ 
rBSSCTr.n Pullic Seivice - Extension Count Row. 
1 b 9  
After this model is validated, the dummy objective 
function values are replaced with the derived objective 
values. Then each of the rive (5) objectives are optimized 
within the original constraint values. 
This step initially caused considerable difficulty 
because the model, as formulated at this stage, did not 
produce a unique optimal solution, when all ten (10) 
activities were coabiued into one comprehensive model, the 
results of the Linear Programming computer run indicated 
multiple optimal solutions. The information provided on the 
Faculty workload Guide resulted in all faculty ranks being 
equally productive for each specific activity. The Faculty 
Workload Guide provided that any faculty member that provides 
the instruction iu a Graduate lecture/seminar class fulfilled 
five (5) of his required FTE Units for each credit of the 
course. However, the cost of five (5) FTE Units varied from 
91.70 to 84.35 to 70.25 depending on which rank (Full 
Professor, Associate Professor or Assistant Professor) 
provided the instruction.^ This structure created a situation 
in which the same unit of output could have three different 
these conditions, the solution did not contain any dual 
allow Instructors to participate in 
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values - shadow prices that represented the marginal value 
product - or any reduced cost iaforraatiou that identified the 
change in value of the objective function if a specific 
activity is forced into solution. 
The absolute necessity of differentiated levels of 
productivity amony dirferent inputs relative to the same 
output is a major findiuj of this study. Intuitively, a 
resource is more economicaxly valuable only if it is more 
productive. Prouuctivity is the focus of considerable 
research in the puolic sector but the type of information 
needed for this study is not presently available or able to 
be aerived from the available information. Estimates of tnis 
factor could be obtained using the Delphi Techaigue much the 
same way the objective coefficients were obtained. However, 
there was not sufficient time to attempt to undertake such an 
exercise, rhererore, after consultation with Dr. Michael D. 
Boehlje and Dr. Dennis Starleaf, arbitrary productive values 
were assigned to each faculty rank as follows: Instructors 
98%; Assistant Professors 100%; Associate professors 102% and 
Full Professors 104Â. 
purpose of the study, i.e. to conceptualize and formulate 
existing methodologies into an optimizing-resource allocation 
model of a punlic service delivery function. 
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This information was incorporated into the model oy 
takiny the values in Table 07 page 125 and multiplying them 
by the appropriate productivity factor. For example, the C 
value of SG&ALIN for Ob]. #1 is 216.5 and from Table 13 page 
147 it requires five (5) PTE's to provide one unit of 
SGPADIN, With the productivity adjustment it turns out that 
if the unit of SGEADIN is achieved with Full Professor's 
PTE's, the objective coefficient GLSFPLR is 1125.8; i.e. 5.0 
times 1.04 = 5.2; 216.5 times 5.2 = 11^5.8. If that unit of 
SGFADIN was achieved with Associate Professor PTE's, the 
objective coefficient GLSASPLR is 1104.15; i.e. 5.0 times 
1.02 = 5.1; 216.5 times 5.1 = 1104.15. This adjustment was 
made to every standardized objective coefficient. 
Taule 20 expresses the resulting three hundred (300) 
objective function values that are used in the model of this 
study. 
The aajastaent of tae oDjoctive function coefficients 
completed the rorauidtion ot the problem into a linear 
pro:ramming ioridt. witn these productivity differentials, 
the composite lodel produced an optizal solution together 
with shadow prices and reduced cost information. 
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Tdbie 20 Activity contribution to du objective function. 
Activity Secure Academic Thinkiny t acuity Traiiied 
Title Resources Kreedoa Student Development Studeut 
GLSFPLR 
GLSFPLÀ 
GLSASPLH 
GLSASPLA 
GLSATPLn 
GLSATPLA 
ULSFPLR 
ULSFPLA 
ULSASPLB 
ULSA5PLA 
ULSATPLH 
ULSATPLA 
ULSINSL& 
H Lbi NSLft 
LLSFPLF 
LLSFPLA 
LLSASPLH 
LLSASPLA 
L LSATPLx 
LLSATF'LA 
LLSINS Là 
LLSINSLA 
1 1 2 5 . 8  
4 5 0 . 4  
1 1 0 4 .  1 5  
4 4 1 . o o 
1 0 8 2 . 5  
4 4  j .  U  
081.y2 
4 4 0 . 9 D  
0  6 4 .  9 o  
4  i 2 . U d  
8  4 d .  0  
4  2 4 . 0  5  
0 J 1 . 0 4  
6  C  1  .  ' 4  4  
4  4  0 , 9 6  
b  4  - i .  7  
4j^.44 
o  j  o  ,  0  
4  2  4 , 0  
0/3.2 3 
4  1 5 . 5 2  
1 1 ^ 5 . 8  
4 5 0 . 4  
1 1 0 4 . 1 5  
4 41.06 
10B2.5 
4 33 . U 
U50 .22  
4 2 5 . 1 1  
8 3 3 . 8 7  
4  1 6 . 9 4  
0 1 7 . 5 2  
4 0 8 . 7 6  
8 0 1 . 1 7  
IIUU . 5 ') 
c 3  7 . u  7  
4 / 5 . 1 1  
025.4 
4 10 .  ^ 4 
o Î ? . Î 4 
4  0  8 . 7 b  
0 v'O . on 
4 (ju . 5 b 
1 1 2 5 . 8  
4 5 0 . 4  
1 1 0 4 . 1 5  
4  4  1 . G o  
lOo^.5 
4  3  3  . 0  
0 0 6.45 
4 4  3 .  2 3  
019 . 4 1 
434.7 
8 5 2 . 3  o  
4 2o. 1 d 
8  3  5 . 3 1  
•« I / . (J u 
6 n 4 . Si 4 
4 4  J  .  2 J  
b  5  /  .  0  o  
4 34.7 
f  J  J  s  ,  2  7  
4  2  o ,  1 6  
S Z O ,  4  5  
417,60 
1 1 2 5 . t i  
4 5 0 , 4  
1 1 0 4 ,  1 5  
4 4  1 . 6 6  
1082.5 
4 3 3 . 0  
3 75,31 
437,6b 
858 .47  
429 ,2% 
84 1,34 
4  2 0 , 0 2  
H  2 4 ,  0  1  
D  5  - J  ,  I t  d  
437.03 
0  4  3 , 8 5  
42y,24 
D  3  i  .  Z  _ }  
4  2 ' J  .  8  ^  
4 1 2 . 4  
1 1 2 5 . 8  
4 5 0 . 4  
1 1 0 4 . 1 5  
4 4  1 . 6 0  
10b/.5 
4 3 3 . 0  
8 0  1  ,  J 4  
4 4 U . b 7  
8 6 4.39 
4 3 / .  1  y  
047.44 
42j.7/ 
0  3  0 . 4 9  
6  6  1 . 0  
4  4  0 . D 7  
0  4  0 . / ?  
4  3  2 .  I  9  
o  3  5  .  5  o  
42 J.7^ 
o 2 z . o 7  
4  1  5 .  2 i >  
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Table 20 (Contiuued) 
Activity Secure Academic Thiukinij faculty Traiiied 
Title Resources rxeedom Student Develo^^eat student 
GLSPFPU 
GLESFPU 
GLSàfPU 
GLSPASPU 
GLRSASPU 
GLSAASPU 
GLSPATPU 
GLBSAXPU 
GLSAATPU 
ULSPFPU 
ULSAFPU 
ULSPASPU 
I I T . S Â  A S P l i  
ULSPàTPU 
OLS&AIPU 
KESOPFP 
BZSOPASP 
EESOPATP 
17%.79 
11%.db 
oj.S 
176.J3 
117.56 
da. 17 
172.d8 
113.25 
db. au 
1 1 5.9 o 
b7, 9b 
113.7j 
5b. d 7 
111.5 
55.75 
iUl.54 
Zib. y 
^32.25 
1 b 1 . 9 3  
1 2 1 . Z H  
9 0 .  9 b  
1 7 8 . 4 3  
lld.yS 
d 9 .  2 1  
1 7 4 . 9 3  
1 1 6 . 0 2  
d 7 . 4 7  
ll7.6j 
5 d . d 4  
1  1 5 . 4 2  
5 7 . 7 1  
1 1 3 . 1 6  
5 b . 3 d  
2 7 3 . 2  
2 b 7 . y 4  
21>2 . o 9 
191.05 
127.37 
95.53 
1d7.3d 
124.9 2 
yj.bj 
14j.7l 
122.47 
91.85 
12j.d2 
01.91 
121.44 
60.72 
119.0b 
5 y . 5 J 
iyy.i4 
155.3 i 
1 9 1 . 4 d 
187.34 
124.dy 
93. b7 
1 HÔ. d 
122.49 
91 .67  
180.14 
120.09 
90 .07  
1 2 0 .b7 
6 0 .  34 
118. 55 
59. lo 
1 1 b , 0 3 
5a. u2 
2 35.0 
23 J.49 
2 2 5 . 9 7  
1 9  4 .ly 
129.4b 
97. oy 
190.45 
12b.97 
93.23 
Idb.72 
124.4d 
9 3. 3o 
124.03 
b/. J2 
12/.24 
6  1 . 1 /  
119.d4 
5^. 92 
20/.17 
CCIOPFP 
CCIOPASP 
CCIOAT? 
CCIOPINS 
1  I d . 0 4  
115.77 
113.5 
111.Z3 
155.51 
152.52 
14 9.53 
146.54 
vi.4y 
d y  . 7 3  
5 7 . 9  7  
O b .  2 1  
Iij./3 
111.11 
" i  0  D  .  3  3  
10b.7} 
90.51 
8 d. 77 
o5. 2y 
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T a b l e  ( c o n t i u u e d ^  
A c t i v i t y  
T i t l e  
Secure Academic Thinking Faculty Trained 
Fesjurces Freedom Student Development student 
A D A O P i ' P  
A D A O P A S P  
A D A O P A T P  
A D A O P I N S  
P A T O P F P  
P A T O P A S P  
P A T O P A T P  
P A T O P I N S  
P D V O P F P  
P D V O P A S P  
Puvùràîr 
P D V U P I N S  
rSROPrp 
P S B O P A S ?  
P S F O P A T P  
135.46 
132.86 
130.25 
127.65 
2 4 3.rfd 
19 
234. > 
22%.6 1 
223. o 
2iy.j 
Z. 1 ) . u 
2 10.7 
207.06 
203. 0 
181.^3 
170.43 
174.93 
171.43 
2 76.6 
271.47 
266.15 
2bU.33 
252.77 
247.91 
i-» 3 . G b 
233.19 
2U1.49 
104. 10 
1 0 2 . 1  
10U.1 
96.1 
194.01 
190.23 
180.55 
1tt2.S2 
/U^.29 
198.4 
' 7 ^ .  J  I  
1 9 'J . o J 
13 1.7"! 
1 2 ! 7 
1 2 & . 6 4 
129.4 7 
12b.9 a 
124.49 
1 2 2 .  0  
24 1.34 
2 3o. 7 
z32. 00 
227.42 
220.y 4 
2 1 b. 0 9 
J: 1  ^  "f 
2 03. 1 4 
T ij . 7 ^ 
157.54 
102.3d 
100.41 
90. 44 
9D. 47 
2 1 ^ . 1 8  
2 0 6 .  1  
204. 0./ 
199.94 
205. 1 J 
2 0  1 . 1 6  
193. 3 
132.0 
13 0, 
12 7.6 J 
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The summary description of the model follows: 
n 
Max fk  ( X )  =  c k ]  Xi 
r, 
s,t. ^AijXj {bi 
" -1 
and Xj > U 
The IbU College of Engineering has m types of resources 
t.. Full Professors, Associate Professors, Assistant 
Professors, and Instructors, in quantities 31 (where 1= 1,. . 
lu; diiu ;i aoLxvxuxèa \ l'j ^  oci.uouai.cu x ii o c i. uo u x  ^4i  ^  
Unstructured - Instruction, Research Activities, 
Administrative Activities, Professional Activities etc., on 
which to assign the resources. Therefore, if we let Xj 
(where J = 1, . . . , n) specify the nonnegative activity 
level of the j th activity then each unit of the j th 
/  D  \  a  ^  c  r  K  c  a  i  i  n n n f r - o  f  • - k c k  - i  ^  K  
(i = 1, . . . , m) and contributes ckj (1 = 1, . . . , k.) 
value units of the value of the k th objective function 
(Secure Hesources, Academic Freedom, etc., ). 
Processing data with a single objective 
The data or Lhe composite model are processed utilizing 
a riPbX Linear Programming computer program to obtain solution 
values. The following section reports the results of the 
various computer runs where the onlv model constraints are 
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total student^,, credits ollered dud earned, budget, and total 
FTE Units oy rank. The model is run ten (10) times in this 
fora using the original and adjusted data with each of the 
five (5) illustrative objectives. The description of these 
ten (10) runs begins with the results in terms of total 
objective values followed by a description of each objective 
function total stated as activity totals of each objective. 
The activity totals are further described in teras of the 
level of each resource within each activity. This information 
is provided for the original and alternative scenario data 
from the single objective model.» Because of the similarity 
of the objective function coefficients and the tight 
constraints in the model there is not a lot of difference in 
the activity levels, the shaaow prices and reduced cost 
factors for the separate objectives. However, the existence 
and nature of the resulting differences does illustrate tnat 
the model is capable or providing meaningful information. 
if the values resulting from the calculations were 
vail a, o rriciais in the college of Engineering might 
interpret the values to answer questions such as (1) whica 
objective reflects the highest level of achievement when all 
the efforts and expenditures are directed towara one 
-An alternative scenario adjusted the parameters to 
reflect a 11.25% increase in undergraduate students and a 
5.5% decrease in araduate students. 
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objective? (la) would the result change if the studeat 
enrollment varied? (2) what is the activity level necessary 
to attain an optimal level of achievement of each objective? 
(2b) why do the calculations indicate different levels of 
activities for different objectives? (2c) why are some 
classifications of activities never used in the attainment of 
some objectives:" (2d) how much do activity levels change when 
student enrollments vary? (3 )if there is money to increase 
one resource-constraint, which one would return the greatest 
value, i.e. if one faculty memoer is added, what activity 
should that faculty member be assigned to? (3a) conversly, if 
the resource-constraint capacity is reduced by one faculty 
member, where would the reduction affect the output value the 
least? The same types of questions would be appropriate if 
all five objectives were optimized as a composite value. 
The five (5) objective function values for the origiudl 
and alternative scenarios are reported in Table 21. 
1 7 8 
'able 21 Objective function values, 
Objective 
Identity 
or igi nal 
Scenario 
Alternative 
Scenario 
Secure 
Pesources 
Academic 
Freed om 
Thinking 
Student 
Faculty 
Development 
Trained 
Student 
yy,648,118.2 
742,049.5 
3 3,078,076.1 
d8,309,086.2 
93,559, 06 3.'^ 
8^,558,549.5 
94,484,353.2 
83,145,875.5 
Bo,204,742.b 
»3,640,342.2 
An illustrative iaterpretation of tnc values i e i  Taole 2  1  
indicates that if only one objective were to oe pursued, 
Acade&ic Freedom would be a technically rational first 
• 4» . > •-
94,742,049.5. 
to alter the value or Acaae^.ic Freedoz. This would be an 
economically rational choico it all five objectives were 
equally iiijortant, i.e. provided equal amounts of 
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satisfaction. 
The validity ot this illustrative interpretation and all 
subsequent interpretations are directly proportional to tae 
accuracy of the structure and components of the model. Taule 
22 reports the results of the original scenario in terms of 
the sixty (bO) activity levels within each of the five (5) 
illustrative objectives. 
Table 22 Activity levels from the original scenario. 
Activity secure Acaaemic laiiijiin^ cacuxùy 
Title Resources Freedom Student Development Student 
Str uctured 
Graduate 
GLSFPLft 1753.5 20153.6 3107.d 201bj.b 
GLSFPLA 4917.5 4261.1 uyj9.6 4917.5 4939.6 
GLSASPLR 18309.8 2006 3.2 16955.4 
GLSASPLA 65D.4 
C* = 
GLSATPLA 
Instruction 24,981 24,9H1 ^5, 093 24, 98 1 25, 0'j3 
Str uctured 
U G d  ^  r  ^  r à d u d 10 
ULSFPL& 79.9 235b.b 
ULSFPLA 5557. i  
ULSASPLE 3 3 6 0 . 9  3004. 5 1 2924.1 lui 43.5 
ULSA5PLA 55^u./ 5^57.3 
uLSATPLR 3570.4 9 9 2 o . o  12931.J 
Table 22 (continued) 
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Activity Secure Academic Thinking Faculty Trained 
Titie Resources freedom student ueveiopaieut Student 
UL5ATPLA 552b.2 
ULSINSLk 
ULSINSLA 
LLSfPLK 
LLSFPLA 
LLSASPLR 
LLSASPLA 
LLSATPLK «473.2 
LLSATPLA 3070.7 
LLSIN5LiV 
LL5ISSLA 
Instruction JO,003 
Unstr uctured 
Graduate 
SLSSFpn 
GLSA r ? J 
rAaPO 
GLHSASPU 
GLSPATPU 
GL;;SAT?a 
GLSA ATPI) 
Instrùctiun 
iiawj.j 
b j 0 . 2 
552b.2 
3475.2 
3070.7 
jU,UUj 
5^4 1.5 
1 1 8 8 J . 3 
o 3 0 . 2 
30yR.j 
8551.3 
30,211 
902%.0 
11943.s 
b 3t). 4 
b749 . y 
3070.7 
17zb.3 
30,00 3 
ojc.4 
yo2y.o 
30Sd.3 
b551.3 
30,211 
V02a.0 
I  J  7  3  .  O  
y 1 . t: S S ^ I , ••33 i 1, o b 5 2 1, fa o  3 ^ 1, o b 5 
18 1 
Table 22 (Contiuued) 
^  ^  ^  ^  ^  ^ ^  ^  R ^  -y ^  wm ^  « 1  )  ^  * r  T*  V» >  *  r y 'A ns^v^»4>wj  ^  ^  ^  c*  ^  
Title Eesources Freedom student Development student 
Unstr uctured 
Undergraduate 
ULSPFPU 6274.8 6/74.8 6320.1 6 320.1 6320.1 
ULSAFPU 1So54.1 15o5U.1 157o7.0 15767.0 15767.0 
ULSPASPU 
ULSAASPU 
ULSPATPU 
ULSAATPU 
Instruction 21,929 21,929 22,087 2/,0d7 22,087 
Research 
EESOPFP 68942.0 88942.0 88673.0 
BES0PA3P 34842.0 1jd3y.O 
PESOPAT? 49025.0 56901.0 
ûr-rivitv X X . y J ^  i  ^l w.tf.7v 7(î 7u1 
Committee 6 
Council 
CCIOPFP 
CCIOPAS? 
CCIOPAT? 1901.0 1901.0 1901.0 1901.0 1901.Û 
CCI0PIN5 2o13d.O 2o136.o /6lJb.O 26130.U 2t)13b.O 
Involveaerit ^8,037 Z8,037 26,037 28,037 2a,037 
Administrative 
A D A G P F ? 
ADAOPAS? 
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Table 22 (Contiuued) 
Activity 
Title hesources 
Academic 'iiiinK.inq Faculty Trained 
treedoia student Development Student 
ADAOPATP 
iDAOPlNS 
Activities 
Professional 
PATOPFP 
PATOPASP 
PXTOPATP 
PATOPIN3 
Activities 
pro fess iond i 
PDVùPFP 
PDVOPAS? 
PÛVOPATP 
ri/tvjrxi*o 
Developmoût 1ô,030 
Public Servie» 
PSEOPFP 
pirOPAj? 
Pj&OPATP 1Jo7-5,0 
PS&OPINS 
ilxtensLon 
/11z3.0 2112i.O 2112 3.0 211/3.0 211^3.0 
21,123 Zl,123 21,123 z 1, 1 3 21,1^3 
21002.3 21002. 
u 
1 0 0 H J . 0 
I u , ; I J 
2 1 0 0 2 . 3  
7 >^7 r>. 0 
: 1002.3 
21, 0 02 21,00 2 7,-3 7 0 21 ,002 2l,0u2 
î è  d  0  .  0  1 0  0  d i ) .  U  2  u o  o  0  •  0  
0 0 z. f-, d 3 J 1 J , J 8 0 2 0 , 3 b 0 
13o73.U Ij*. 75.0 13 o 7 V.J 1_)O7D.O 
lj,G75 1j,o7b 
18 J 
A n  luteLprtitatioii of T a ^le 2 2  reveals, amuuy other things, 
that more resources are allocated to structured and 
unstructured graduate and undergraduate instruction 
activities when either the thinking student or the trained 
student objective functions are used than when any of the 
other three objective functions are used. 
The calculations resulting from the alternative 
scenarios where the undergraduate student enrollment 
increased and graduate student enrollment decreased snow that 
undergraduate instruction activities (30,211 compared to 
32,b93) increased and graduate instruction (25,U93 compared 
to 23,696) decreased. The sixty activity levels within each 
of the five illustrative objectives of the alternative 
scenario are reported in Table 23. 
Table 23 Activity levels of the alternative scenario. 
Activity secure Academic 'ihinning Faculty Trained 
Title Besources freedom Student jeveijpaeut Stadeat 
Structured 
Graduate 
GLSFPLA 4653.4 4o53.4 Ubb4,b Ub53.4 u6b4.5 
GLSASPLR 1o716.1 16732.1 154 35.7 
GLSASPLA 
GISATPLK 
GLSATPLA 
Instruction 2j,o3j 
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Table 2 3  (Continued) 
Activity Secure Académie Thinicia-j Faculty Trained 
Title R e s o u r c e s  Freedom student Development Student 
Str uctured 
Undergraduate 
ULSFPLa 
ULSFPLA 
ULSASPLR 
ULSASPLA 
ULSAIPLK 
ULSATPLA 
DLSINSLK 
uLSINSLA 
LLSFPLH 
LLSFPLA 
LLSASPLR 
LlSASPLA 
LLSATPLR 
1 1 353.0 
10 5 0. a 
5557,2 
10520. 1 
LLSINSLP 
LLSINSLA 
Instruction 
Unstructured 
Graduate 
GLSPFPU 
GLBSPr-U 
GLSAFPU 
GLSPASP'u 
32,893 
6507.2 
1 1 3 0 o. 1 
599.6 
3463.0 
y^wO.9 
5557.2 
1052U.1 
^2,99 3 
8507.2 
'I 13 0b. 1 
599.b 
5557.3 
1 3ooa.0 
1205. 3 
3811.0 
93 14.8 
32,39 3 
6 5  3 5 ,  d  
1 1 3  4 9 . 1  
f^l.6 
O O D . o 
5557.2 
b 3 . 2 
3  d  1  1  .  b  
1 0 5 2 0 . 1  
32,H9j 
1 1 3ai4. 1 
b 0 1 . o 
o 5 3 '3. d 
5557.3 
1 3004.0 
1205.3 
J d 1 1. 6 
9 3 1 4 . 8  
J 2 , d V 3 
o  5  3  b  .  e  
1 1 3 4 4 . 1  
D  J  1  .  b  
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Table 23 (Continued) 
Activity Secure Academic fninkiny faculty Trained 
Title Resources Freedom student Development Student 
GLKSftSPIJ 
GLSAASPU 
GLSPATPU 
GLSAATPU 
Instr actio: 20,U13 2 0 , 4 1 3  z0,432 20,482 ^0,482 
Unstr uctured 
Undergraduate 
ULSPFPU 
ULSAFPU 
'JLSPASPU 
ULSAASPU 
QLSPATPU 
f T T  C *  »  T »  T  T  
Instr action 
Research 
FESOPFP 
FESOPAS? 
PcSOPATP 
Activity 
Committee & 
Council 
6y86.0 
1  7 U J 1  J .  /  
24,421 
« 5 4 1 3 . 4  
M 5 , 4  1 j  
0988. 0 
1 7 W 3 3 . 2  
Z 4 , 4 2  1  
86413.4 
8 5,413 
7031.1 
17590.8 
2 4 , o 4 ^  
J22i1.0 
4 9025.0 
o1,256 
7 0 5 1  .  1  
1 7 5 9 0 . d  
24,642 
8  5  1 8  0 , i  
8 5 , 1 8 1  
703 1.1 
175yo.8 
24,042 
1 1 2 2 9 . 7  
50901.0 
5 8,13' 
ULiurr r-
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Table 23 (Continued) 
Title 
Secure A.csi'iem ic Thinking Fciculty Trained 
Resources Freedom student Deveiopiseut Student 
CCIOPXTP 1901.0 
CCIOPINS ^61J6.0 
Involvement zo,U37 
1 9 0 1 . 0  1 9 0 1 . 0  1 9 0 1 . u  1 3 0  1 . 0  
2 D 1 J 6 . 0  J o l j h . O  z o Z j O . O  2 f c 1 3 o . 0  
2 d , 0 3 7  z B , 0 3 7  2 d , 0 3 7  2 8 , 0 3 7  
Administrative 
ADAOPFP 
kïikO PA 5P 
ADAOPATP 21123.0 
ADAOPINS 
Activities /I,123 
2 1 1 2 3 . 0  2 1 1 2 i . U  ^ 1 1 2 3 . 0  
2  1 , 1 2 3  ; i , 1 2 .  
2 1 1 2 3 . 0  
2 1 . 1 2 3  
Professionai 
PATOPFP 
PAT0PA5P 
y A -f o PÂ TP 
PATOPIN'S 
Activities 
1 0 0 .  
^ 1 , 0 0 2  
210 0 2.3 
/ I , 0 0 2  
/ -) / o . V 
7,875 
M 0 0 2 . 3  
2 1 , v 0 2  
2 1 0 0 2 . 3  
Z l , J 0 2  
pnyr^Dco 
PDVQPASP 
?i;vc?âTr 
P D V 0 ? I N s 
Oeveiopaent 
1 00 80 . 0 
10,030 1 0 , 0 e 0 
Z Q H d I ;.0 lOOau.O 2bodu.0 
z 0, a d 0 1 0 , 0 6 0 Z 5 , 3 5 U  
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Table 2j (Continued) 
Activity Secure Academic Thinkiny Facaity Trained 
Title Resources Freedom student Development Student 
Public Service 
PSEOPFP 
PSSOPASP 
PSFOPATP 13675.0 13b75.0 13675.0 13o75.0 13675.U 
PSHOPINS 
Extension 13,675 13,675 13,&75 13,675 13,o75 
The résulta of the calculations reported in Table 2% 
indicate that tr.e efforts of an additional raculty memoer 
will be utilizeo aost effectively when pursuing Academic 
Freedoai, i.e. the marginal value is largest for eacn rank in 
that objective. It also appears that the difference between 
the marginal value of different faculty ranks parallels tne 
difference of the arbitrarily assigned productive values 
rather than the dollar value of the different ranks. Table Z'4 
reports tne values of the ^^rginal value product (shadou 
prices) which are laenticdl tor the orginal and alternative 
scenarios. 
1 B H 
Table 2U. Shadow prices - marginal product 
Model Secure Academic Thin&iny Faculty Trained 
Resources Resources Freedom Student Development Student 
Full 
Professor 
FTE Unit 241.54 2 1 s . Z  
Associa te 
Professor 
FTE Unit 2J7.21 268.8j 
Assistant 
Professor 
FTE Unit 232.97 2o4.74 
Instr uctor 
FTE Unit 2 3 0 . 7  2 D l . 7 b  
199.58 235.0 
1  y  5 .  3  1  2 3 0 . d 7  
19 1.4y ^26.Ub 
1 6 9 . 7 2  2  2 4 . 2 6  
2 U 2 . 5 2  
19a. 2.6 
194.3% 
1 9 2 . o 5  
— — — 
indicate that ii the [luaber of Instructors is reduced d y  one 
and reassiariseiit is necessary, tiie r.uaher of Instructocs 
be the last to be reassigned (ULSINSL?). 
The reduced cost information from both scenarios is 
re^ortea i .i Table 25. Tne values resulting from the original 
scenarios are reported under the heading "orig." and those 
1 8 9 
Table 25 Reduced cost information. 
Activity secure Académie Thinking Faculty Trained 
Title Resources Freedom Student Deveiopneut Student 
orig. adj. orig. adj. orig. adj. orig. adj. orig. adj. 
GLSFPLR 
GLSFPLA 
GLSASPLP 
GLSASPLA 
GLSATPtS 
GLSATPLA 
. 08 
.45 
. 2b 
0 8  
20 
• Go 
,4D 1. 2 I 1./ I 
,26 .U9 .57 
. 33 
- 21 
. 33 
.  2 2  
Z.Oj Z.03 
1 . 2 1  1 . 2 2  
, 0  a 
. 56 
, 31 
OS 
46 
. 27 
. 43 
,25 
ii#0 0 Z. m V J 
3 3 1.15 1.13 
ULSFPLR .36 .36 1.13 .97 
ULSFPLA .23 . 2 J  .57 .49 
ULSASPLR 
ULSASPLA .05 .05 .02 
ULSATPL& 
II l.^ < flTMI. fl 
ULilNSLB 7.6o 7.6b 
•JLSINSLA 3. 9 9 3. 39 2. 20 z.20 
LLSFPLF .27 .27 .34 .72 
LLSFPLA .IB .Id .57 .49 
LLSASPLB .02 .02 
LLSASPLA .04 .04 .02 
LLSATPLS 5.76 
LLSATPLA 
. u I 
1.73 1.73 
. 3 7 
. 50 
. 25 
.02 
48 
25 
. 0 2  
1.39 1.39 
. u I .  o  o  
4.39 4.3 9 11.74 11.74 8.11 8.11 11.38 11.38 
5.8s 5.87 4.0 5 4.0 7 
.0^ .38 .3D 
.25 .25 
. 0 1  
1.3 0 1.30 
. 8 D .87 
K K  ^_ r-. M 
1.UU 1.Ou 
.70 .6a 
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Table 25 (Continned) 
Activity Secure Acaaeniic TnuiMng fdcuity Trdiuea 
Title hesources FreeiJoa student Development Student 
GLSPFPU 
GLKSFPU 
GLSflFPU 
GLSPASPU .21 
GLRSASPU .14 
GLSAASPU 
GLSPATPU .UB 
GL&SATPU .33 
GLSAATPU .25 
ULSPFPU 
ULSAFPU 
ULSPASPU .07 
[iî.SÀASPIi .05 
ULSPATPU .18 
ULSAATPU .OS) 
RESOPFP, 
R2S0PAS? .31 
SeSOPATP .72 
CCIOPATP 1.97 
C C I O i r  I N S  
.21 .22 .25 
.14 .15 .17 
.11 .11 .13 
.43 .bo .o9 
.33 .4J .UD 
.25 .iZ .33 
.07 .09 .n 
. I'l 3 , 0 4 . i) s 
.Id .JU .32 
.09 .15 .16 
.31 .wy .y 3 
.TZ Z.u5 2.U9 
1.97 1.10 1.10 
2.71 
.47 .4B 
. 3z .32 .2'! 
.24 . 2 4  .16 
1.27 1.27 3.50 
.bb .ob .53 
.04 .65 .40 
.25 .25 .16 
. 1 / .  'i i  -  u rj 
.71 .72 .J7 
.3D .36 .Id 
.41; . 43 
. lo 
.  4 9  
Z."7 2.0 7 2.0J 
2.71 
.56 .5b 
.24 .37 .37 
.16 ./7 .27 
J.50 1.37 1.37 
.53 .92 .91 
.40 . L 8 .00 
.lb .27 .Z7 
-Ori -14 .lu 
.37 .73 .72 
.19 ,37 ,37 
.35 ,35 
. 1 3 
. 4 9 
2.03 2.15 J.15 
1S1 
Table 25 (Continued) 
Activity Secure Academic Thinking Faculty Trained 
Title Hesources Freedom Student Development Student 
A d A O P f P  3.3b 3 . 3 6  i .Ub 1 . a 2  u . q 9  4 .  0 9  3.50 3. 5 o  4 . 1 9  4 . 1 9  
ADAOPAS? 1  . 63 1  . 63 . 59 . 59 1  . 83 1  .H3 
ADAOPATP 
ADAOPINS .33 .33 .51 51 ,24 .24 
1 . 7 /  1  7 ,  - !  2 1.92 1.92 
31 .23 .23 
PATOPFP 
PATOPASP .36 
PATOPATP -B1 
PÀTOPINS 3.2J 
.36 .96 1.00 
. 0 1  2 . 1 9  2 . 2 3  
3.23 4.52 4.5o 
.64 
.  10 
.63 
.  10 .31 
.74 
.31 
. 74 
. 16 
. 19 
.  1 6  
. 19 
1.97 1.97 3.20 3 . 2 0  2.53 2.53 
PDVCPFP .03 
PDVOPASP 
PDVOPATP .06 
PDVOPINS 2.09 
.03 . 3 
.49 .53 
.06 :.^b 1.30 .0t> 
2.09 3.13 3.17 2.19 
37 .06 
.06 .04 
. 06 
. 0 4 
29 . 29 
.05 .05 
;. 19 2. 1 1 2. 1 1 2. 25 2. 25 
p s b o p f p  .45 .4b .40 .3b 
PSFOPASP .16 .18 .00 .Ob 
PSaOrATP 
3.0 J i.OZ Z.ZJ 2.z3 3.0/ 3.02 
1.3u 1.30 1.0b 1.06 1.34 1.J4 
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Processing the datd with a multiple objective 
The same parameters and input-output coefficients were 
restructured to be cjmoatible with a multiple objective 
linear programming computer urogram that is rediaensioned to 
accommodate this specific model. The MOLP computer program, 
"An Adjacent Ffficient Extreme point Algorithm for 
Vector-Maximum and Interval Weighted-Sums Linear Programming 
Problems", was developeu by Ralph E. Steuer at the University 
of Kentucky. It is written in FORTRAN IV and identified as 
ADiX. This program was aioaitied in several ways ûy Dr. James 
A. Hoekstra of the ISU Computer Center to be compatible witn 
the IS'J hardware aud to accommoadte the specific data of this 
model. Tiie resulting computer program is identified as 
ISUAbEX. 
This program allows eacn objective to be weighted to 
d O h i w v H  d  ; j  r  i _  o  r  i t  V  r n n k i  d  a  .  T n f )  W f ^ i r i n f  n r > i = > . - ;  p . t t  n  p  v o  t . - )  a  
single value but can be a raiije. The upper values of the 
ranges aay sum to more than one and the lower values of tue 
ranges must sua to less than orie. The solution will reflect 
the ranking ot each objective within its range but the sum of 
the weijuts will always egual one in the solution. 
The original data was run in ISUADLX as a multiple 
objective problem uitn rive (5) objectives in the following 
rank/priority oi .ler, Resources - hijhest priority; 
^ ^ c. ^ ^  ^ ^  L, y OL-LiÙtii_iL 
1 9  J 
and Faculty Development equal priority with Trained Student -
lowest priority. The run produced eighteen (18) different 
solutions (efficient extreme points). These eighteen (IB) 
solutions are reviewed and only objective values from eleven 
(11) solutions are included in the analysis. The eleven (11) 
objective values report tne first solution of the computation 
and the other objective values are selected from the 
remaining solutions to identify the highest and lowest 
objective value for each of the rive (5) objectives. The 
values of the objective functions from the first solution and 
the solutions where trie value of the "Secure Resources" 
objective function is tne largest and the smallest are 
reported in Tai)le zo. 
Similar information is available for the biggest ana 
smallest values of the other four illustrative objectives but 
is not reported here because of the similarity of the values. 
The existence ana nature or the difference reported in Taole 
2b illustrate that the model is capable of providing 
meaningful information aoout rhe variables in this type of 
problem. 
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Table 2b Objective fuQCtioii v . iIu h s .  
Objective 
Identity first boi. uiggest saRR aaallest S ï k î i  
Secure 
Resources 8^ , 59U,U38. 9 89,597,1b9.5 39, 59 3,074.0 
Academic 
Freedom 94,693,714.0 94,701,788.0 94,606,562.5 
Thinking 
Student 79,098,490.0 79,095,212.7 79,105,109.7 
Faculty 
Development bb,239.068. 0 88 ,2 13 , 467. 8 8o, 239, 990.7 
Trained 
Student 83, 354, 54^.2 83 , 351 , 901 . 1 d3, 360,y 37.9 
The uriyinal data were then cerun in ISUADLX ds a 
multiple objective problem with the five (5) objectives 
ranked iu reverse order with the saze weight ranges for tne 
highest ranked objective etc. Tnis run proauced sixty-three 
(63) solutions. Based on the same criteria only objective 
values fron eleven (11) solutions are includeu in the 
^nalysisz The u,--1 ner. .if tho objective functions from the 
first solution and the solutions in which trie value of the 
"Secure Resources" objective function sum is the largest and 
are reported in Taile 27. 
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Table 27. ODjective suinô; rank-order reversed 
Trained Student ranked highest 
Ob jective 
Identity First sol. 
Secure 
Resources 89,60%,197.9 
Aca demie 
Freedom 94,614,844.5 
Thinking 
Student 82,907,511.1 
Siyyest oERE Smallest SERE 
89,644,553.0 8y,So5,91i.b 
94,725,296.4 94,492,4W9.1 
82,840,4b5.0 82,954,49j.U 
Development 88,2B8,503.0 
Trained 
Student 83,502,651.9 
88,308,784.3 88,253,763.9 
83,451,003.9 83,5j4,748.3 
These values are comparable to the values from the 
original scenario in Table 2D .  
Each set oi objective values is achieved with a 
different combination of activities. Ta^le 25 reports the 
supporting activities for the original scenario objective 
values of the rirst solution, the largest and smallest value 
of "Secure resources" and "Thinking Student" to demonstrate 
*- y 7^  ^-I o <-C 
lyf) 
fable 2d Alternative utilization of activitios, 
Activity 
Identity 
SECUPE RESOUFCK-S THINKING SrUDtNl 
First Largest Smallest Largest Smallest 
value Value 
Structured 
Graduate 
GLSFPLc 
GLSFPLA 
GLSASPLB 
3 T_ C JL C P T « 
GLSATPLF 
GLSATPLA 
Instruction 
Structured 
Undergraduate 
OLSFPLR 
ULSFPLA 
ULSÀSPL5 
ULSASPLA 
ULSATPLB 
UL5ATPLA 
ULSISSLfci 
ULSINSLA 
LLSFPLE 
LLSFPLA 
j79z.2 
129 5.0 
17^71 .0 
jo22.5 
5526.2 
J050. ri 
3 0 7 0 . 7  
542^.4 
2 7 9 2 . 2  
1295.0 
17271.0 
3622.b 
ijyji.j 
793.0 
3070.7 
7 b 51 .0 
1 343.2 
18720.0 
2 2 d 9 . 1  
1 0643.1 
552b.2 
30 70 . 7 
Value 
27^2.2 
17^71.0 
3t>22. 3 
595. 2 
1 233b. 1 
'^ "2 Zb . J. 
3070.7 
04/3.Z 
Value 
1343.2 
I O 1 T C 
1d72U.O 
12yjl.3 
30 2 d.5 
3 0 7 0 . 7  
5440.0 
LLSASPLA 
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Table 28 (Continued) 
Activity 
Identity first 
Value 
SECURE hESOURCKS THINKING STUDENT 
Largest Smallest Largest Smallest 
Value Value Value Value 
LLSATPLR 
LLSATPLA 
LLSINSLB 
LLSINSLA 
Instruction 3U,003 
Unstructured 
Graduate 
GLSPFPU 
GLbSFPU "I 1999.6 
GLSAFPU 25U5.1* 
GLSPASPU 9029.0 
GLESASPU 
GLSÀASPU 
GLSPATPU 
GLESATrU 
GLSAATPU 
Instruction 23,574 
Unstructured 
Undergraduate 
CLSPFPU 627%.8 
ULSAFPU 15ob4.1 
OLSPASPU 
8939.5 
1  1880 .6  
2520.2 
&27!i.8 
15654.1 
11^99.6 
2545.4 
9029.0 
6320. l 
15767.0 
9029.0 
1 1999.o 
2545.4 
O J ZU. I 
15767.0 
11880.5 
2520.2 
89 39.5 
b2 7 4 . o 
15054.1 
I 98 
Table 28 (Contiuued) 
Activity 
Identity First 
Value 
ULSAASPU 
ULSPATPU 
ULSAATPU 
Instruction 
Research 
BESOPFP 
BESOPASP 
PESOPATP 
Activity 
Coasittee 6 
Council 
C<_iuf r f 
CCIOPASP 
CCIOPATP 
CCIOPINS 
Involvement 
21,929 
b6rf09.2 
6 8 , 6 0 9  
1901.0 
^ b 1 3 o. 0 
Z8,0j7 
SECUf.E SESOUhCES THINKING STUDtNi' 
Largest 
Value 
8o945.3 
1901.0 
26136.0 
Smallest Largest 
Value 
1901.0 
Value 
I 9 U 1 . 0 
Smallest 
Value 
88673.7 68673.7 80945.3 
1^01.0 
2o136.0 2o136.0 2O13D.O 
inanopo 
ADAOPASP z1123.0 21123.0 2112 3.0 2 11z3.U 2112 3.0 
ADAOPATP 
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Table 28 (Continued) 
Activity 
Identity First 
Value 
Professional 
PATOPFP 
PATOPASP 
PATOPATP 
PATOPINS 
Activities 
2 1 0 0 2 . 0  
2 1 , 0 0 2  
SECUht EESOURCES THINKING Sl'UDhNT 
Largest Smallest Largest Smallest 
Value Value Value Value 
ADAOPINS 
Activities 21,123 
2 1 0 0 2 . 0  2 1 0 0 2 . 0  210O2.0 2 1 0 0 2 . 0  
Professional 
PDVOPFP 
PDVOPASP 
PDVOPATP 
PDVOPINS 
Development 
1 0 0 6 0 . 0  
IU,UOU 
Public Service 
PSHOPFP 
PSEOPAS? 13675.0 
PSEOPATP 
PSSGPINS 
Extension 13,675 
1 0 0 8 0 . 0  
13675.I 
1 0 0 8 0 . 0  
13ô75.! 
lOObO.0 
136 75.0 
lOOoO.O 
13670. 
2VU 
Similar luforuiation is available for all the other highest 
and lowest values for all objective function sums computed 
for both priority rankings. Shadow prices - marginal value 
product and reauceu cost information for any specific 
objective value are also readily available. However, because 
of the cost of making all the computer runs using the 
alternative scenarios and the space required to report all 
the results, the foregoing is offered as sufficient 
aocumentdtion tnat this model is capable of processing a 
resource allocation problem and providing meaningful 
information that can enhance the capability of decision 
makers. 
Summary 
The Delpui technique, linear programming, multiple 
objective linear programming and multiple criteria decision 
making are the iiotdDle components of the prescribed 
tecnnoiogy to aevelop an optimizing - resource allocation 
model of a puolic service delivery function. The structural, 
technical composition of this type of model is complex. Â 
group of experts, using tne Delphi technique, provided 
estimates of the internal technical relationships between 
organizational objectives ana activities. Tne otner technical 
relationships wore derived as the model was formulated in a 
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Once the intecudi technical relationships were 
established it was a relatively simple operation to calculate 
the unique values for alternative scenarios in the study. A 
total of twelve (12) scenarios were calculated; ten as single 
objective situations and two as multiple objective 
situations. 
It is important to reemphasize that the development of 
the technical composition of an optimizing - resource 
allocation model of a public service delivery function is 
complex and difficult. However, once the model is structured, 
its utilization in appropriate settings should be relatively 
simple. 
2 0 2  
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CHAPTER IV. OPERATION AND FINDINGS 
Objectives of the opération and findings 
After readiay the discussion of the operation, findings, 
limitations and implications of tne study, you should: 
* Be aware that objectives must be expressed in two 
dimensions, with a common unit of value that reflects the 
linkage of resources to activities to outcomes. 
* Be aware that the finite specificity of the values in 
the model must not ue interpreted as valid but rather as 
evidence that this type of information can be handled in an 
optimizing model. 
* fae aware that the process of rilxing the voids in 
information in an op tinizing-resource allocation model of 
r: n n 1 S r ce u 1 i v<^ c v is n of ti r 1 v r* n i. f f x c u 11 - Cum ulêx 
or time consuming as structuring the model. 
* Be aware taat the five illustrative oujectives 
demonstrate that different types or outcome statements can 
* Be aware tiiat public ofricials will have to discard 
traaitional wytbs about computers and acçuice simple skills 
 ^ 1 i d «_ k- i * C J \w. Ci w ^  c: 1. vj «-jh.wia 
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models of public service delivery functions, 
» Be aware that the estimates of the linkages between 
a I. X V X u CLA4CL ci x t: VAOtr«a vyiixj u c \^ cl. CA OTT 
documented, relationships are not available. 
* Be aware that the scope and magnitude of the expert 
judgment sought in the Delphi exercise must be carefully 
limited so that tne panel is not overburdened. 
* Be aware that an optimizing model provides an estimate 
of maximum program attainment of public service delivery 
activities that may have value as a comparative standard for 
program planning or evaluation. 
* Be aware that this model extends the state of the art 
of optimizing-resource allocation model in higher education 
by formulating the results of present planning models into 
the optimizing format of multiple objective linear 
programming. 
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What was available to start with 
and other public service delivery agencies have attes^jted to 
utilize the concept or outcome ideutification in 
organizational ^olicy and administration for approximately 
two decades. The literature reviewed also reveals that 
outcome statements are written to represent many aspects of 
an organization's purpose and direction and are called by 
many different names. A model that portrays an organization's 
functions needs to be aule to consider and handle many 
features of its results simultaneously. 
The literature also describes numerous varieties of 
models utilized in higher education. Although some planning 
models are being used iu the public sector, there is an 
O  V  " " i T ^ o c r c r o  n o o i i  r ' " s f ~  j r >  v  m  . - i  / r »  1  
fairly commonplace in enterprise systems but are nonexistent 
in the public sector uecause of voids ia information. 
Tne Delphi literature suggests that t~e Delphi technique 
can be used to fill voids in information by expressing the 
judgment of experts lu quantifiable terms. The linear 
programming literature describes a calculating procedure that 
will optimize outcome st,itements that are technically 
and expressed so they Can be formulated into a single 
20b 
objective linear prograicaiiig tormat, the multiple criteria 
decision-making literature demonstrates: that single objective 
linear programminyf is not aae^uate in public service. The 
multiple objective linear programming literature provides the 
multiple outcome capacity. 
The review of literature identifies ail the apparent 
elements of an opcimizinj-resource allocation model of a 
public service delivery function. Hose ver, when the elements 
are formulated together into a single model, attempts to 
interpret the results indicate that the indispensable 
tenacious bond is the need to express the outcome statements 
in two dimensions; (1) one dimension is expressing the 
outcome statement so that it can be evaluated in terms of its 
exchange value with the other outcome statements and (2) the 
second dimension is expressing the outcome statement as a 
system of technical relationships that reflect the linkage of 
resources to activities to outcomes. Finally, both dimensions 
must include a common unit or value so that the activities 
and the outcomes can ae subjected to mechanical calculation. 
Findings of the metmods ana procedures 
The methods and procedures of this study establish that 
an opti^izing-resource illocation zodel of a public service 
delivery function is technically feasible. The gathering of 
infoimation and data from the iSU College of Engineering is 
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motivated by couveaieiice rather than the logic and validity 
of the results of the calculations. Therefore, the results 
can not be taken seriously but are offered as evidence that 
this type of information can ue handled in an 
optimizing-resource allocation model of a public service 
function. 
Gathering, coding, recording and processing the 
judgments of experts relative to the technical relationships 
between activities and outcomes was a time-consuming task but 
proceeded without any major problem other than having to 
constantly follow up to get the Delphi questionnaire back. 
A l l  c a l c u l a t i o n s  i n  t h i s  m o d e l  a r e  p e r f o r m e d  o y  a n  I M o d e l  
360-65 using the IÎ1P5X Linear programming package or Falph 
5. Steuer's ADLX Adjacent efficient Extreme Point Algorithm 
for Vector Maximum and Interval weighted-Sums Linear 
Programming package. 
In order to have practical application in resource 
allocation decisions the model must be capable of handling 
different types or oDjective tuuction statements. This modei 
illustrates three ditrereat kinds; (1) faculty orientea, (2) 
orientations arc- also possible. The logic of the model 
expects public policy makers, using information generated by 
the model, to ue able to establish a rank order priority for 
tne objectives. The results of tais study illustrate the need 
2oy 
to have the outcome statements expressed to faciiiate tneir 
evaluation in terms of their exchange value. The exchange 
ratios of the five (5) objectives in this study are 
technically expressed in terms of the value of a unit of 
Structured Graduate Instruction. However, this form of 
expression is not intuitively easy to understand. It would 
help if the outcome statement also had a horizontal common 
unit of value such as stating all the outcomes in terms of 
the probauiiities of risk of an event occurring on a per 
capita basis. The fundamental design of the model should ue 
transreraole to other public service delivery functions, suca 
as local government community protection, and regional health 
services, sucii as heaitn maintenance organizations, where the 
outcome statements could ue stated in terms of the 
probability or risk of some event occurring in the model's 
environment during a specific time period. 
0Deration of the model 
To aerive benefit from tne operation of an 
optimiziny-resource allocation model of a public service 
delivery function, public officials must be able to; (1) 
identify, express and rank specific organizational 
objectives, (2) provide specific information about the 
magnitude or present resources and (3} be asle to interpret 
the results or the calculations. This skill or ability will 
2U9 
have to ae developed parallel to the development of the 
technical capacity. Because of tradition and cental blocks 
based on myths about computers, the development of these 
skills may be more difficult than the refinement of the 
technology. However, 1 believe the development of skills 
sufficient to utilize an optimizing-resource allocation nodal 
of a public service delivery function is an achievable 
objective. 
There are numerous examples of people operating and 
applying devices to meet their needs without understanding 
their complex construction and technical functions. For 
example, very few people understand exactly how the modern 
telephone system technically functions; yet, almost anyone 
can learn how to use a telephone and once the repetitive 
operation is mastered they readily use it to add a dimension 
to their communications. In much the same circumstance people 
drive automobiles, watcn television, use copy machines and, 
one step removed, ride in airplanes. 
An example that involves more complicated operating 
procedures is the use of hand-held calculators by farmers. A 
u o r v  i A P r t o  n n r y i h t j r  . " i  r  f  . 1  r  r s :  m o d e l s  
pre-programmed in tnese calculators to determine livestock 
rations, fertilizer applications and capital investments in 
expensive equipment. A t least one model of hand-held 
calculators has the capacity to pernors the calculations of a 
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very small linear program model. These circumstances and 
advancing technology contribute to the logic that an 
optimizing-resource allocation model of public service 
delivery functions can be utilized as soon as it is developed 
and validated. 
Two dimensional outcome statements 
This study illustrates very clearly tnat outcome 
statements must be conceptualized in two very specific 
dimensions betore an optimizing model can be developed: first 
(1) in terms of an identifiable, observable and measurable 
impact, behavior chanje or other tangible criteria that can 
be used to evaluate the total outcome in terms of its total 
exchange value viith other alternative outcomes; second (2) in 
terms of a linear sum of a combination of activities that are 
performed by the organization. 
Outcome statements can ne stated so that they can be 
evaluated over time and in terms of their exchange value. But 
general practice of this type of expression and evaluation is 
the exception ratner than the rule. Experience gained in 
efforts to orient puniic service policymakers and 
administrators to the application of outcome statements to 
resource allocation decisions reveals that their experience 
prompts them to attempt to express outcome in terms of 
desired levels of activities. This approach fulfills the 
2 1 1 
secona dimension if the activity centered outcome statement 
reflects the technical relationship between each activity aud 
the impact of the outcome statement. However, presently 
practicing public officials do not attempt to identify any 
technical relationships between any activities. Efforts to 
get public officials to state desired outcomes in terms of 
desired results, such as behavior change or change of 
situation, have oeen very ineffective. Therefore, a major 
portion of this study is to aevelop a technique to accomplish 
these two dimensions. 
These two perspectives are analogous to the output and 
production functions of an enterprise. The outcome statements 
and the technical relationships in an enterprise model are 
expressible because of the wide knowledge and acceptance vf 
the dollar as tiie standard unit of value aud the market 
system. These characteristics of the enterprise system enaole 
all factors to Le expressed in terms of the dollar cost per 
unit of resource, activity or outcome. These same 
characteristics provide tne irameworx. for evaluating the 
outcome in terms of t;;e exchange value of alternative 
outcomes. Ihe same holds for cost-benefit analysis of 
alternative activities relative to specific outcomes. In an 
enterprise system the prorit motivation (desired outcome) 
j a  4 -  ^  a  - T i  • ! • - » • «  m i T T »  J  3  - v i r -
^  ^  ^  "— O  ^44^^  *  I  ^  ^  ^  ^  ^  V  ^  C  ^  v_ y  LA  «C*  
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combined into specific activities (etficiency/pcoductivity),^ 
be used to produce the outcomes that return the most revenues 
in dollars (effectiveness)Ideally, the last unit will be 
produced at a level of activity where marginal revenue equals 
marginal costs. 
The public sector does not have an accepted uniform unit 
of value that transcends all the aspects of outcome 
statements and activity features and there is no public 
sector market system. However, there are technical 
relationships between all the variables in all public service 
delivery functions. The problem is to identify, describe and 
classify the variaoles and estimate or document their 
relationships. This is easier said than done. The variables 
can be classified as outcome statements, activities and 
resource/constraints. The more complete the inclusion of 
variables the more valid the model. However, some variables 
can knowingly Le ignored and not materially affect the 
interpretation of the results of the simulation. 
The more accurate the technical relationships, the more 
1 efficiency/productivity refers to the optimal mix of 
resources into activities based on the comparative value of 
the activities expressed in terms of resources consumed in 
the process. 
^iffective refers to the optimal nix of activities to 
outcomes based or. the exchange value or resources and 
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valid the model. The ultimate validity would result from 
empirically documented and tested relationships. However, 
unlike variables, relationships must be expressed or the 
model will not perform any calculations. Therefore, if 
documented and tested relationships are not available then 
the best estimates can be used as a beginning point. In order 
to formulate a public service delivery function into an 
optimizing format that is adaptable to mechanical 
calculations, all technical relationships must be expressed 
in quantifiable terms. The Delphi technique is used to 
identify and express the estimated technical relationships in 
quantifiable terms. 
It must bo emphasized that the Delphi technique is used 
to derive estimated technical relationships only because 
documented relationships are not empirically identifiable at 
this time. However, tne technical relationships may not be 
empirically available oecause no one has tried to identify 
them or even knJ - s where to look for the3. Therefore, one of 
the real values of estimated technical relationships derived 
from expert juagaent may je their role as hypothesis of these 
relationships that can be tested and refined by empirical 
research later on .  Validating the relationships between 
common activities and widely accepted outcome statements can 
De an accumulative process and the valiaity of the results of 
the model will uecome more valid as more and more of tae 
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technical relationships are empirically documented. 
The logic of having a panel of experts utilize the 
Delphi technique to iaentify and estimate the technical 
relationships between specific identifiable activities and 
precisely stated organizational outcome statements is to 
divorce the total policy implications from the estimation of 
the technical relationships.^ This pure judgment poses 
another problem, where expert judgment establishes the 
technical relationships between specific activities and 
specific outcomes independently and without any reference to 
a common unit of value we have to assume that each tecnnical 
¥ 
relationship is expressed in terms of different units of 
value. This makes it impossible to make any kind of 
comparisons. 
Attempting to incorporate these unsealed technical 
relationships into a multiple objective linear programming 
format produced two major proolems. First was the problem of 
expressing all the technical relationships between outcome 
ijome separation appears to have been acnieved in this 
study. The experts «ere so overwhelmed with the numaer of 
judgments tney had to make tr.at I feel confident that tuey 
did not attempt to envision the resulting policy 
implications. The relationships involved in ten (10) 
activities to twenty-five (25) attributes to five (5) 
objectives are too extensive for the same Delphi exercise. A 
preferable alternative woulu be a number of different group 
working on the relationships of ten (10) activities to nine 
(9) attributes to three (J) objectives and then combining t 
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statements in a comjuou unit of value. For example, in this 
study the original sums of the objective function 
coefficients in Taule 06 are not comparaole because they are 
not expressed in a common unit of value. This situation is 
corrected by standardization and the sums of the objective 
function coefficients in Table 07 are expressed in terms of 
Structured Graduate Instruction. 
Structured Graduate Instruction was arbitrarily chosen 
as the numeraire in this study. As a result the total value 
of the objective functions is expressed in terms of the value 
of one unit of structured Graduate Instruction. There may be 
alternative units of value that may be intutitively easier to 
understand and therefore facilitate the evaluation of the 
objectives in terms of their exchange value. 
The second proûle.û is differentiating between similar 
activities performed by faculty members of different ranks, 
and therefore aiffereut pay rates. For example, in this stujy 
the per FTr. unit cost of a Full professor is 3 Id.3%; an 
Associate Processor is 3 1o.57: an Assistant Professor is 
and an Instructor is 3 10.76 (Table 12). As the aodei 
was originally formulated, any class of activity coula oe 
performed by any of the aoove ranks of faculty. Dut ail these 
sub-classes, witain an activity, contributed the same amount 
to the objective function. Tnis résultée in the calculations 
indicating that tnere is not a unique optimal solution, Tne 
2 1 b  
only way the calculations would identify a unique optimal 
solution is to araitrdcily establish four levels of 
productivity for each activity, productivity levels were set 
as follows: Instructor was set at .98; Assistant Professor 
was set at 1.00; Associate Professor was set at 1.02; and 
Full Professor was set at 1.04. This adjustment resulted in 
expanding the number of sub-activities to three hundred 
(300) = The calculation then identified a unique optimal 
solution. 
Production divisions in the enterprise system spend 
considerable efurt to influence these levels of 
productivity. They seek to increase the efficiency of 
specific activities by divisions of labor; making activities 
more capital intensive or taking advantage of economies of 
scale. The final determination is made based on marginal 
value in units of dollars. 
These efforts in the public sector would be greatly 
facilitated if the objective function coefficients were 
standardized suca that the total objective function values 
were derived using a. uniform unit of value and the exchange 
The study illustrates that the unit of value chosen as the 
numeraire greatly affects the exchange ratios between each 
objective function. Tnerefore, the choice of the activity tj 
be designated as tne numeraire is very critical to the 
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validity 01 the results ot the calculations. The tochuic.il 
expressions of the activities in terms of a common unit of 
value need to be standardized so that the stability of the 
relationship is not upset. The walrasion assumption, together 
with the lack of effect on the absolute exchange ratios by 
the transformation resulting from identifying one of the 
activities as the numeraire, facilitates this. This is the 
transformation that enables the model to handle outcome 
statements expressing different subjective values in an 
optimizing framework.. This transformation does not carry over 
and facilitate the evaluation of the outcomes in terms of 
their exchange value. Another uniform unit of value 
(expression) such as probability or risk is needed to do 
this. 
The results ot the calculations 
1 he first formulation of the model structures each 
activity (Structured Instruction, Unstructured Instruction, 
etc.) and its sub-classes (Full Professors, Associate 
Professors, etc.) separately with a single-weighted objective 
function summing the calculations. The constraints in tnese 
calculations are the actual reported allocated resources 
expended for each activity. The designated amount of each 
resource is exhausted by controlling its level ot simulated 
expenditures to a very narrow range around the actual 
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reported level ot utilization. This calculation reverses the 
normal logic of linear programming and the objective function 
value is determined by the allocation of resources, not the 
other way around. 
The results of this calculation, when combined with the 
technically expressed coefficients of the objective function, 
can be used to produce a reasonable estimation of the 
activity level Lased on the existing allocation of resources. 
The levels of simulated activities are counted, summed and 
reported as an objective function total value. When this tias 
been completed for each class of activity, the coefficients 
of each standardized objective function can be multiplied by 
the appropriate simulated activity levels to derive the total 
objective function values. The arrangement of the total 
objective function values in order of magnitude from highest 
to lowest value is an estimate of the organization's revealed 
preference of desired objective attainment. 
An intuitive explanation of this calculation reasons 
that if: (1) the technical relationships between resources 
and activities are accurate and given; (2) the resources 
assigned to each activity are exhausted on that activity: and 
(3j the calculations on each activity are done separately, 
the resulting, derivea level of each activity is a reasonable 
of the activity. 
y 
The second touauiaLion comuiaed ail the classes oc 
activities into jue model «here the resource coastraiuts are 
reaygcegated and the model is driven by one of the 
foriulated-standjirdized objective functions. This is the 
first optimizing calculation, i.e. the model will allocate 
resources in proportion to their contribution to the unique 
formulated-standardized objective function. 
This formulation consisted of ten (10) separate 
calculations. Lacn of toe five (5) objective functions 
produced a different total objective function value (Table 
21) and aiffereut resource allocations (Taole 22). Each of 
the rive (5) alternative scenarios, where the number of 
undergraduate students was increased by 11.25% and the number 
of graduate students was decreased by 5 , 5 % ,  also produced a 
different total objective function value (Taole 21) and 
different resource allocations (Table 23). The computer 
charge for each of these calculations was approximately $2.50 
and the turnaround time was aDout ten (10) minutes. 
The third formulation structured tiie same unique 
resource constraints, technical relationships and oojective 
functions so that th-^ the a ['propria te calcul at ion s can i?e 
made by a multiple objective linear programming package, i'his 
required that an experimental package be aaapted to the ISU 
computer, the data ue reorganized and coded slightly 
differently. The package ana the data were verified as 
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compatible and the calculations were completed on the 
scenario that contained the increased undergraduates and 
decreased graduate students and had the objective function 
"Secure Resources" ranxed first and weighted considerauly 
heavier than the other objectives. Secure Resources was 
assigned the weight range ,3 to .4; Academic Freedom was 
assigned the weight range .2 to .3; Thinking Student was 
assigned the weignt range .1 to .2; Faculty Development "as 
assigned the weight range .1 to .2; Trained Student was 
assigned the weight range .0 to .1, The calculations produced 
sixty-three (63) extreme points (solutions) at a cost of 
$33.85, The multiple objective linear program calculations 
were repeated with the objective weights reversed. This 
calculation produced eighteen (16) extreme points at a coot 
of $9.61. Numerous observations can be obtained from the 
results of these calculations. 
Pie in the sky 
If this avenue of research is successfully pursued to 
the ultimate attainment, public policy decisionmakers will 
optiffiizing-resource allocation model to assist them. Their 
first step would oe to review a library of outcome statements 
classified by diiferent aspects of impact. This review would 
Droaden their perspectives ana may ultimately result in tneir 
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choosing six (6) or eight (8) outcome statements that uest 
express their subjective preference of desired results. The 
next step will oe to study a library of standard activities 
and identify those activities that are actually carried on uy 
their organization. The third step will be to identify and 
classify the constraint level of their actual resources that 
are required to perform the activities they identified iu tne 
second step. A special review of existing resources not 
attributed to any of the model's activities will be necessary 
to determine if the model is inappropriate or if the 
policymakers are willing to tolerate the broad deviations in 
the validity of the results or the calculations. The fourth 
step is to submit the above information to a mechanical 
computer or calculator for processing. The next step is to 
verify that the model has arrivea at an optimal solution with 
a toleraole amount of siacK. Finally, tne decisionmakers will 
have to be aule to interpret the results of the calculations 
and use the results as estimates of projected consequences of 
simulated action. 
The model can d b  ^uickly rerun with alternative outcome 
W S— Ml W A A  ^O L» A * W  ^ VJL  ^N.. O «A  ^ S... O W 4 » k* A.  ^ U> O #  ^ A*  ^
results can be compared to the results of the previous 
calculation and judgments made. 
Ill 
Limitations and imulicaLljas 
f  rr»'>.^o1 r-^n r" Ck;» n 4 1 v aHan+ad t  n nfKor 
levels of education (elementary, secondary and adult), 
community ^jrotection, public health and transportation. Other 
areas such as recreation/culture and environmental programs 
will oe more difricult. Li community protection and public 
health outcomes can be stated in probaDilities/risks of 
encountered threats, the information should be very 
susceptible to aechancial optimization and human 
interpretation. The logic of the model would be to maximize 
or minimize the sum of the probabilities of the events, 
depending on their desirability. 
Five (5) or six (b) objectives (outcome statements) in a 
single exercise appear to be the present upper limit for 
r - I  r - u  1  ^  r  i  , > T i  .  T'his :  s  n  o f  n n  a b s o l u t e  l i m i t i n g  
structure because different combinations or five (5) or six 
(6) objectives can be formulated so that there is overlap or 
auplication between soae of the elements in the sets. This 
would enable the limit to ue extended without bound. 
The study reveals that it is necessary to be able to 
identify different levels of productivity and contribution to 
the organization's purpose, if any attempt to apply 
ootimizina monels to resource allocation decisions in uublic 
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that there must be an alternative justification, rather than 
the traditional time in rank, for paying some faculty memoers 
more than others; i.e. the merit rationale will have to be 
refined and sup^/orted by verifiable evidence that is open to 
challenge and measurement. 
Summary 
The study identities the Delphi technique, multiple 
objective linear programming and their related concepts as 
the apparent elements of an optimizing-resource allocation 
model of a public service delivery function. The study 
concludes that this type of model is technically feasible and 
can contain outcome statements that express a variety of 
types of objectives. A critical aspect of the findings is 
that outcome statements of public service delivery functions 
oust bo expressed in two dimensions; (1) one dimension 
faciliates evaluation of each oojective in terms of its 
exchange value s'ith other outcome statements; (2) the other 
dimension must we a system of technical relationships that 
reflects the iiukage ot resources to activities to outcomes, 
—  ^L t  ^ r\ --x  ^ /^ •»Tn/-vr»o>.'>r>o mixcrf riO 
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expressed in ter-s of a common numeraire before optimizing 
calculations are possible. 
Public officials will have to be oriented to the logic 
of the model and trainea in the skills of submitting the data 
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to calculation. However, they will not have to become 
computer programmers before they can utilize the model and 
interpret its results. 
Universities will have to develop libraries of outcome 
statements that are based on research of the productivity of 
public service activities and the tendency-causal 
relationships between activities and objectives before the 
orientation and training of public officials can begin. 
The technology is presently available to handle five 
objectives on large computers and small single objectives on 
hand-held calculators. 
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CHAPTE3 V NEEDED BESEAHCH 
Obiectives of the needed cesearch 
After reading the identification and description of the 
needed research, you should: 
* Be aware that research is needed to develop a 
classification of properly worded outcome statements for each 
category of public service delivery functions. 
* Be aware taat research is needed to develop a 
classification oi standard organizational activities that are 
unique to each public service delivery function. 
* be aware that research is needed to establish 
estimates of the linkages between specific activities and 
specific outcomes within each public service delivery 
i. U 11 CXOU • 
* Be aware t-nat tue estimated linkaje setween specizic 
organizational activities and outcome statements may have 
value as hypotheses to se tested by empirical research. 
* Be aware taat the ultimate objective of the empirical 
research is to aocuaent each specific technical relationship 
KO+'WOOTI .a r" f iTji f v a n \ n r* m 
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* be dWdce that it may be necessary to use the Delphi 
technique to estimate distinguishing levels of productivity 
for each activity if they are not available from empirical 
research. 
* Be aware that research is needed to identify the most 
explanatory numeraire for each public service. 
* Be aware that research is needed to identify a common 
unit of value tnat faciliates evaluation of the outcome 
statements in terms of the exchange ratio with other outcome 
statements. 
This study advances the status of optimizing-resource 
allocation models of puolic service delivery functions from a 
fragmented mixture of contributing concepts to an 
illustrative-operationalized example. The resulting model is 
n 2^ g ^  V 2Y r'> t-'rio or 
specific public service functions, one of the values of this 
study is the identification of specific research to support 
the utilization of this type of model in public service 
functions. 
Developing an information base 
Most of thfc' effort involved in this study was expended 
in d e v e l o p i n g  t h e  i n f o r m a t i o n  base to support and structure 
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service delivery functions will never be widely used ii eacu 
operator has to develop au appropriate information base. This 
function can be carried out by a central ajency and the 
results made available to potential users in the form of a 
library of two aimensioadi outcome statements for each 
specific public service function. 
The development of a library of two dimensional outcome 
statemeuts can ue accomplished in three steps. The first step 
is to identify and classify all relevant result-oriented 
outcome statements that are needed to establish the scope of 
the feasible impacts of the specific public service. This can 
be an accumulative and maturing process that strives to 
express the multiple facets of organizational results. The 
second step is to identify and technically express all 
standard activities for each public service. The technical 
expression must identify each unique resource and the 
specific proportion useu in each activity. The third step is 
to derive the most accurate expression of the relationship 
between each activity aad each outcome statement. 
Usiny the library of two dimensional outcome statemeuts, 
^ !)ntpnVi-iî n <13 r r a n sfrncf nm ^  niorio'l fn .4 o ni fho f oa f n 
of a specific public service that is the subject of analysis. 
By entering the unique amount or each resource and other 
constraints involved in the delivery of the public service 
the model can s^muxate a number or alternative scenarios. 
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Strengthening the intuitive logic of the model 
The value of the library of two dimensional outcome 
statements will depend on the accuracy of the technical 
relationships and the validity of the structure of the model 
in terms of its ability to portray the actual situation. The 
level of utilization of the model as an alternative strategy 
for resource allocation decisions will aepend on the 
simplicity of the intuitive logic of the model. The critical 
u i.  c  i ic y jua c i ic uiixu uuxuâ v i.  vaxuc 
that are used to express the results of the calculations. 
This is the same kind of problem that is being 
encountered in the conversion from the Fahrenheit to the 
Celsius scale in temperature measurement and reporting and 
from the United States system of weights and measures to the 
c  I f  c  ^  / A m  T  f  / - « a n  r »  n  ^  ^  
numeraire that is easily interpreted to express the value of 
the technical relationships netween the activities and the 
outcome statements, the valid results will receive little 
serious consideration by decisionmakers. The same principle 
applies to the unit of value or reference that is the 
judgaent. criteria oz outcome statemencs based on their 
exchan-je ratio with other alternative outcomes. 
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Facilitating mass utilization of the model 
A complete library of two dimensional outcome statements 
for each yuolic service function and au intuitively logical 
model will not automatically oe accepted and utilized by 
public officials. Considerable applied research will have to 
demonstrate, discuss and explain the accuracy and validity of 
the resulting calculations, simple, practical examples that 
can be readily understood and checked wi11 have to be 
developed and made available to public officials. If the 
simple examples aad many of tue real problems can be handled 
by hand-held or desk-top computers (calculators) this will 
also enhance the utilization of this type of model as an 
alternative strate'jy for resource allocation decisions in 
public service functions. 
Summary 
Besearch is needed to develop an information base to 
support the model. The principal aspects or the information 
uase are; (1) causal linkages between activities ana 
objectives, (2) neutral numeraires and (3) resource-activity 
productivity factors. Research is also needed to improve the 
effectiveness oi teciinology transfer so this type of 
decioion-aakinc assistance can be made available to uublic 
2 3 0  
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CHAPTEF VI S U M M A B Y  
Objectives_of the suamacy 
After reading the summary of the study, you should: 
* lie able to determine whether you want to read the 
entire study. 
Suaaary 
The cornerstone of the problem situation is confusion 
and ui vided sentimeat over the concept of rationality as it 
relates to public policy decision making. The traditional 
orientations of political science and public administration, 
plus individual levels of acceptance of computer technology, 
appear to be contributing factors to the reluctance of 
scholars of these disciplines to accept rationality. 
T. y» ^ sT" ^ i ^ T- \ ^ \ • > / » r" ^ ^ ^ /-V C Ji tl tCfc T" /TV 1 II ^ a M /"» O  ^ 1X1 A.  ^ «wf i_L  ^  ^ *_ w V rv  ^  ^^  K,  ^  ^ NA «>-«• • a w • 
A three-dimensional description of rationality attempts 
to eliminate the confusion. Mannheim's dichotomy that 
identifies functional and substantial rationality is 
supplemented by uiesinj's five categories of reason in 
society: technical, economic, social, legal and political 
rationality. Tne tnird dimension is provided oy Simon's six 
adverDS clarity in] the meaninj of rationality; objectively, 
subjectively, consciously, deliberately, organizationally and 
personal i y. Teci.riicdl and economic rationality m  ^  
fanctiondi oryaaizdtiouai settiny are specified as the focai 
concepts in the study. 
The distinction between calculation and evaluation is 
fundamental to the logic or this study, calculation, where 
all the information and values are given, is not considered 
decision making, ^valuation, where judgment is necessary to 
express preferences (utility) in terms of the exchange value 
of multiple components, is decision making. A person or a 
machine can calculate, only a person cau evaluate - - make 
decisions, uiesing's technical rationality, Simon's program 
decision making and Thoapson's situational determination 
involves calculations that can be performed by a computer. 
Uiesing's economic rationality, Tullock's science of 
preferences and Starr and Zeleny's multiple criteria 
decisions involve individual judgment. Public policy makers 
interpret the calculations of the computer describing the 
resource allocations associated with the optimal attainmeat 
of objectives and strive to maximize total satisfaction. 
Management science, public management, operations 
research ana systems analysis are example of supporting 
subject matter cor thp .ipvolopment of an optimizing-resource 
allocation model of a public service delivery function. The 
Delphi technique and multiple objective linear programming 
are identified as contributing subjects in the formulation o 
the model. 
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Formulation of a specific optimizing model of higher 
education is identified as the purpose of the study. The 
implicit hypothesis is that a model will; (1) filter 
information so the processing demand on the human capacity 
will not ue exceeded and (2) contribute to improved resource 
allocation in public policy decisions. Formulation of the 
model can be classified as an exercise in social technology 
because tentative information, based on expert judgment, is 
used rather than scientifically proven data. The five 
objectives are tentative expressions of desired outcomes. The 
technical relationships between tue activities and the 
objectives are estimates. The iaternal coefficients are 
derived from unverified data and the policymakers' 
interaction is arbitrary. 
If a model tnat can perform the required calculations 
and present interpretaole results can be conceptualized and 
formulated, the problem of acquiring accurate information can 
be the subject of ruture research. The entire logic of the 
model includes a iiumoer of assumptions that are distributed 
throughout the study. Two of the fundamental assumptions are: 
(1) the higher eiiuc.îtion process, which causes (nr fails to 
cause) changes in characteristics of students and pushes (or 
fails to push) bacx. the frontiers of knowledge, can be 
optimized; {2) the failure to recognize tha difference 
ret keen schooliLg anî learning, leads to the conclusion that 
2iU 
whea the demand for learning increases, schooling must 
expand. Model operation assumes that there is a functional 
relationship between all phenomena in each public service 
delivery function and that aaeguate information is a 
necessary condition for better institutional decisions. 
Finally, the study assumes that ends can be separated froa 
means in the mind of the decision maker and that the decision 
maker's Behavior is directed toward pleasure and away from 
pain. 
The supporting literature is a fragmented mixture of 
concepts that provide the credibility for the study. 
References to perceived causes tor concern, specific 
educational oojectives, multiple criteria decision making and 
existing resource allocation models in higher education are 
identified as the foundation for the information content of 
the study. The Delphi technique, linear programming and 
multiple objective linear programming are identified as t:ie 
foundation for the information processing required in the 
model. 
A. description of higher education's aristocratic, 
and universities operate in a resource-constrained aorld and 
consume resourct^s and provide socially useful outputs. 
because they are evaluated in terms of benefits foregone in 
other alternative uses, higher education must: (1) identify 
2 jb 
dppro^ridte object Ives to ( J ) identity i) Li' 
levels of attainment of the objectives and (3) calculate the 
most efficient and effective alternative activity and 
resource allocation to achieve these levels. 
Mission, goal and objective are synonymous for outcope 
statements in organizational decision making. The concept of 
these statements has the implicit implication that positive 
expectation '«"ill draw supporting activities. The President's 
Commission on National Goals and the two restatements, 
examples of goal statements developed by ten universities, 
including Iowa State University, and three peripheral 
applications, are offered as evidence that outcome statements 
are in present use. Three resource allocation models in 
higher education are identified as nonoptiaizing and unable 
to respond to what-if questions. 
Tne Delphi technique is described as capable oi filling 
voids in inf uiiaatioii wit a the most defensible conclusion 
derived from expert juagaer.t. This comiuunica ti on s process 
avoids the detrimental etrects of tne dominant individual, 
irrevelant and reaundant material and the group pressure for 
a compromise. Controlled research indicates that this process 
is equally efrective with tactual information or subjective 
opinions and is a way to investigate many problems with higa 
2ib 
Multiple criteria decision ma king is described as more 
than a methodology of measurement, a mechanical search or 
calculation. It involves evaluation in terms of the exchange 
utility of alternative components and impacts where the final 
decision unfolds tarougu a process of learning, 
understanding, information processing, assessment and 
definition of the problem and its circumstances. Multiple 
oDjective linear prograiuming is a computer assisted 
mathematical technique that includes formulating the problem 
in MOLP terms, finding the optimal allocation of scarce 
resources to achieve a desired candidate solution involving 
multiple criteria and explaining the effect of changes of the 
value or constraints and the composition of the candidate 
solution. 
The formulation of this optimizing-resource allocation 
model beyins with the identification of five specific 
objective statements. Two of the objectives are 
student-centered, two are faculty-centered and one is 
institution-ceilcored. A group of experts participating in a 
Delphi exercise derived the techuicai relationships between 
suggested attri:;utes of faculty, administrators, campus life 
and students of colleges vigorously pursuing the five 
objectives. Tne suggestions are summarized into lists of live 
attributes representing each objective. Each panel memoer 
2i7 
raviewed and edited the lists and estimated the degree that 
each attribute is likely to lead to the achievement of each 
of its representative objectives. They also reported tiow 
confident they were ot their estimates. These original 
judgments are summarized and reported back to the panel in 
terms of the median level judgment with a ^uartile variance 
measurement on each side or the median. Knowing the level and 
the distribution of the group judgment each expert 
reconsidered his/her initial judgment and then recorded 
his/her final judgment on these relationships. In this manner 
the relationships between every attribute and every objective 
is estimated. Tne same procedure is repeated to estimate now 
the performance of each of the faculty activities is likely 
to contribute to the presence of each attribute. 
The final expressions of the experts are adjusted to 
reflect the significance of extreme estimates. The summaries 
of tne group estimates of the identified linkages are the 
data for a matrix multiplication that calculates an 
approximation of the causal linkages between each activity 
and each objective. Eacn linkage estimate is titled, aefinei 
v x i A v j i  ±  r r  . i .  4 . * = :  c r o T T H  c i i <  
u as i-production function; i.e. for any given levels of 
specific activities there will be a unigue level of 
achievement of the objective. These are approximately half 
the linkages needed to formulate the model. 
23d 
The technical relationships between each 
resource-constraint and each activity are derived 
concurrently with the aoove linkages. This procedure involved 
identifying, disaggregating, reconstructing and processing 
data describing expended xunds, faculty workloads, course 
offerings, student enrollments and assigned faculty effort 
measurements. The data are organized as three academic 
uuarters and is treated as one education effort. This 
information is used to derive coefficients that express the 
existing linkages between each resource-constraint and each 
activity, hacli result is titled and defined. These linkages 
are processed in a modified linear programming program where 
each class of activity is simulated independently until the 
results match the reported levels. 
Eight independent simulations are formulated into a 
linear programming structure representing the composite 
educational luiiction. Because each activity is bounded, the 
resulting rank ordering of the five objectives of this 
simulation can oe interpreted as an approximation of the 
institution's present motivation, i.e. revealed preference, 
h e n- o V a 1 of  the i c  11 •>' i t y bounds  d n d r  e a g • j r e j a t i o  d  of the 
leso urce-constraint values readies the data for optimizing 
calculations. Attempts to optiaize a single oojective and 
identify anigue levels of lesource allocations reveal that 
each activity zust L>e par t it lonec to reflect the ran& of the 
2iy 
faculty-resource utilized. The lojic of the calculation is 
violated when the formulation of the model allows iaentical 
efforts with e^^ual contriuution to the objective function to 
have different dollar cost. Arbitrary assignment of 
productivity factors to each faculty rank, results in the 
identification of unique levels of resource allocation, 
shadow prices and reducei cost information in ten single 
objective simulations representing two student enrollsent 
scénarios. 
The same technical relationships and resource-constraint 
values are reformulated into a multiple objective optimizing 
calculation. The first calculation is performed with the five 
objectives rank-ordered with Secure Resources the highest 
priority and Trained Student the lowest. The second 
calculation inverted the rank-order. These two calculations 
identified unigue levels of resource allocation to support 
each professed preference. 
The results are not offered as valuable policy insights= 
The results are evidence that an optimizing calculation of 
educational data is technically feasible, de fore the model 
Slaking, punlic policyaakers s/ill need to aguirs a ainiaus 
competency in a nuaoer of rational decision-making skills. 
The absolute need tor two-aimensional outcome statements 
and identifiable differences in the productivity levels or 
2U0 
alternative resources in optimizing-resource allocation 
models of public service is offered as the major finding, 
tach objective must ue expressed in terms that allow it to be 
evaluated in terms of its exchange value with alternative 
objectives. Public policymakers will encounter less 
difficulty in interpreting the results of the calculations if 
the different levels of specific objective attainment can be 
expressed in terms of the probabilities of positive impact. 
The expression of the objective function as a linear function 
of the alternative activities may not be as visible to policy 
makers but it is equally significant. The common unit of 
value (numeraire) that each oojective-linear function is 
expressed in will also oe a big factor in the ease of the 
policymaker interpreting the calculations. The expression of 
all five educational objective-linear functions in units of 
structured graduate instruction is not intuitively clear ana 
may bias the interpretations. If a more valuaole resource is 
allocated to az activity, then more objective achievement 
must result, may be discovering the obvious. This discovery 
suggests mixing resources in activities to achieve objectives 
greater than the cost of the least valuable resource 
available, if tins technical rationality were reflected in 
educational assignments it is douDtful that all ranks of a 
college faculty would be e'^ually involved in all the 
elucdtioaai activities. Research will need to identify 
measurement criteria before more productive linkages can be 
proposed. 
using the teutative linkages of the model as hypothesis 
of causal relationships to be tested may be the most 
immediate, practical value of this research. Improving the 
validity and accuracy of these linkages is necessary before 
the results of the calculations can serve as the basis for 
policy decisions. Research identifying, classifying and 
properly expressing resources, activities and objectives for 
specific public service functions and estimating the causal 
linkages can result in a software linrary package. The 
software library will allow policy makers interested iii that 
public service to conveniently formulate an 
optimizing-resource allocation model by selecting the 
ob-jectives, activities and resource-constraints that resemble 
the specific service being analyzed. Situations representing 
up to siX objectives appear very feasible at this time. 
Community ^ rocection and public health situations appear 
to be viaole caudidates for optimizing-resource allocation 
be described, explained anu illustrated on hand-helu 
calculators, eventually o^^timizing calculations will emerge 
as an alternative strategy fur public policy decision making 
in these areas. 
2 4 2  
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I N I T I A L  S U P V L Ï  C O M M U N I C A T I O N  
2 o a 
I O W A  S U H  U N I V E R S I T Y  
0  f  S c i i n c *  a n d  T e c h n o l o g y  
OATI 
T O  
February 24, 1978 
riOM 
Jack Whitmer 
506 Ross Hall, 4-5253 
Subject: Utilizing "The Delphi Technique" to gather expert judgments 
for use in a public service optimizing study. 
Will you please help me again? Using the information I 
gathered on "educational objectives" about a year ago as a 
base, I now want to use "The Delphi Technique" to gather 
and summarize expert judgment that can be used in my study 
where factual information is not available. "The Delphi 
Technique" is designed to elicit opinions from a group with 
the aim of generating a group response. Delphi is a substi­
tute for direct confrontation and debate. It is a carefully 
planned, anonymous, orderly program of sequential individual 
interrogations conducted by questionnaire. The series of 
questionnaires is interspersed with feedback derived from 
the respondents. The Delphi Technique was originally 
developed by Olaf Helmer at the Rand Corporation. 
T O TY% O 1 1 F *1 ' ' I ' T\ /"% n ' I • ^  • — —• • • ' 
^ ^ J  ^  ^ & .A. Lie 
Because ot the convenience of comirru: 
and the willingness of faculty members to try something new. 
I hope to transfer the process to local government once it 
is refined. 
In this experimenc I plan co use five separate questionnaires 
that will be distributed one at a time during March and 
April. The time involved to complete each questionnaire is 
estimated to be about a half hour. I would appreciate it very 
much if you would agree to be one of the approximately 30 
ISU faculty members that I need to help me on this study. If 
you are willing, please indicate this on the enclosed 3x5 
card and return it to me in campus mail by March 3. 
Thanks. 
CAMPUS MAIL 
Jack Whitmer 
506 Ross Hall 
Date 
Yes, I will help you. 
wo, i cannot help you. 
Remarks 
2 7 0  
27 1 
A P P E N D I X  0 2  
FIRST DELPdl ^UESi10NNAI 5E 
2! Z 
a. 
I O W A  S T A T E  U N I V E R S I T Y  
o f  S c i e n c e  a n d  T e c h n o l o g y  
OA'" March 3, 1978 
T O  
Jack Whitmer 
505 Ross Hall, 4-5263 
Subject: First Delphi Questionnaire 
Thank you for your willingness to help me, I hope that you 
find the experience interesting. 
Please respond intuitively; do not agonize over individual 
questions. However, I am asking for your iudgment, so be 
as deliberate and specific as possible. 
I would like to try to work in about a  nine day cycle, so 
please complete and return the questionnaires as soon as 
possible -- nnnpfnlly beiu^c the end of the fifth day after 
you received it. 
1 n â n. K. S . r y 
^7 3 
March 3, 1978 
Instructions and Reference Information 
This is a part of a study that attempts to establish a frame­
work for a pragmatic analysis of public service. In this case. 
higher education. To do this, it will be necessary to view higher 
education as a process which causes (or fails to cause) changes in 
characteristics (attributes) of students and pushes (or fails to 
push) back the frontiers of knowledge. The five objectives, used as 
beginning points in this study, if pursued and partially or fully 
achieved are assumed to be directly or indirectly compatible with the 
above purposes. There are other objectives that could be considered, 
but these are chosen as a general cross section representing categories 
of objectives. 
Definition of Objective 
Please view an "objective" as a desired outcome of the process 
of higher education that is specific in nature and measurable by 
degree of achievement, i.e. an objective is a specific description of 
a "desired end result" to be achieved. 
Definition of Attribute 
Please view an "attribute" as an inherent characteristic associ­
ated with or belonging to students, faculty, administrators or campus 
life that are involved in the process of higher education (i.e. if 
we cculd observe or feel confident that these attributes were present, 
we would feel that the process of higher education is achieving a 
specific objective). 
The objective of this aspect of the study is to identify the 
potential attributes that have a "tendency relationship" with the 
relevant objective (i.e. those attributes that have a likelihood of 
occurring with a positive level of attainment of the relevant objec­
tive more often than warranted by chance). 
i-Tnat follows is an example from local government which I hope 
will help you get the idea of how I would like you to express your 
judgments regarding the attributes of obiectives of higher education. 
Be as specific as you can 
Example; Community Protection 
Objective: Minimize the annual risk of accidental death occurring in 
the community. 
Attributes: widespread knowledge of and adherance to safety 
regulations 
* 0nipb.s.si.s on is v^i.'dsn,^  l.n iriÇ'S 
* widespread knowledge and willingness to utilize life-
saving techniques by adult population 
* emphasis on safety is evident in educational curriculum. 
* general awareness and pride in an outstanding safety 
record. 
* safety appears to receive top priority consideration in 
2 7 4  
QUESTIONNAIRE NUMBER 
Q 2 3 4 5 
Name Date 
Student, Faculty, Campus Attribute Identification 
Assuming that the following educational "objective" is considered 
very important and is a significant influence on the official policy 
that is instrumental in guiding the courses of action at an institu­
tion of higher education, what attributes would you judge to exist 
among the students, the faculty, the administrators or campus life 
and facilities? 
Objective #1.: To secure resources from the Iowa Legislature, 
through the Board of Regents, sufficient to operate this 
university at a near optimal level. 
Attributes : 
1. 
2. 
3. 
D  .  
Ô . 
T* 1 m A a <3 c c T ^ m r* 1 o f" ^ f" n i c OT" 
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QUESTIONNAIRE NUMBER 
0  2  3 .  
Name Date 
Student, Faculty, Campus Attribute Identification 
Assuming that the following educational "objective" is considered 
very important and is a significant influence on the official policy 
that is instrumental in guiding the courses of action at an institu­
tion of higher education, what attributes would you judge to exist 
among the students, the faculty, the administrators or campus life 
and facilities? 
Objective #2: To protect the faculty's right to academic freedom. 
Attributes : 
1. 
2 .  
4. 
3  .  
Time necessary ( 
the questionnaire. 
minutes) to complete this aspect of 
27b 
QUESTIONNAIRE NUMBER 
(T) 2 3 4 
Name Date 
Student, Faculty, Campus Attribute Identification 
Assuming that the following educational "objective" is considered 
very important and is a significant influence on the official policy 
that is instrumental in guiding the courses of action at an institu­
tion of higher education, what attributes would you judge to exist 
among the students, the faculty, the administrators or campus life 
and facilities? 
Objective #3: To develop a student who can think, who can 
behave intelligently, who can respond creatively and 
effectively to new situations. 
Attributes ; 
1. 
2. 
3. 
5. 
6. 
Time necessary ( minutes) to complete this aspect of 
the questionnaire. 
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QUESTIONNAIRE NUMBER 
(J) 2 3 4 5 
Name Date 
Student, Faculty, Campus Attribute Identification 
Assuming that the following educational "objective" is considered 
very important and is a significant influence on the official policy 
that is instrumental in guiding the courses of action at an institu­
tion of higher education, -what attributes would you judge to exist 
among the students, the faculty, the administrators or campus life 
and facilities? 
Objective #4: To translate the talents and capacities of its 
faculty into significant educational results. 
Attributes : 
1. 
2 .  
3. 
/. 
5. 
Ô. 
Time necessary ( minutes) to complete this aspect of 
the questionnaire. 
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QUESTIONNAIRE NUMBER 
© 2 3 4  
Name Date 
Student, Faculty, Campus Attribute Identification 
Assuming that the following educational "objective" is considered 
very important and is a significant influence on ftie official policy 
that is instrumental in guiding the courses of action at an institu­
tion of higher education, what attributes would you judge to exist 
among the students, the faculty, the administrators or campus life 
and facilities? 
Objective #5: To train students in methods of scholarship, and/ 
or scientific research, and/or creative endeavor. 
Attributes : 
1. 
2 .  
3. 
Time necessary ( minutes) to complete this aspect of 
the questionnaire. 
2 7 y  
A P P E N D I X  0 3  
S E C O N D  D E L P H I  Q U E S T I O N N A I R E  
2 d u  
o w n  S T A T E  U N I V E R S I T Y  
O f  S c i e n c e  a n d  T e c h n o l o g y  
BATS March 27, 1978 
T O  
jacK wnitmer 
506 Ross Hall 
4-5263 
Subject: Second Questionnaire of DELPHI Exercise 
èreceived almost all the responses to Questionnaire Number in time to incorporate them into the enclosed "tentative 
composite attributes." Thank you for the prompt and meaning­
ful responses. 
The five (5) "tentative composite attributes" associated with 
each of the five (5) objectives were composed from your first 
responses. Your ideas may be combined with others or stated 
in a little different language, but I made a real effort not 
to contaminate these "composites" with my ideas. Overall, it 
was possible to compress most of your ideas into five tentative 
composite statements. As you might guess, a few ideas fell 
through the cracks because of my need to limit the size of this 
exercise. Therefore, the five (5) tentative composite attributes 
that you are asked to review are those that reflect the most 
consensus. 
The comments on the top of Questionnaire Number note; 
this exercise builds on the results of the first responses. First 
it summarizes the input of the previous exercise, offers you an 
opportunity to critique the summary and then asks you for addi­
tional information. 
Therefore, will you please: 
(1) Edit the "tentative composite attribute" statements and 
supporting descriptors by crossing out words and phrases 
you do not think are appropriate to make it the most explicit 
"composite attribute" statement from your perspective. 
You may also add additional information that you think will 
increase its usefulness. 
(2) Circle the most important/critical words or phrases in 
each statement to indicate your emphasis. 
2 d 1  
(3) Based on the content of each "tentative composite attribute" 
after you have edited it, judge, using the attribute achisvar.sr.t 
scale on the enclosed sheet, how the presence of each attribute 
is likely to lead to the achievement of the objective on that 
sheet. Record your judgment in the appropriate space on the 
left-hand margin. (Note: Because of the way these "composites" 
were developed, you will only use the positive (0 to 5) ratings 
at this time.) It will be helpful if you avoid giving all the 
attributes on the same sheet the same rating. 
(4) Finally, state your personal confidence, using the "confidence 
in your judgment scale" on the enclosed sheet, in the attribute 
achievement judgment you expressed on each tentative composite 
attribute. 
The tentative composite attributes on objective #3 and #5 are quite 
similar. Please do both separately and completely. I may combine 
them in the next round, but for now there was enough difference that 
I would like you to consider them as two separate and distinct 
objectives. 
I would be grateful if you would return your responses by ApriJL 5 so 
I can incorporate that information into Questionnaire Number . 
Q lîSTIONNAIRE Nl.'MliKR 
2 ) 3 A 
Name Date 
i iCt: i ibutc DescrlpLion ind Relationship to Specific Objectives 
This ((uiîst i onna i re 1;; tiae;e<l on the respons ):j to questionnaire III. First review the content of each "tentacive 
coirpos i l;e .itcribute." Add or delete applic iljle terms as you believe necessary. Then "judge" how the presence 
or ab:iiiue of each attribute m.iy lead to tie achievement of the objective (see scale on attached page). Finally, 
r.U(î your c onfidence in your judgment , (se ! scale on attached page) 
Objec:tive: To secure resources from the lota Legislature, through the Board of Regents, sufficient to 
III operate this unlversll:y at a near optimal level. 
Your Attribute An Institution of Higher Education that is pursuing the above 
Acli i(! vet lent objective will possess: 
Judgr: :enl, 
Your Confidence 
in tills 
Judgiient 
1. An a.'isertive effective external communications/influence effort: i.e. good lobbyist, I. 
knowl fidgeable alumni, outreaching public relations program, ail projecting a good 
lmag(!, understandable budget reflecting campus agreement & goals. OTHER: 
2. Professlonal I. personal behavior on the part of faculty, administrators & students 2. 
that reflect!) an awareness that the university instructual, research administration 
fi student life ate of significant Interest to all lowans who constantly monitor & 
evaluate them based on what information they receive. OTHER: 
3. A widaly held and generally accepted reputation that the university provides very 3. 
good student instruction in a condusive/posltive learning environment. OTHER : 
A. A widely held and generally accepted reputation that the university Is continuously 4. 
producing new and valuable knowledge. OTHER: 
5. A widely held and generally accepted reputation that the university is continuously 5. 
providing valuable services to all segments of the state. OTHER:_ 
Tirac! iiecuKsary ( minutes) to complete 1 Ms aspect of the ques t lonnairt: 
C D  
()i:[-:sTroNNAiRi-: NTMHKK 
3 
Name Dace 
AltributL' Dc'scr ipliou atui Relationship to Spocific Objective;; 
'Ihis <|uisl lonnaire is based on the responses to (pies t ionna i re III. First review the content of each "tentative 
conp'isit I \ttrihnu." Add or delete appl cahU- terms as you believe necessary. Then "judge" how the presence 
or abseni e of each attribute miy lead to l.he achievement of the objective (see scale on attached page). Finally, 
rate you t confidence in your j udg:nent. (s(;e scale on attached page) 
Obj cclive : To proctct the faculty's right to academic freedom. 
il 2 
Yjur At tribut I- An institution "I: Higher F.ducat ion that is pursuing the above Your Confiden' 
Ach i t ver.t lit objective will possess: in this 
J.i(lgiMi:nt Judgment 
1. A visible internal commur icat Ion/assertIve effort that cniphasizes tlie significance 1. 
and rationale of academic freedom (including some consensus on the definition of 
academic freedom) to facilty, administrators, students and others). 
2. A visible externa I cominui i cat ion (îffort to describe & explain the role of 2. 
academi c freedom in a h i ; t (|uallty & productive university. 
3. I'rofesslonal behavior on the part of the faculty that reflects an awareness of the 3. 
value of a c ad en I c freedoii; Including the presence of etliical standards._ 
4. A V i s II) 1e, vigilant & corslstent commitment on the part of the administrators to 4. 
defend the principles (< presence of academic freedom against all challenges at all 
costs - Including a spec:!f ic policy statement of the university's position; including 
stroni', tenure protect ioti, a legal staff against these threats. 
5. An atmosphere thai; encourages free and open discussion, open-minded democratic 5. 
fac:ulty and administrators, trust and confidence in peers, acceptance of positive or 
negatIve research results. 
T i n:e necessary ( minutes) l:o complete this aspect of the questionnaire 
1 ( D  
OllF.STLOiiMAIRf; NUHUKR 
3 
Name Date 
Attribntf Ocscr i|)t ion and Rolat ionsli ip to Specific Objectiver. 
This i;u(';t iunnn ire is base,I on the respot to questionnaire <11. First review the content of each "tentative 
composite ,itIrihuf: ." Add or delete appl cable terms as you believe necessary. Then "judge" how the presence 
or .'lb'.'lice of each attribute nuy lead to 1 he achievement of the objective (see scale on attached pa{;e) . Finally, 
r.ito your confidence in your judf;ment. (see scale on attached page) 
(lb j ,.M-( ive : To di;vcl jp a student who can think, who can behave in tel 1 Ignet ly, who can respond 
'•'3 cre.il;lv(;ly and effectively to new situations. 
Yiiir Attribute 
A;h iev'cirienl; 
J idi'.ir.i'iu 
An institution of Hightr Education that is pursuing the above 
objective will possess : 
Your Confidenc: 
in this 
Judgment 
1. A selection, retention, promotion & training effort that results in a diverse, 
rigorous, demand ing faculty that are up-to-date in their field; that enjoy Inter-
actlnf; with students to facilitate their learning; tliat are effective managers of 
tluilr own time; fewer teaching assistants. 
2. An idmlsHion & grading program that attracts & retains highly qualified, motivated 
stu lents wlio b^ive positive personal attitudes about themselves, who have the 
poliintlal CO change (< grow, think for themselves & have a tolerance for ambiguity. 
3. 
5. 
A 1 naming environment that lias smaller classes; rewards effective instruction, 
indopendent thinking & creativity, encourages adaptation & research, respect for 
different opinions, that encourages the staff to select their own educational goals, 
honars pro,,ram;;. 
Course structure, content & presentation that is basic, relevant, practical, useful 
A îitiident centorcd (including a comprehensive evaluation procedure that indicates 
direction magnitude of personal educational progress). Framework for challenging 
analysis of broad offerings; emphasize learning skills; & experiencing individual 
Intarnships. 
Post-graduation evaluation effort of students' quality of life, Intellectual growth 
sal; is f ac t ion of employers. 
2 .  
3. 
4. 
Tine necessary ( minutes) to complete this aspect of the questionnaire. 
QUKSTION'NAIRF. NlîMRF.R 
1 (^ 2^  3 4 5 
Name Date 
Atiributo Descri pt. ioi' .nut Re 1 a l iotisli ip lo Specific Objectives 
This «piiisL ionn.i ire is based on tin; responses to tpiest ionnaire '/I. First review the content of each "tentative 
cu!\iio;itc atL r ibiit(>. " Add or deplete applicable terms as you believe necessary. Then "judge" how tlie presence 
or at) ienrc of each attribute may lead to the achievement of the objective (see scale on attached page). Finally, 
rate vour confiilence in your judgment, (see scale on attached page) 
01) j (;c t ive : i'o translate the talents and capacities of its faculty into significant 
:/A educational results. 
Y'lur Attribute An institution cf Higher Education that is pursuing the above Your Confidence 
Ai:h ie venieat objoci:lve will | cssess : in tills 
Judgment Judgment 
1. An education environment chat includes high expectation of the faculty, abundant I .  
opportunities and emphasli on continuing education for faculty to improve pro­
fess lonal skills & knowlel|;e, recognizes & rewards outstanding results, less 
coimii t tee work, more release time & resources for producers, not allow tenure to 
shield inactivity. 
A faculty that is highly iiotlvated to learning, well prepared, innovative, aware of 2. 
the emphasis on the obJec;Lves of education & need to achieve results, committed to 
excellence, feels positively about peers, lias pride in & are dedicated to the concept 
& value of continuing eduMtlon & sought by other universities. 
;i. An evaluation effort of educational results that considers the impact of these re- 3. 
suits beyond the boundari'îs of the campus, formal & meaningful evaluation of 
student after graduation • are they "better" happier people, are they employable, 
good lîmployees, cont r ibut ing citizens, is the new knowledge - relevant - practical -
uselul. 
4. Well trained admlnistrato s who have a high apprclatlon for high quality education 4. 
results. (Ireative nianagenent techniques including assertive support for academic 
process, effective public relations program to draw broad attention to the value & 
significance of educatlon.il results. 
'j. Policies and procedures for adequate distribution of resources & rewards that do not 5. 
sIgniI leantly detract froii the efforts to achieve educational results. 
T i n i o  lU'cossary ( minutes) to co-iplott this aspect of the questionnaire. 
QL'l-STIONMAIRK NUMBI-R 
1 0 3 4 5 
Name- Dace 
A t t r i b u t e  [ i n s c r i p t i o n  a i u i  R e l a t i o n s h i p  t o  S p e c i f i c  O b j e c t i v e s  
T1 is ( j'.iest ionna i re is based on the responses to <niost ionna ire III. First review the content of each "tentative 
(•• •• ;)os i te at t r ibii to. " Add or delete applicable terms as you believe neccssary. Then "judge" how the presence 
or ibsenci! of each attribute nviy lead to the achievement of the objective (see scale on attached page). Finally, 
r.ito your confidencij in your judgment, (sin scale on attached page) 
0! M'Cl ive: To train students In methods cf scholarship, and/or scientific research, and/or 
•••'5 creative endeavor. 
Yi.'-u- Attribute An institut ion o ' Higher Education that is pursuing the above Your Confident 
A c h  ie\ (M:u'nt objective will possess: in this 
I 1 !,;!r.f'nt Judgment 
1. An admissions, oriiîntation, reward (grading) process that attracts and retains 1. 
students v.'ho are creative, highly motivated, enjoyable, energetic, that have 
ade<iiiate oducatl onal/acadeiiic capability, positive personal attitudes about them­
selves and who have tolerance for ambiguity. 
2. Learning environment that 13 flexible, has a mixed curriculum, emphasizes intellectual 2. 
honesty, recognizes I:lie dy lamic & tentative nature of new knowledge, has an open ex-
pressli)n of new ideas, reqilres a minimum amount of time to be devoted to activities 
that do not directly relati! to knowledge and learning. 
3. A sei.ection, retention, proiiotion & training effort that results in competent, 3. 
creal;lve, diverse, rigoroiii;,, demanding leaders in their field, faculty that are willing 
to h(!lp & entl\uslaatlcally pursue discoveries & new knowledge up-to-date in their field, 
that enjoy interacting witli the student & that realize that educating and training are 
two c,liferent academic puriiiiits, that are effective managers of their own time & efforts. 
4. Course structure, content < presentation that is creative, that began early in the 4._ 
undergraduate program to irstltute creative. Individual discover, asks "why" as well as 
"how" that demands indlvldial honesty, that discusses philosophic framework within which 
new knowledge is discovered & stressed the problem solving technique (scientific method), 
communication mediums & otler methods & firocesses. 
5. The availability & utilization of resources that are adequate for faculty & students 5. 
that are readily available without excess effort to acquire & that distributes extra 
resources to hlgVi achievers. 
Tim.; neccssary ( minutes) to complete ihis aspect of the questionnaire. 
2a 7 
A L C i i b u t e  A c i i  L < . ' i ? e ! ; i c - ; u  S c a i c  
A rating of means that you think the presence 
of the attribute virtually guarantees the achieve­
ment of the objective (the probability of attain­
ment of the objective is practically 100%). 
A rating of +3 means that you think the presence of 
the attribute is likely to lead to the achievement 
of the objective. (A high probability of the 
attainment of the objective is associated with the 
presence of this attribute.) 
A rating of 0 means that you think the presence of 
the attribute is indifferent/of no significance 
relative to the achievement of the objective (or 
that you don't know if the presence of the attribute 
will help or hurt the attainment of the objective). 
A rating of -3 means that you think the presence of 
the attribute is likely to distract from the 
achievement of the objective. (A high probability 
that the objective will not be attained is 
associated with the presence of this attribute.) 
A rating of -5 means that you think the presence of 
the attribute is practically certain to suppress 
:he achieveinent of the objective (the probability 
of attainment of the objective is practical 
when the attribute is present). 
.y zero 
Confidence of Judgment Scale* 
This is a sheer guess 
a gut 
reaction 
quite 
sure 
I would be prepared 
to defend this 
opinion in public 
vague 
idea 
sure 
* the degree of confidence you have in vcur judgment about this 
relationship 
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A P P r - N D I X  O U  
IrllivD Dt-LPrll ,^U£ ST 10 N N AI 5 L 
2  V  U  
o f  S c i e n c e  a n d  T e c h n o l o g y  
I O W A  S T A T E  U N I V E R S I T Y  
U/ 
B* ' May 5, 1978 
T O  
F R O M  
Jack Whitmer 
506 Ross 
Subject: Delphi Questionnaire # (3) 
Thanks for your persistence. I can sec the initial results 
of your efforts^and they look great. Your "editing" on 
Questionnaire @ was very helpful. The incorporation of 
that feedback may have changed the content or emphasis of the 
"composite attribute statements" some, so be sure to read 
them carefully before you record your judgment on this 
questionnaire. Attribute statements are now final and will 
not change. 
The preliminary ratings of the likelihood of attributes leading 
to the achievement of their initial objective were generally 
high, i.e. the median of eight attribute achievement ratings 
were "3"; sixteen were "4" and one was "5." This is about as 
I expected since the attributes were composed to be in harmony 
with their initial objective. This relationship may change 
when you relate the attributes to the other four objectives. 
rated into Questionnaire (3) . The results of your judgments 
are reported in the form x-(v) -z. where x = the first quartile, 
(y) = the weighted median and z - the third quartile. (see the 
example below) These results were arrived at by recording your 
Attribute Achievement Rating (AAR) as many times as your 
Confidence Scale (CS) indicated, i.e. the more confident you 
were of your judgments. the more weight they were given. By 
definition, the "Median" of all the (AAR) is the Value with 
one half of the responses on each side. One half of all 
responses fall between the first and third quartile values. 
The following explanation may help you assign a functional 
interpretation to these three values. 
A. If the reported values are 13 - (4) - Aj ; 
this indicates that one half of the responses 
were "3" and "4" with most of them "4" 
yy 1 
B. If the reported values are |2 " 
this indicates that one half of the responses 
were "2," "3" and "4" with most of them "3." 
Your task on Questionnaire @ is twofold. First, laying the 
explanations next to the recording form, read the objective 
statement and its initial attributes carefully.* Consider the 
specific wording and the statistics describing the responses of 
the other participants to this initial relationship and record 
your Attribute Achievement Ranking (AAR) in the left hand space 
X  -  z  
(AAR)/ (CS) 
and your confidence scale in the right hand space. DO THIS FOR 
ATTRIBUTES 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, 1.4 and 1.5 relative to Objective #1 
and then apply your judgment to the relationship of these same 
attributes to Objective #2, #3, #4 and #5. See accompanying sheet 
for scales and descriptors. (Note: Please feel free to use the 
entrie scale from -5 to +5 on this Questionnaire.) 
Then proceed to the next set of five attributes and repeat the 
sequence doing the refined judgment on the initial relationships 
first and then proceeding to the other four objectives. Your judg­
ment on the relationship of the attributes to the initial objective 
may be useful as a reference point for the other judgments. 
Keep in mind you are still being asked only for your best judgment 
based on what you know and accepting the statements at face value. 
However, if the (AAR) you record on this questionnaire for the 
initial relationships is above or below the reported quartile 
boundries of those 25 initial relationships, this may indicate that 
you know something about that specific relationship that all the 
rest do not and therefore maybe your jung-mp-nr should prevail. If 
t n i s  i s  s o ,  p l e a s e  f o o t n o t e  t h e s e  s p e c i f i c  r a n k i n g s  w i t h  a n  
explanation on the back of the sheet. This applies only to the 
initial relationships. 
Would you please try to get this completed questionnaire back to 
me by May 16. Thanks. 
J. . J. , A. . ^ ^ A. . _/ w c ^  c kito u w 4 i 
with objective ^-1 and the judgment of the relationship of these 
attributes to their INITIAL objective is a refinement of the 
judgment you gave me on Questionnaire (%), the judgment relative 
to the other four objectives are original. 
QUESTIONNAIRE NUMBER 1 0 )  
O wellhead median 
Attribut* Number 
OZJfl 
Resources 
0BJ#2 
Academic 
Freedow 
0BJ#3 
Thinking 
Student 
0BJ#4 
Oevelooment 
oaj#5 
Training 
Students 
I Outreach 3 - © - I, 
_ / i / 
T / ! / • 
Effort 1 / / / / ' / 
2 ProfaaalonaL Î - (3) - u / / / 
Behavior / /  / 
3 Excellent 3 - © - u / / ! / 
Inatructlon y  
/ / i  /  
4 Nev & Valuable 3 - Q - i* / 1 / / 
Knowledge / 
' / / / / 
S Valuable ! 3 - 0 - u / / / / 
Service / / /  / : / 
1 Internal i / 2 - a - 4 _ / / / 
Cocnunicac ions / 1  /  / / / / 
2 2 Public Awareneia / ' 2 - 0 - 4  / / / 
Program ! / ,  ; / : / / / 
2 3 Responsible ; / 4 - ffi . 5 _ / / :  ' /  
Faculty Behavior j / ,  / / / ' / 
2 4 Pol lev ! / 3 - (D - 4 / / : / 
Statement / / ; / / 1 
S Trui: i /' 3 - w - 5 — / '  / ' 
: ' / 
/ Democracy 
' 
/ 
1 Competent / / ' 4 - O - 5 / / 
Faculty / /• / 
2 Qualified & / /  3 - O - 5 / / 
Motivated Students / /  / 
3 Rewards for 
Instruction / / 
. 
, 3 
/ : / 
4 Student Centered / /  / / 
5 Post-graduate •  •  y  / 
Evaluation / / 
6 1 Expectations / y- / 
- -
/ 
/  
/ 
/ 
U 2 Cotaoltoenc to / / ' ? S / 
Excellence / / j / /  / 
(* 3 University / ' / -  f ?  - " Î  / 
lopact / 
/ ; J -  G  -
Adsiinlstrators / /' / /  
4 5 Rewards for / ' 1 - - 4 / 
Productivity / / 
1 Capable 
Students 
/ / 
"  ' V  
Curriculum 
5 3 Effective 
InCfracLin^ 
b U Individu*! 
D i S C O V f T V  
2  j  
Attribute Achievement Scale 
A rating of +5 means that you think the presence 
of the attribute virtually guarantees the achieve­
ment of the objective (the probability of atcain-
- +4 ment of the objective is practically 100%). 
- "*"3 A rating of +3 means that you think the presence of 
the attribute is likely to lead to the achievement 
of the objective. (A high probability of the 
attainment of the objective is associated with the 
presence of this attribute.) 
_ +2 
_ +1 
A rating of 0 means that you think the presence of 
the attribute is indifferent/of no significance 
-- ® relative to the achievement of the objective (or 
that you don't knew if the presence of the attribute 
will help or hurt the attainment of the objective). 
_  - 1  
_ -3 
A rating of -3 means that you think the presence of 
the attribute is likely to distract from the 
achievement of the objective. (A high probability 
that the objective will not be attained is 
associated with the presence of this attribute.) 
A rating of-5 means that you think the presence of 
the attribute is practically certain to suppress 
the achievement of the objective (the probability 
"5 of attainment of the objective is practically zero 
when the attribute is present) . 
Confidence of Judgment Scale* 
1 Tl* J i— ^ A A — 1 1 aiicci. &u.C33| 
/  '  
T-r 
a gut quite 
sure 
1 wouia De prepared | 
to defend this 
i opinion in public i 
va&ue 
fairly 
sure 
* the degree of confidence you have m vour iudPirept about 
relationship ' ° " 
Reference sheet for Delphi Questionnaire Number 3 
OBJECTIVES 
Objective #1. SECURE RESOURCES: To secure resources from the 
Iowa Legislature, through the Board of Regents, 
sufficient to operate this university at a near 
optimal level. 
Objective #2. ACADEMIC FREEDOM: To protect the faculty's right 
to academic freedom. 
Objective #3. THINKING STUDENT: To develop a student who can 
think, who can behave intelligently, who can respon 
creatively and effectively to new situations. 
Objective #4. FACULTY DEVELOPMENT: To translate the talents and 
capacities of its faculty into significant educa­
tional results. 
Objective #5. TRAINED STUDENT: To train students in methods of 
scholarship and/or scientific research and/or 
creative endeavor. 
ATTRIBUTES 
Attribute #1.1 OUTREACH EFFORT: A positive effective external 
outreach effort projecting a constructive image 
of the university. 
Attribute #1.2 PROFESSIONAL BEHAVIOR: Professional behavior by 
faculty members, administrators and students that 
•rorlor' l-c a-n atja -ro-n occ rhaf n-nn-rrot-CTr-vr 
are or inreresc to lovans wnc juage tne university 
on the information they receive. 
Attribute #1.3 EXCELLENT INSTRUCTION: A widely acknowledged and 
broadly accepted reputation that the university 
provides excellent instruction to students in a 
positive learning environment. 
Attribute #1.4 NEW & VALUABLE KNOWLEDGE: A widely acknowledged and 
broadly accepted reputation that the university is 
continuously producing new and valuable knowledge. 
Attribute #1.5 VALUABLE SERVICE: A widely acknowledged and broadly 
accepted reputation that the university is willing 
to and is continuously providing valuable service 
and extension programs to all segments of the state 
Attribute #2.1 INTERNAL COMMUNICATIONS; A positive effective 
internal communication process that emphasizes the 
significance and rationale of academic freedom and 
pursues some consensus among faculty, administrators 
and students on a definition of academic freedom. 
Attribute #2 2 PUBLIC AWARENESS PROGRAM; A specific and continuous 
public awareness program that describes and explains 
the value of academic freedom in a high quality, 
productive university and in society in general. 
Attribute #2.3  RESPONSIBLE FACULTY BEHAVIOR: Responsible faculty 
behavior that reflects an awareness of the value 
and limits of academic freedom, including the 
recognition of ethical standards. 
Attribute #2.4 POLICY STATEMENT; A specific policy statement of 
the university's position on academic freedom that 
top university administrators rigorously explain 
and defend. 
Attribute #2.5 TRUST & DEMOCRACY: An atmosphere of trust and 
democracy that encourages objectiveity with a free 
and open discussion of research results by faculty 
members, administrators and students who have 
confidence in their peers. 
Attribute #3.1 COMPETENT FACULTY: Competent, diverse and demanding 
faculty members who are up-to-date in their field; 
Attribute #3.2 QUALIFIED & MOTIVATED STUDENTS : Qualified and moti­
vated students who have positive attitudes about 
themselves, think for themselves and demonstrate the 
pC—SPCi-Sl. -O 3 -r* mst'iTT-O 
Attribute #3.3 REWARDS FOR INSTRUCTION: Rewards for effective 
instruction, independent thinking, creativity and 
respect for different opinions. 
sLuutriiL cênCcicu COUrSc 
structure that includes comprehensive evaluation of 
each students' educational process. 
Attribute #3.5 POST-GRADUATION EVALUATION: Post-graduation 
evaluation that indicates the degree of the graduates' 
intellectual growth and their attainment of self-
actualization . 
Attribute #4.1 EXPECTATIONS: High expectations of the faculty with 
encouragement of professional improvement and rewards 
for outstanding results. 
Attribute #4.2 COMMITMENT TO EXCELLENCE: Highely motivated, 
competent, innovative faculty members who are committed 
to excellence and achievement of the objectives of 
higher education. 
Attribute #4.3 UNIVERSITY IMPACT: Specific knowledge of the impact 
of the university beyond campus boundaries. 
Attribute #4.4 COMPETENT ADMINISTRATORS: Competent Administrators 
who have an appreciation for quality educational 
results and use creative management techniques. 
Attribute #4.5 REWARDS FOR PRODUCTIVITY; Distribution of resources 
and rewards that directly support educational 
productivity. 
Attribute #5.1 CAPABLE STUDENTS: Highly motivated, energetic, 
capable and creative students. 
Attribute #5.2 FLEXIBLE CURRICULUM: A flexible curriculum that 
promotes a learning environment that emphasizes 
intellectual opportunities and new knowledge. 
Attribute #5.3 EFFECTIVE INTERACTING: Effective interacting by 
competent, creative faculty and students who together 
enthusiastically pursue new knowledge with sophisti­
cated techniques. 
Attribute #5.4 INDIVIDUAL DISCOVERY: Individual discovery in creative 
courses that include the philosophic framework within 
which new knowledge is discovered. 
Attribute #5.5 RESOURCES FOR HIGH PRODUCERS: Allocation of resources 
to protential and proven high producers of instruc­
tion and research results. 
2^7 
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TO 
HO" _ . ._ . 
jacK wnitmer 
506 Ross Hall 
Subject: Delphi Questionnaire Number 4 
Thank you for tolerating my fuzzy instructions on the last 
questionnaire. I tried to avoid "blurting out" that you had 
to make 125 separate decisions because I was afraid it would 
dampen your enthusiasm. 
This process is taking longer than I planned, but I hope 
you will stick with me a couple more weeks. We are approaching 
the home stretch and the results are looking great. 
The mechanics of recording your judgments on this questionnaire 
are very similar to questionnaire number 3 but THE RELATIONSHIPS 
ARE COMPLETELY DIFFERENT. In the first three questionnaires, 
you worked with the relationship between attributes and 
objectives. In this questionnaire, you will be working with 
Lriê rêlaLlonshiu beLwêeti àccivlLiéS âi'iu attributes. Your 
judgment on this questionnaire involves how a specific activity 
contributes to the presence of a specific attribute. 
It may help if you understand how all of your judgments will 
fit together. The purpose of this delphi exercise is to attempt 
to establish a linkage between activities and objectives. 
However, that span is too wide, i.e. people have great diffi­
culty determining how an activity contributes to the achievement 
of an objective. I inserted an intermediate factor: the 
attribute. This allows me to attempt to link activities to 
attributes and then attributes to objectives. This information 
will then be collapsed and expressed in a singular linkage 
between activities and objectives. 
Enclosed are the 25 attributes and their brief descriptions 
and a N^ scaling instruction sheet. Please read the descrip­
tions or the different levels of the "'Activity Contribution 
Scale" very carefully. The confidence scale is the same. 
Also enclosed is a worksheet that has 10 activities that are 
time. These are new. Please read each one carefully. Across 
the too are the headings or che 25 accribuces. 
2 9 9  
The specific task of this questionnaire is to record your 
judgsîent expressing how you believe each activity contributes 
to the presence of each attribute (ACS) using any of the 
specific ratings of the Activity Contribution Scale from 
-5 to +5. For example, how does "graduate structured 
instruction" contribute to the presence of an "outreach effort?" 
Record that judgment in the top half of the rectangle and 
your confidence scale in the bottom half. 
Mechanically, I believe it will facilitate your providing 
this information if you do a single activity all the way 
across the sheet, i.e., how does "graduate structured 
instruction" contribute to the presence of: an "outreach 
effort;" this specific "professional behavior;" "excellent 
instruction ;" all the way over to "resources for high 
producers?" 
Please endure. I realize that this involves a lot of specific 
decisions. However, all of these decisions are implicit in 
the many gross decisions that involve relating the universities 
resources to desired outcomes. 
Tine is slipping away. Ir. tact, 1'" atraid tnat so=e cr you 
will slip away before I get the last questionnaire out if I 
can't shorten up my turn-around time. Will you please try 
to get this back to me by June 2? If you are going to be at 
a different address the first two'weeks in June, would you 
please write that on the answer sheet: so chat I can be sure 
the last questionnaire is delivered to you promptly? 
Thanks again. 
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QUESTIONNAIRE NUMBER Date 
Relationships of Activities to Attributes 
This is the fourth set of questionnaires. The accompanying worksheets 
provide you an opportunity to express your judgment on how 10 specific 
purposeful activities of university faculty contribute to the presence of 
the 25 attributes that were composed in Questionnaires 1 and 2 . 
Using the scale on this page, express your judgment as to how each activity 
contributes to the presence of the attribute. Write in the appropriate 
number adjacent to each activity in the top half. Next, record your 
confidence in your judgment in the bottom half. 
Activity Contribution Scale 
A rating of +5 means that you think the performance 
of the activity directly contributes to the presence 
of the attribute, (the probability of the presence 
of the attribute is practically 100%) 
A rating of +3 means that you think the performance 
of the activity indirectly contributes to the 
A rating of zero means that you think the performance 
of the activity is not related to the presence of the 
attribute, or that you don't know if the performance 
of the activity has a bearing on the presence of the 
attribute. 
A rating of -3 means that you think the performance 
of the activity reduces the possibility of the presence 
of the attribute. 
A rating of -5 means that you think the performance of 
the activity almost guarantees that the attribute will 
not be present. 
Confidence of Judgment Scale* 
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Reference sheet for Delphi Questionnaire Number 4 
ATTRIBUTES 
Attribute #1.1 OUTREACH EFFORT; A positive effective external 
outreach effort projecting a constructive image 
of the university. 
Attribute #1.2 PR.OFESSIGNAL BEHAVIOR: Prcfcssicnal behavior by 
faculty members, administrators and students that 
reflects an awareness that university activities 
are of interest to lowans who judge the university 
on the information they receive. 
Attribute #1.3 EXCELLENT INSTRUCTION; A widely acknowledged and 
broadly accepted reputation that the university 
provides excellent instruction to students in a 
positive learning environment. 
Attribute #1.4 NEW & VALUABLE KNOWLEDGE; A widely acknowledged and 
broadly accepted reputation that the university is 
continuously producing new and valuable knowledge. 
accepted reputation that the university is willing 
to and is continuously providing valuable service 
and extension Drosrair.s to all segments of the state. 
Attribute #2.1 INTERNAL COMMUNICATIONS: A positive effective 
internal communication process that emphasizes the 
significance and rationale of academic freedom and 
pursues some consensus among faculty, administrators 
and students on a definition of academic freedom. 
Attribute #2.2 PUBLIC AWARENESS PROGRAM: A specific and continuous 
public awareness program that describes and explains 
the value of academic freedom in a high quality, 
productive university and in society in general. 
Attribute #2.3 RESPONSIBLE FACULTY BEHAVIOR: Responsible faculty 
behavior that reflects an awareness of the value 
and limits of academic freedom, including the 
recognition of ethical standards. 
Attribute #2.4 POLICY STATEMENT: A specific policy statement of 
the university's position on academic freedom that 
top university administrators rigorously explain 
and defend. 
Attribute #2.5 TRUST & DEMOCRACY: An atmosphere of trust and 
democracy that encourages objectiveity with a free 
and open discussion of research results by faculty 
members, administrators and students who have 
confidence in their peers. 
Attribute #3.1 COMPETENT FACULTY: Competent, diverse and demanding 
faculty members who are up-to-date in their field; 
who are effective in interacting with students. 
Attribute #3.2 QUALIFIED & MOTIVATED STUDENTS : Qualified and moti­
vated students who have positive attitudes about 
theTT-.sslves, think for the-nselves and demonstrate the 
potential to change and ~aturo. 
Attribute #3.3 REWARDS FOR INSTRUCTION: Rewards for effective 
instruction, independent thinking, creativity and 
respect for different opinions. 
Attribute #3.4 STUDENT CENTERED COURSES: Student centered course 
structure that includes comprehensive evaluation cf 
each students' educational process. 
Attribute #3.5 POST-GRADUATION EVALUATION: Post-graduation 
evaluation that indicates the degree of the graduates 
intellectual growth and their attainment of self-
actualization . 
jiU4 
Attribute #4.1 EXPECTATIONS; High expectations of the faculty with 
encouragement of professional improvement and rewards 
for outstanding results. 
Attribute #4.2 COMMITMENT TO EXCELLENCE: Highely motivated, 
competent, innovative faculty members who are committed 
to excellence and achievement of the objectives of 
higher education. 
Attribute #4.3 UNIVERSITY IMPACT; Specific knowledge of the impact 
of the university beyond campus boundaries. 
Attribute #4.4 COMPETENT ADMINISTRATORS: Competent Administrators 
who have an appreciation for quality educational 
results and use creative management techniques. 
Attribute #4.5 REWARDS FOR PRODUCTIVITY: Distribution of resources 
and rewards that directly support educational 
productivity. 
Attribute #5.1 CAPABLE STUDENTS: Highly motivated, energetic, 
capable and creative students. 
Attribute #5.2 FLEXIBLE CURRICULUM: A flexible curriculum that 
promotes a learning environment that emphasizes 
J.II L. C x X CfJ I-ciit\a new 
Attribute #5.3 EFFECTIVE INTERACTING: Effective interacting by 
competent, creative faculty and students who together 
enthusiastically pursue new knowledge with sophisti-
Attribute #5,4 INDIVIDUAL DISCOVERY: Individual discovery in creative 
courses that include the philosophic framework within 
which new knowledge is discovered. 
to protential and proven high producers of instruc­
tion and research results. 
jU5 
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DATI 
June 28. 1978 
I O W A  S T A T E  U N I V E R S I T Y  
o f  S c i i n c a  a n d  T i c h n o l o g y  
rioM 
Jack WhitTner 
506 Ross Hall 
Subject: Delphi Questionnaire Number (3) ; The Last One 
Wowl That last questionnaire produced a lot of numbers. 
It is obvious from the fall-off in response and the delay of 
returning the last questionnaire that five objectives are too 
many to handle as a block. However, the responses from this 
last questionnaire are necessary to complete the process for 
these five objectives which will be used in my research model 
of resource allocation in a college. 
The results of the 12,500 numbers from Questionnaire (î) are 
summarized on Questionnaire (5) B. You will see as you review 
the aggregation of your responses that you were very definite 
and positive about some of the relationships and equally as 
unsure about others. A preliminary integration of the two 
sets of relationships, the attribute-objective; expressed on 
vj o u X i. c: uiicr cav, u v j. u y—cs u c J. J. uu. uc ; uii 
Questionnaire (5) 3. indicates some interesting linkages. Your 
responses indicate that the 10 activities clearly lead to the 
attainment of "Faculty Development" more than any of the other 
objactives. On the other extreme, but much more tentative, the 
10 activities contribute the least to "Academic Freedom" 
compared to the other four objectives. 
If Questionnaires ^  A and (3) B produce the expected impact on 
the data, a more definite consensus about each specific relation­
ship should emerge, but in the process about 20% of the relation­
ships will shift one way or the other. 
The mechanics of recording your judgments on this Questionnaire 
are the same as with Questionnaires (|) and . Questionnaire 
is a review and revaluation of your past judgments. I have 
stapled the Questionnaires and the appropriate descriptors and 
series into two sets to help you associate the appropriate 
The results of your responses are reported in the for™ x -^ - z : 
where x = the upper limit of the first quartile,^. = the ^ 
weighted median, and z = the lower limit of the ^urth ouartile. 
The median is the most significant value. One half of the 
JU / 
response values are on each side of the median. The quartile limits 
reflect the degree of consensus around the median value. For 
example : ; 1 
1. If the reported values are | T ; this indicates that one 
half of the responses were in the range -5 to 4 and the other half 
were in the range 4 to 5. Also, that at least % of all responses 
were "4's" and "5's"; i.e. there is a strong relationship expressed 
here and the group is very sure of it. 
2. If the reported values are T' this indicates that one 
half of the responses were in the range -5 to 1.5 and the other 
half were in the range 1.5 to 5. Also, that one half of the 
responses were between 0 and 3. I.e., there is little or no relation­
ship expressed here and the group Is not very confident of its judg­
ment . 
Your task on Questionnaire © is twofold. First, laying the 
explanations next to the recording form, read the "objectives" and 
"attribute" statements carefully. Consider the specific wording 
and the statistics describing the responses of the participants to 
each relationship and record your Attribute Achievement Ranking (AAR) 
in the left hand space and your Confidence Scale (CS) in the right 
hand space of the 100 relationships that are not blacked out, i.e. 
"cs 
Second, repeat the process by reading the "activity" and "attribute" 
statements carefully, considering the specific wording and statistics 
describing the responses of the participants to each relationship and 
record your Activitiy Contribution Scale (ACS) in the left hand space 
-(Y) - z| 
/ 
See accompanying sheet for scales and descriptors. Please feel free 
to use any value on the entire scale from -5 to 4-5 on Questionnaire © 
Keep in mind you are still being asked only for your best judgment 
based on what you know and accepting the statements at face value. 
However, if the (AAR) or the (ACS) you record on this Questionnaire 
for the relationship is above or below the reported "quartile" limits, 
indicating that you may know something about that specific relation­
ship that all the rest do not, and therefore maybe your judgment 
should prevail, please footnote those specific rankings with an explan­
ation on the back of the sheet. 
I apologize for taking zore of your time than I estimated, but the 
results look very valuable. Please try to get these back to me by 
the middle of July. 
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A racing of +•) means that you think the presence 
of Che attribute virtually guarantees the achieve­
ment of the objective (the probability of attain­
ment of the objective is practically 1007.) . 
A rating of +3means that you think the presence of 
the attribute is likely to lead to the achievement 
of the objective. (A high probability of the 
attainment of the objective is associated with the 
presence of this attribute.) 
A rating of 0 means that you think the presence of 
the attribute is indifferent/of no significance 
relative to the achievement of the objective (or 
that you don't know if the presence of the attribute 
will help or hurt the attainment of the objective). 
A rating of -3 means that you think the presence of 
the attribute is likely to distract from the 
achievement of the objective. (A high probability 
that the objective will not be attained is 
associated with the presence of this attribute.) 
A rating of -5 means that you think the presence of 
the attribute is practically certain to suppress 
the achievement of the objective (the probability 
of attainment of the objective is practically zero 
when the attribute is present). 
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Reference sheet for Delphi Questionnaire Number (5)A 
OBJECTIVES 
Objective #1. SECURE RESOURCES; To secure resources from the 
Iowa Legislature, through the Board of Regents, 
sufficient to operate this university at a near 
optimal level. 
Objective #2. ACADEMIC FREEDOM; To protect the faculty's right 
to academic freedom. 
Objective #3. THINKING STUDENT: To develop a student who can 
think, who can behave intelligently, who can respond 
creatively and effectively to new situations. 
Objective #4. FACULTY DEVELOPMENT; To translate the talents and 
capacities of its faculty into significant educa­
tional results. 
Objective #5. TRAINED STUDENT; To train students in methods of 
scholarship and/or scientific research and/or 
creative endeavor. 
ATTRIBUTES 
Attribute #1.1 OUTREACH EFFORT; A positive effective external 
outreach effort projecting a constructive image 
of the university. 
Attribute #1.2 PROFESSIONAL BEHAVIOR; Professional behavior by 
f a c u l t y  uiêuibéis. âumiûistrators and students that 
reflects an awareness that university activities 
are of interest to lowans who judge the university 
on the information they receive. 
Attribute #1.3 EXCELLENT INSTRUCTION; A widely acknowledged and 
broadly accepted reputation that the university 
provides excel lent instruction to students in a 
positive learning environment. 
Attribute ,--1.4 NEW & VALUABLE KNOWLEDGE; A widely acknowledged and 
broadly accepted reputation that the university is 
continuously producing new and valuable knowledge. 
Attribute #1.5 VALUABLE SERVICE: A widely acknowledged and broadly 
accepted reputation that the university is willing 
to and is continuously providing valuable service 
and extension programs to all segments of the state. 
3 I 1 
At tribute #2.1 INTERNAI, COMMUNICATIONS : A positive effective 
internal communication process that emphasizes the 
significance and rationale of academic freedom and 
pursues some consensus among faculty, administrators 
and students on a definition of academic freedom. 
Attribute #2.2 PUBLIC AWARENESS PROGRAM: A specific and continuous 
public awareness program that describes and explains 
the value of academic freedom in a high quality, 
productive university and in society in general. 
Attribute #2.3 RESPONSIBLE FACULTY BEHAVIOR; Responsible faculty 
behavior that reflects an awareness of the value 
and limits of academic freedom, including the 
recognition of ethical standards. 
Attribute #2.4 POLICY STATEMENT; A specific policy statement of 
^ V» o iiTi i c i * c r\ry c /"* 9 <4 t-V» 3 f-
wm « •«« « w ^ w ^  W ^ ^  O ^ w, m * V m  * ^ ^ #*4 w ^ ^ ^ ^ ••• w » « 
top university administrators rigorously explain 
and defend. 
Attribute #2.5 TRUST & DEMOCRACY; An atmosphere of trust and 
democracy that encourages objectiveity with a free 
and open discussion of research results by faculty 
members, administrators and students who have 
confidence in their peers. 
Attribute #3.1 COMPETENT FACULTY; Competent, diverse and demanding 
faculty members who are up-to-date in their field; 
T.TMr» oy o j^r» f M c rn rî ATI r .c 
Attribute #3.2 QUALIFIED & MOTIVATED STUDENTS ; Qualified and moti-
VOi-CO «VilW i iOVC 
themselves, think for themselves and demonstrate the 
potential to chanpe and mature. 
Attribute #3.3 REWARDS FOR INSTRUCTION: Rewards for effective 
instruction, independent thinking, creativity and 
respect for different opinions. 
Stuuc-nt c6riC6r€G COUTSC 
structure that includes comprehensive evaluation of 
each students' educational process. 
Attribute #3.5 POST-GRADUATION EVALUATION: Post-graduation 
evaluation that indicates the degree of the graduates' 
intellectual growth and their attainment of self-
actualization . 
.31 ^  
Attribute #4.1 EXPECTATIONS; H expectations of the faculty with 
encouragement of professional improvement and rewards 
for outstanding results. 
Attribute #4.2 COMMITMENT TO EXCELLENCE: Highely motivated, 
competent, innovative faculty members who are committed 
to excellence and achievement of the objectives of 
higher education. 
Attribute #4.3 UNIVERSITY IMPACT: Specific knowledge of the impact 
of the university beyond campus boundaries. 
Attribute #4.4 COMPETENT ADMINISTRATORS: Competent Administrators 
who have an appreciation for quality educational 
results and use creative management techniques. 
Attribute #4.5 REWARDS FOR PRODUCTIVITY: Distribution of resources 
and rewards that directly support educational 
productivity. 
Attribute #5.1 CAPABLE. STUDENTS: Highly motivated, energetic, 
capable and creative students. 
Attribute #5.2 FLEXIBLE CURRICULUM.- A flexible curriculum that 
promotes a learning environment that emphasizes 
intellectual opportunities and new knowledge. 
Attribute #5.3 EFFECTIVE INTERACTING: Effective interacting by 
competent, creative faculty and students who together 
enthusiastically pursue new knowledge with sophisti­
cated techniques. 
Attribute #5.4 INDIVIDUAL DISCOVERY: Individual discovery in creative 
course? that inc:\;de the philosophic framework within 
which new knowledge is discovered. 
Attribute #5.5 RESOURCES FOR HIGH PRODUCERS: Allocation of resources 
rion and research results. 
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QUESTIONNAIRE NUMBER ©I Dace 
Relationships of Activities to Attributes 
This is the fourth set of questionnaires. The accompanying worksheets 
provide you an opportunity to express your judgment on how 10 specific 
purposeful activities of university faculty contribute tc the presence of 
the 25 attributes that were composed in Questionnaires 1 and 2 . 
Using the scale on this page, express your judgment as to how each activity 
contributes to the presence of the attribute. Write in the appropriate 
number adjacent to each activity in the top half. Next, record your 
confidence in your judgment in the bottom half. 
Activity Contribution Scale 
A rating of +5 means that you think the performance 
of the activity directly contributes to the presence 
the attribute, (the probability 
of the attribute is practically 100%) 
A rating of +3 means that you think the performance 
of the activity indirectly contributes to the 
presence of the attribute. 
A rating of zero means that you think the performance 
of the activity is not related to the presence of the 
attribute, or that you don't know if the performance 
of the activity has a bearing on the presence of the 
attribute. 
A rating of -3 means that you think the performance 
of the activity reduces the possibility of the presence 
of the attribute. 
A rating of -5 means that you think the performance of 
the activity almost guarantees that the attribute will 
not be present. 
Confidence of Judgment Scale* 
This is a sheer zuess! 
a £ur 
reaction 
i I would be prepared 
I rn Hpfer.n this 
sure J opinion in public j 
vague 
idea 
f ^  ^ m» ^ • » 
* - h s  d e g r e e  of c o n f l d c w c c  y o u  n a v e  i n  v o u r  s b c j t  t h i s  
relationship 
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Reference sheet for Delphi Questionnaire Numberr 
ATTRIBUTES 
OUTREACH EFFORT: A positive effective external 
outreach effort prcjsctir.g a ccnstructi'vô i->age 
of the university. 
PROFESSIONAL BEHAVIOR: Professional behavior by 
faculty members, administrators and students that 
reflects an awareness that university activities 
are of interest to lowans who judge the university 
on the information they receive. 
EXCELLENT INSTRUCTION: A widely acknowledged and 
broadly accepted reputation that the university 
provides excellent instruction to students in a 
positive learning environment. 
NEW & VALUABLE KNOWLEDGE: A widely acknowledged and 
broadly accepted reputation that the university is 
continuously producing new and valuable knowledge. 
VALUABLE SERVICE: A widely acknowledged and broadly 
accepted reputation that the university is willing 
to and is continuously providing valuable service 
and extension programs to all segments of the state. 
ACTIVITIES 
1. Grad. structured instruction (on & off campus) Lecture & Lab; 
classroom setting 
2. Undergrad structured instruction (on & off campus) Lecure & Lab; 
classroom setting 
3. Grad. unstructured instruction (on & off campus) individual study, 
special problems, advising, thesis, dissertation, supervision 
4. Undergrad unstructured instruction (on & off campus) individual 
study, special problems, advising, thesis, dissertation, supervision 
5. Committees/Councils; department, college and university involvement 
6. Administrative activities; supervision of employees, record 
maintenance, etc, 
7. Professional activities; presenting papers, attending professional 
meetings, reviewing for journals, etc. 
8. Research activities, design, administrative presentation of results 
of research 
9. Professional development; reading professional journals, develooing 
new interests and skills, etc. 
10. Public service; community involvement, extension oresentation, 
poiicical activities, etc. 
Attribute #1.1 
Attribute #1.2 
Attribute #1.3 
Attribute #1.4 
Attribute #1.5 
s 1 h 
Attribute #2.1 INTERNAL COMMUNICATIONS: A positive effective 
inrernal communic.-ît ion process that crr.phasii^es the 
significance and rationale of academic freedom and 
pursues some consensus among faculty, administrators 
and students on a definition of academic freedom. 
Attribute #2.2 PUBLIC AWARENESS PROGRAM: A specific and continuous 
public awareness program that describes and explains 
the value of academic freedom in a high quality, 
productive university and in society in general. 
Attribute #2.3 RESPONSIBLE FACULTY BEHAVIOR: Responsible faculty 
behavior that reflects an awareness of the value 
and limits of academic freedom, including the 
recognition of ethical standards. 
Attribute #2.4 POLICY STATEMENT: A specific policy statement of 
the university's position on academic freedom that 
top university administrators rigorously explain 
and defend. 
Attribute #2.5 TRUST & DEMOCRACY: An atmosphere of trust and 
democracy that encourages objectiveity with a free 
and open discussion of research results by faculty 
members, administrators and students who have 
confidence in their peers. 
Attribute #3.1 COMPETENT FACULTY; Competent, diverse and demanding 
faculty members who are up-to-date in their field; 
who are effmcrive in interacting ^^th £ 
Attribute #3.2 QUALIFIED & MOTIVATED STUDENTS : Qualified and moti­
vated students who have positive attitudes about 
themselves, think for themselves and demonstrate the 
potential to change and mature. 
Attribute #3.3 REWARDS FOR INSTRUCTION: Rewards for effective 
instruction, independent thinking, creativity and 
respect for different opinions. 
Attribute #3.4 STUDENT CENTERED COURSES: Student centered course 
structure that includes comprehensive evaluation of 
each students' educational orocess. 
Attribute #3.5 POST-GRADUATION EVALUATION: Post-graduation 
evaluation that indicates the degree of the graduates' 
intellectual growth and their attainment of self-
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Attribute #4.1 EXPECTATIONS; High expectations of the faculty with 
encouragement of professional improvement and rewards 
for outstanding results. 
Attribute #4.2 COMMITMENT TO EXCELLENCE: Highely motivated, 
competent, innovative faculty members who are committed 
to excellence and achievement of the objectives of 
higher education. 
Attribute #4.3 UNIVERSITY IMPACT: Specific knowledge of the impact 
of the university beyond campus boundaries. 
Attribute #4.4 COMPETENT ADMINISTRATORS: Competent Administrators 
who have an appreciation for quality educational 
results and use creative management techniques. 
Attribute #4.5 REWARDS FOR PRODUCTIVITY: Distribution of resources 
and rewards that directly support educational 
productivity. 
Attribute #5.1 CAPABLE STUDENTS: Highly motivated, energetic, 
capable and creative students. 
Attribute #5.2 FLEXIBLE CURRICULUM: A flexible curriculum that 
promotes a learning environment that emphasizes 
intellectual opportunities and new knowledge. 
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competent, creative faculty and students who together 
enthusiastically pursue new knowledge with sophisti­
cated techniques. 
Attribute #5.4 INDIVIDUAL DISCOVERY: Individual discovery in creative 
courses that include the philosophic framework within 
which new knowledge is discovered. 
Attribute #5.5 RESOURCES FOR HIGH PRODUCERS: Allocation of resources 
to protential and proven high producers of instruc-
oiru A. c 9 CCI i , V. 11 icewiLe. 
